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Harrison Barnes
Harrison Barnes was born on Magnolia Plantation on
January 13, 1889. His father was foreman of the plantation.
Harrison had one sister and three brothers, all of who were
musicians and played in the Magnolia Eclipse marching bands;
Alfred-clarinet, Thomas-cornet, and Fred-baritone. Harrison used
to watch band rehearsal while still young, observing his brother
finger the baritone. When his brother would return to work in the
fields, Harrison would pick up the horn and:
“Get the music down by ear. I would take the same piece of
music and ah they already had the fingerings on the baritone, ya
know…and I would work on it, and play it ya see.”
Harrison continued playing this way on his own and like a
‘black Paganini’ one day at a band rehearsal, Harrison surprised
everyone by sitting in and playing the baritone along with the
band:
“Started on baritone, had Eb cornet there, too, ya know, and
after I learned good, they would go to rehearsal, so one night they
were rehearsing – my brother he wasn’t there – I had his
instrument, waiting for him, ya know, and he didn’t come – and
they played a couple numbers and I just went right on ahead and
played; they was surprised, ya know, but I had my ear and I had
been practicing along, too. So that made me watch the notes like
that and I knowed where to, how to play ‘em, ya know, so I didn’t
need, I didn’t need that, ya see…Only thing I had to learn there the
key, see…and I could always, I got that down when they’re playin’
in Bb or whats ever, was one flat, 2 flats, and so on…well I
knowed how to figure that and we went along.”
Unlike the ante-bellum Southern Plantations, there wasn’t
much music on the plantation after the Civil War. Harrison Barnes,
Jim Robinson, and Sunny Henry gave similar answers when asked
about music on the plantation:
“Father didn’t play music. Wasn’t much music in that time
around that part of the country…now and then you’d see a fella
with a mandolin or something like that…nothin’ down my way
there where I lived at, there wasn’t much. Harmonica was the
biggest thing there and old Jew’s Harp and things like that.”
(Barnes)
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“There was singing and whistling in the fields, or whatever
they want to do.” (Robinson)
“Yeah there was some singing while working – sing any
kind of a church hymn, anything you want. Yeah, yu could sing, yu
could do anything you want down there.” (Henry)
From their description it didn’t sound like the organized
field shouts and work song noted in the early slave days. But,
Negro music still existed, being heard in the church and church
socials. From Barnes descriptions, the church’s music remained the
same exuberant and emotional spiritual music that was heard and
sung by the early slaves in their church services. Barnes wasn’t
with a church while he lived at Magnolia but he heard the music of
the church:
“No piano, just sing anthems, jubilees. They’d word it out,
then they’d sing that strain. Then they’d word it out again and sing
some more. (Sic: this sounds much like the New England ‘lining
out’) Jubilee songs – fast. Sometimes when they, sometimes they
would start to clapping their hands on the jubilee, yeah. Sometimes
the sisters would shout, you know? Just a like a person would
dance there. At socials they would be shouting. I don’t know what
they call it; it wasn’t dancing, but it was so near dancing I don’t
know what it is.”
Barnes, later in life joined the Free Mission Baptist Church,
playing on the trombone with Remus Matthews on snare drum,
accompanying the church choir on hymns.
Harrison talks of his job on the plantation stating that he
was skilled labor, hoeing the straight lines necessary for planting.
Magnolia had a large bell to wake up the workers and to toll the
important hours. Harrison doesn’t talk about all the times the bell
rang, but he does mention that it tilled at 4:30 A.M. in the morning
and then fifteen minutes later at which time they left for work.
While working in the fields, the workers heard the breakfast bell
ring at 7:00 or 7:30 at which time a boy would bring breakfast for
them, a half-hour being allowed for its eating. This bell must have
been a large one. In an interview in the courthouse in Point-a-laHache, it was remarked how the interviewee remembered hearing
the Magnolia bell across the river from Magnolia.
When Jim Humphrey came to the plantation his music
lessons were confined to brass band rehearsal and not private,
individual instrumental lessons. Barnes says he only took four
lessons with Humphrey in concert rehearsal. The Negro musicians
in the band helped each other out teaching each other what they
knew. There is much evidence of this. In the oral histories at the
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Jazz Archives at Tulane University there is stated many times how
one musician would help out the other. The Magnolia Band at one
time had Effie Jones as leader. There is also evidence that Sunny
Henry also taught the band, and Harrison Barnes talks of teaching
the band:
“Now by me getting that ah from ah H. N. White and
setting down…I don’t have nothin’ to do but concentrate and
trying to figure on that music – I give the band couple lessons, let
them play it. I commence teachin’ them instead of sending to the
city (Sic: New Orleans) Well I was getting’’ my part down good
and I had a cousin that I used to be show him. Well we had that
lead. Then my brother, I used to show him, the baritone part. I got
him so he didn’t need to be puttin’ them fingers and things on there
(Sic: writing down on the music the valve combinations that
produced each note. I think this practice of putting down the
fingerings on top of the notes is done by beginning band students
in school today when they can get away with it). We had several
numbers and that Sunny Henry, he left and came to the city here
and he brought a couple numbers out there and he, he gives the
band a couple of numbers. I used to play some of them, well some
of the, I wouldn’t need somebody to help me, if I played that; it
would come in certain divisions – the syncopated notes and things,
now I commence learnin’ them, you see.”
Barnes, like so many of the Negro musicians of his day,
many times had to teach himself to increase this musical
knowledge. Barnes tells of how he taught himself:
“…But the chorus and things like that, (Sic: talking about
band music) I learned that, but I never gave them to the band but I
used to play it myself. Then I had a big method (Sic: an instruction
method) with a whole lot of songs in it…three or four lines, things
like that (May have been Arbans Instruction Book?) Well, I used to
play some of them.
I changed to trombone – there was a demand for trombone
players. (Barnes used Sunny Henry’s old trombone) Got a method
and learned the positions. I went along slow but I had the music in
me and when I commenced to getting that time, I could play by ear
and when I learned the instrument then I learned the notes, and the
trombone players, the few they had here at the time, they wasn’t
readers. And ah Uncle Sam taken most of them and the better
orchestras playin’ without trombones.”
Harrison Barnes came to New Orleans in 1913. The
Magnolia Plantation had begun growing rice. Once when it was
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raining, Harrison was told to go out and work. In the past Harrison
was not used to working in the rain with sugar cane. Harrison did
not like working in the rice fields. In New Orleans he secured a job
as a welder, working for 17 years while he played music 3 or 4
times a week.
One of the jobs Harrison played was a place on old Howard
Street, now LaSalle Street called “Sans Souci.” Harrison said of
the leader: “The boss couldn’t play nothing by ear, but he was a
good reader, and he believed in buying music.”
It was about this time that Harrison joined the musicians
union. Most of the New Orleans musicians at this time had day
jobs. In one group Barnes played in, Sam Dutrey Sr. was made the
leader. Sam didn’t have a day job. This gave him the time to go
around looking for jobs for the band. Pete Locaze was in this band
and also worked a day job. The band had a large repertoire and a
huge ‘pile of music.’ Barnes played there, in his own words, ‘about
a year or two.’
In the defense of his musical education and the ability of
the number of country bands that played in the city Henry states:
“The country bands could play anything any other band
could play. That’s why when I came here (New Orleans), I knowed
as much as I know now. I learnt in the country (Sic: from Professor
Humphrey).
There were lodges and burial societies in the country also.
Mention is made about the country bands playing for them. Most
of the men interviewed expressed the fact that there were very few
marching funerals in the country. Henry also expressed this view:
“The funeral in the country: they’d leave church and go on
back to the cemetery and come right back.”
Henry makes the only mention of the name of one of the
country social clubs:
“The church on Magnolia Plantation was a Baptist Church,
the Macedonia Baptist Church. The society on Magnolia was the
Morning Light.”
Henry, like many of the early brass musicians, could
transfer to other brass instruments and play them in parades.
Coming to the city, Henry changed to the slide trombone, which
was gaining in popularity over the valve trombone. He is said to
have also played bass when needed. Henry continued to be
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interested in playing in brass bands where he could continue to
read music.
The importance in the history of jazz of musicians like
Sunny Henry was his influence on younger musicians of his ideals,
dedication, high musical standing and the importance of getting a
good background in their musical training. Henry set high
standards for the young musicians in his ability to read and his
unwaving dedication to perfection in music. These younger
musicians could, buy example and practice, see the traditions of
New Orleans brass bands and the musicianship of its performers.
The older musicians would guide the younger ones through the
heavy parts and, like Henry, were always willing to help those that
really wanted to learn.
In the transitional years of jazz one cannot think of any
‘jazz’ musicians that did not play in the brass bands. The only
exceptions would be those that were blind or lame like the guitarist
Mumford. The influence of good musicianship helped the rough,
young Negro musicians who needed training on their instruments
before they could express their full potential in beginning jazz
music. People like Jim Humphrey, Sunny Henry, Harrison Barnes
and so many others, taught the correct embouchure and breathing
techniques that enabled the early jazz musicians to develop their
full potentials. The brass bands gave them opportunity to play with
well-trained musicians and exposure to the diatonic harmonic
background of the marches necessary for jazz improvising. Jazz
might have developed in a different way and not in the New
Orleans contrapuntal style if not for the brass bands. They
influenced the form of ragtime with the popularity of the march,
which in turn influenced early jazz rhythms and styles. It was
musicians like Sunny Henry, who, through his talent, dedication
and performance of all styles of music, greatly influenced the
direction of early jazz music. To him the world owes so much.
When Harrison first came to New Orleans he didn’t think
he played well enough to play with the New Orleans musicians. He
was asked to play with Henry Allen Sr.’s Band as a substitute on
Eb alto horn. Called again as a sub. He played baritone, and then
trumpet. In talking about Henry Allen Sr., Barnes recalls that Allen
had to put up his card (music) and that he couldn’t play by ear:” He
(Henry Allen Sr.) wasn’t the greatest musician,’ said Barnes.
Barnes found out he could play with the New Orleans
musicians and in fact was a better reader:
“I used to think the fellows here was above me, and I didn’t
find out ‘till I got in the W. P. A. Band, and it come down where
they had to put that music up there, and I had much chance as
them. They ain’t knowed nothing. I had to teach them.”
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At first Barnes worked with a band led by Johnny Brown, a
clarinet player who used 4 or 5 pieces on a job. He again recalls:
“You didn’t have to do too much with a trombone in them
times, you mostly vamp, and that two makin’ run, well with one
bein’ kind of experienced we could do a little bit more than other
fellows, I, by knowing trumpet, could ‘lead on the trombone.’
When the trumpet player of the Brown Band left, Barnes
mentioned Chris Kelly to Brown and Chris was hired as the
replacement for Edward Clem (a country musicians whom Barnes
described as: “He’s not a blast trumpet player and he wasn’t full of
jazz but he had a nice swing.”).
Barnes describes Chris Kelly: “He was full of the old blues
and we used to call it jazz music.” As time progressed Chris’s
influence grew. Johnny Brown was a reading musician: “He
couldn’t play “Nearer My God To Thee” without his music,”
Barnes said. Brown couldn’t write his music. The character of the
band changed as Chris’s aggressive trumpet (always a cornet)
began to expand into more jazz orientation. Soon Emile Barnes
replaced Johnny Brown, Chris was very popular and became the
main attraction. He became so popular that he was, many times,
getting two jobs on the same night. Chris would often send a
substitute for himself on one job and play the higher paying job.
Harrison and Chris were at a job at Eagle Eye Hall in Algiers,
when Chris came late one night, had an argument resulting in
Harrison leaving the band. It was now Chris’ band, a band that was
to become one, if not the most popular and ‘hottest’ band in New
Orleans.
Sam Dutrey Sr. leader of a band that Barnes played in
began asking for a higher total band fee, hoping for higher leaders’
fees. Harrison thought the price set was too high and decided to
leave the band. He joined the leading reading/legitimate orchestra
in New Orleans, the John Robichaux Orchestra. “Robichaux
played nothing by ear, nothing at all” remarked Barnes, “and he
(Robichaux) had a house full of music.” Many of these are now in
the Jazz Archives at Tulane University.
As to the type of jobs Barnes played with Robichaux,
Harrison says:
“We used to play at Country Clubs, Saturday night. We got
all the high-class jobs. Carnival Balls, Athenaeum Country Club.
On Sunday we played on the boat to Mandeville “Susquehanna.”
They danced during the ride which was 2 nights a week. Played for
a special party at Antoine’s one night with a 10 piece band. When
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John received a request he usually could do it, looking through a
large pile of music he carried on the job.”
Harrison Barnes was truly a remarkable musician, being
mostly self taught, but with good basic, fundamental brass
technique. He played in both the most respected legitimate band in
New Orleans (Robichaux) and the most popular band of the new
jazz style (Chris Kelly). It was the trained/ear musicians, many
coming from the country and many having Professor Humphrey as
a teacher, that forged the direction of early jazz music. Harrison
Barnes was one of these men.
Barnes’ late life was filled with problems of health. It was
difficult playing his trombone (the same trombone he had used for
years). He had bad teeth, and developed a tumor on his hip, which
necessitated an operation. There were other assorted medical
problems that further deteriorated his body. He spent his last years
playing his trombone for church services. He died in New Orleans
in 1960.
Charles “Sunny” Henry
Charles “Sunny” Henry was born on Magnolia Plantation
November 17, 1885. His career as a trombone player in the leading
New Orleans brass bands extended from almost the end of the 19th
Century band tradition to well into the 20th Century, dying in 1960.
Sunny began his musical training, like so many other young
black field hands on Plaquemines Parish Plantations, as a pupil of
Professor James Humphrey, along with such names in New
Orleans jazz as: Chris Kelly, Sam Morgan, Jim Robinson and
Harrison Barnes.]
On Magnolia Plantation there were large families working
and living. Chris Kelly’s family had 8 children; Harrison Barnes,
five. Sunny Henry also came from a large family. One of his
brothers, Willie Henry, played the alto horn in the Magnolia
Plantation’s Eclipse Marching Band. Sunny, after being schooled
by his brother for playing his alto horn while he was away working
in the fields, borrowed Effie Jone’s trumpet. Sunny explains his
acquiring of his first trumpet:
“I got so I was starting playing and then the trumpet was
taken away. And so my father, I told him about it – and so he said,
‘You go to the store (Magnolia Store, just across the Highway
from the main house) and you tell the storekeeper to send you – to
go ahead and get you a trumpet. On the train that morning – I run
to the train by the road there, and I told the storekeeper and he said,
“Okay Henry, I’ll have it here for you tonight. Train came that
night, and there it was.”
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The Magnolia Plantation store is still standing today along
side of Highway 23, but is very old. It is no longer open for
business. The steps to the porch are weak and one cannot put any
weight on them. The sign “Magnolia Store” is faded but one is still
able to read it. Highway 23 runs directly in front of the store and
one can imagine Sunny Henry waiting on the porch of the store
until the train was in sight.
Sunny began studying with Professor Humphrey when he
was around 15 or 16. He would have eleven years of study and
work at Magnolia Plantation before he and other musicians moved
to New Orleans in 1913. Sunny did receive an education although
he only went to the 7th grade, at which time he began working in
the fields at Magnolia. Sunny describes the Magnolia Band as
being about 16 strong and discusses the teaching of Jim
Humphrey. A number of country musicians from Plaquemines
Parish went to New Orleans, some becoming manual laborers
while playing music on the weekends. One can find names of these
musicians in the leading ragtime orchestras of the city and most of
them played in one of the brass bands of the city regardless of
whether they played in dance groups or not. Sunny Henry loved
brass band music and its tradition in New Orleans.
He did play dance jobs but his interest remained with brass
bands.
While Sunny may have played in other brass bands, the
principle ones he was associated with are listed below:
Eclipse
Young Tuxedo
1903 to 1913
1940’s to 1947
Excelsior
Eureka
1913 to 1920
1947 to 1960 (died)
W.P.A. Band
Allen Band
1930’s
1907-1940’s
Sunny played in the Amos White dance band during the
early 20’s. He worked with John Robichaux’s society orchestra at
the Lyric Theater for a number of years until 1927. For years
Sunny worked in a taxi dance hall located at Carondelet and Canal
Streets. In the 390’s he played in a large semi-concert/dance
orchestra, the Lincoln Band, a title used for bands lead by
Pinchback Touro, who was director of the WPZ Band in which
Sunny played lst trombone. He played for dances at Spanish Fort
with the New Orleans Creole Jazz Band in 1925. He was playing
in the emergency Relief Administration Band, being pictured with
this band in a snapshot taken on January 15, 1935. Sunny’s career
was of a well-rounded professional musician, able to play in the
leading marching bands, the leading dance orchestras and
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professional concert bands of the city. In speaking of the abilities
of the old marching brass bands Sunny says:
If you couldn’t read, you’d be in a heck of a fix. Celestin
used to bring the music, and sometimes on the job, like that there.
We used to play it. Course my kicks, I was getting my kicks off
that, when he’d bring it on the job, he’d tell me – I look at it – I use
to look at it and laughed. Man, say, “You better look at it,” I say,
man, let’s go play.”
Sunny Henry was a very good reader. He read both treble
and bass clef for trombone. Trombone music, during the early 20th
Century, was many times written in treble clef. Henry didn’t play
by ear. This does not mean he didn’t improvise in his later career.
He felt it was important to learn to read and advised young
musicians to do so:
“Didn’t want to play by ear. In the first place I wanted to
learn the right way. But now if I’d have jumped out the first time
going by head, I’d have been putting the horse behind the wagon. I
was taught the right way. Now I found out that I did go the right
way. In WPA band only four out of 24 trombone players were
good readers.”(The three included Harrison Barnes)
Henry always emphasized the necessity for careful reading
and how it was that way in the older bands:
“When you get in there – let me tell you; in the Excelsior
Band, the Onward Band and the Tuxedo Band – well, I’ll tell you –
and the Allen Band too – you know, then, you just had to know
your stuff or else – you get to have a mighty good head to play in
the band if you couldn’t read. Course, if you could read some,
well, you could make out, you understand. But them people, you
used to put them old heavy marches on you, you had to jump.”
This “Jumping” meant that you had to fake your way
through some difficult passagework found in the old marches.
Harrison Barnes speaks of this as “heavy” music.
Sunny Henry in his later life did not play for the money a
bandsman received. It was because he venerated the music and the
tradition. Henry, in talking about the bands role in the various
ceremonies and the weight of tradition felt:
Only old, well-organized bands and the older bandsmen
played the music properly. They (the hastily constituted “jump-up”
bands) don’t play no dirge. They might play, sometimes, like what
you call that – “Closer Walk with Thee” and something like that,
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something slow by head. They play “God Be With Us Till We
Meet Again;’ well, they play all them things by head, but when
you come down to them real dirges, you understand, they can’t
fool with that, see.”
Commenting on what was played coming back from a
funeral, Sunny said:
“Sometimes, some of the guys in the parade, they ask for
them (Sic: the blue) things, you see, of course what they ask for,
we play the blues. The march back was not at a breakneck tempo
but a comfortable walking pace; well you couldn’t play too fast.
Play in the march tempo little faster than the dirge.”
Sunny Henry played numerous funerals and talks about the
actual pay a bandsman would receive:
“At the turn of the century, bandsmen were paid $2.00 to
$2.50 each for a funeral, and by the 1950’s they received $6.00
each, with a little more to the leader.”
Hardly kingly wages for the long days work, marching in
all kinds of weather through miles of city streets and country roads,
Sunny, when asked to describe the routine for a funeral stated:
“The band is notified by the Grand Marshall, he notifies the
leader or manager. The leader notifies the members of the band.
The Grand Marshall is in charge of the music for the band. When
they turn it over to him he has full possession of it. ‘The club
would choose which band they wanted. The meeting place? Any
place that they tell you to meet, preferably near a corner bar. Might
meet at church or funeral parlor. Usually meet about 8 or so blocks
from the church, the march to the church. The order? Band in
front, members next to us, then the hearse and things next to the
members. The Grand Marshall of course leading the band. Route
figured out already. The route depends on where the body is.”
Nathan “Big Jim” Robinson
Jazz Trombonist
The old trombone lay by his side as he had requested. He
was lying in bed singing one of the great jazz songs – “The Saints
Go Marching In”. His hand kept the beat on the side of his hospital
bed. He was dying, but his mind was on what he loved best – his
kind of music – New Orleans jazz. This dying man, born on a
Louisiana sugar plantation in the low delta area of Plaquemines
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Parish called Deer Range, perhaps thought of the long distance he
had traveled – from a young bandsman and worker on the
plantation to Carnegie Hall in New York City, Kennedy Center in
Washington D. C., and to all the capitals of the world.
Suddenly he stopped in the middle of a phrase of the
“Saints” and sat up and began singing the Negro Spiritual, “We
Will Understand It Better Bye and Bye”. It was to be his last
performance.
Thus did jazz trombonist “Big Jim” Robinson join so many
other early New Orleans jazz musicians who were ‘cut loose’ from
earthly performances. He did not complete the first chorus of the
spiritual. The breath that he took for the last phrase of the spiritual
was his last breath on earth.
Jim Robinson was born on Deer Range Plantation,
December 25th, 1890. Deer Range Plantation is about an hour from
New Orleans some nine miles above Magnolia Plantation, on
Route 23. Robinson was one of five children. He had three
brothers, Sparks, Effie and Sam. He was, during his playing career,
“unwilling to play for any length of time away from his New
Orleans home.
In an interview, Jim talks about the plantation where he
was born:
“All my brothers played music. My father was deacon
of the church. At this time (the turn of the century) there
were about 500 people living around Deer Range. They
had, at my home, one of the best brass bands in the world.
Percy’s Grandfather (James Humphrey) taught that band
and Magnolia’s Band. They had a band at Oakville, located
about 5 miles after you leave Belle Chasse.”
Jim and his fellow friends growing up on Deer Range had
chances to hear music and bands quite frequently. He remembers
hearing bands from New Orleans and even names of musicians he
heard:
“Well, they used to have band from the city. They came
there and played, like the orchestra play like when they
have little fairs and different things.
I’d go around and hear the bands play. Tom Albert used
to come down and play music. Tom was playing the violin,
next time he was playing trumpet. Frank Dusen was with
him. No, Frankie did not teach music there to my
knowledge. (There are those who have said that Duson did
not read music and was unable to teach as a complete
music teacher.) The onliest man who taught music down
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there what I knowed was Jim Humphrey. He’s the one
taught all them bands down there, Jim Humphrey.”
Robinson did play in dance orchestras before he joined the
Army. In one interview he states:
“My first band (dance orchestra) I played with was
Isaiah Morgan. Started on guitar, playing chords. Professor
James Humphrey used to stay at my sister’s house. He used
to show me the chords and everything. Well, he learned me
a lot, took up the trombone in 1917 in France. They drafted
me.”
Jim’s nephew, Sidney Brown, played in a band made up of
boys living on or around the Deer Range Plantation. He recalls this
band and its personnel:
“Jim and Sidney Brown played for dances in the Deer
Range area, going to Buras and as far down the river as
Pilot Town. In the band? Chris Kelly-trumpet, Sam
Robinson-clarinet, Effie Robinson-bass, Sidney Brownviolin and Jim Robinson-guitar. Also; Willis Portertrombone and Walter Arnolia-drums.”
The country fellows always figured the city fellows
could beat us playing music, but when we came to town,
we did all right.”
While Jim did not play trombone at Deer Range in the band
he did have three brothers who did. He talked about them and the
instruments they played:
“All my brothers used to play music. One played
trombone (the oldest of the brothers-Sparks), next one
(Effie) played bass and the other (Sam) played sax. I didn’t
know about saxes until the time of World War I. That’s the
time I first saw a sax. Before sax, my brother played
clarinet. Sparks played with the Deer Range Band. Sam
played with Sam Morgan. Effie also played in the Deer
Range Band, and also the Young Morgan Band, that
included: Sam Robinson, Sidney Brown, Eddie Pierson
(bass), (Jim played guitar with the group).”
During the latter part of the 19th Century and early 20th
Century, there were many bands around Plaquemines Parish, both
brass bands and string bands. There were also many guitar players
during this time Jim recalls:
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“There were plenty guitar players around Deer Range.
They’d play blues and different things, songs, some of
them play chords. . And they could play melody, some of
them would sing, some used a harmonica and play the
guitar. Songs? ‘Steamboat Bill.’ ‘Casey Jones,’ all them
numbers were out then. There wasn’t much blues then, at
that time. Didn’t nobody fool with blues that much at that
time. Blues ain’t been long, just a few years been out.”
The style of the times called for brass bands and string
bands, both playing for the various affairs that used music. There
was work for musicians and for the bands furnishing this type of
music. Blues players did not earn money playing; thus, the rule of
supply and demand warranted brass bands and string bands. The
Deer Range Band was one of these brass bands that did find work
playing for the various musical activities. Jim remembers the Deer
Range Band playing for these affairs:
“The brass band of Magnolia and Deer Range played
inside dances as well as parades and other outside
activities, they played for the various societies,
organizations, etc. in the area.”
Both Jim Robinson and Chris Kelly came from the same
home place – Deer Range Plantation. Jim knew Chris Kelly all his
life. He relates:
“Kelly was older, being about the same age as my
brother. Sam would be 73 years old now. Kelly died in
1929, the same year I went to Chicago.
Kelly was a really nice trumpet player. He could read
and play by head (i.e. by ear or from memory) too. I don’t
know about Kelly’s youth, but Kelly and my brother Sam
started music when they were in their 20’s. Kelly started
playing in Magnolia Plantation and down there at home’.
Played in a band at Junior (Junior Plantation). After that, he
began playing in the big brass band at Magnolia. He took
lessons from Percy Humphrey’s grandfather, James
Humphrey.”
Robinson, continuing, recalled the bands at both Magnolia
and Deer Range and remembered the members of the Deer Range
Band:
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“The Magnolia Band was led by Effie Jones, The band
was a reading band. Percy’s grandfather taught the band.
When the bandsmen learned their numbers, they could play
them anyway they wanted to – jazz them up. I was quite
small at the time. There was also a band at Deer Range.
Some members were: Walter Johnson-bass, Lafayette
Johnson-valve trombone, Alex Taylor, Ben Cole, Earl
Stevenson, Herbert Jason and William Stevenson-trumpets,
Dan Sparks-alto horn, John Cole-solo alto horn, Joe
Grandison-baritone, Robert Cole-snare drum, Dee Dee
Taylor—bass drum and Willie Davis-clarinet.
The Deer Range Band traveled to New Orleans and
played a Labor Day Parade.”
Robinson left the country (Deer Range) earlier than some
of the other country musicians. He talks about this move:
“I left home (Deer Range) in 1911. Went to work in
New Orleans at the Southern Pacific Steamship Company.
Worked there until I was drafted into the Army. I was
making $3.50 a day and $4.40 at night. I made $1.00 a day
in the country, working in the fields.”
There are a number of variations on how Robinson began
playing trombone. Perhaps his memory, after repeating the story so
many times, began to cloud, but, in all the stories, he was taken off
a detail of manual labor while in the army in France during the
First World War and taught to play the trombone. One account of
the story is:
“But when they took me to war, they had plenty of
guitar players and I figured I had to blow something to get
by . . . My first day in France, they handed us picks and
shovels and put us to work. It was cold and we were
building roads and working in the mines and it was hard
work.
That lasted two days and Willie Foster (a jazz musician
from New Orleans) told me to cut it out and try to learn
something. The next morning at reveille, we lined up for
inspection and the lieutenant said, ‘Anyone who has the
spirit and wants to play in the band, step forward’. I
couldn’t move, but Willie was in back of me and gave me a
push. They piled us in a truck and off we went to the supply
camp to get some instruments. Willie asked me what I’d
like to learn and I said I’d try the trombone. I always liked
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the trombone, ever since us kids used to sneak down to hear
Kid Ory and Joe Oliver.”
Robinson had been interviewed a number of times and the
story of how he began playing trombone probably did change a
little each time it was repeated. The interview of 1958 was one of
the first that was written down and perhaps is closest to the true
story:
“No, they drafted me. So now I come to took up
trombone. The Lieutenant, he wanted a band for the
company, and so he asked if any fellows had an idea (that)
they wanted to take a part in music. Well, I knew I could
play guitar, but I didn’t fool with no trombone. So they had
a fellow from Napoleonville – Ernest Himes – Well, they
were good musicians. Willie Foster well, he was from here
and he was a good musician. So he told me, Willie say – he
called me Bob – “Bob man, come on, why don’t you take
up trombone. We’ll learn you how to play.’ I say, ‘Oh man,
I don’t want to fool with nothing like that.” He say, “Man
listen, you see they done took the rifles from us? Now
listen: You got a shovel and you got a pick; now you got to
handle both them things. You got to dig a hole and got to
shovel all that dirt out of there.’ I say, “Man, that sure is
true,’ So I looks every day – and we had them army shoes,
you know, light shoes. They, (the band) didn’t have to
work hard then.
The band just go to the YMCA everyday and rehearse,
you see. So next morning when they called the roll,
understand, I stepped on out too. I just took a chance . . .’all
right, Robinson, you want to play trombone?’ the Lt. Said.”
Thus started the illustrious career of one of the great
trombonists in jazz, a trombonist that so many later players used as
a model for their style. In France, Ernest Himes and Willie Foster
proceeded to introduce Robinson to the trombone and help him
learn the instrument. Robinson continues his narrative of how he
first began playing trombone:
“Well, the Lt., he gives me a brand new Conn
trombone. So Ernest took it and put it together you now,
but I could fill it up, you understand. Well, everyday – so
after – they had a fellow was working with the band, had
been there about 3 or 4 weeks and he couldn’t even full his
horn up. (The term ‘full up is referring to getting a fullrounded trombone tone, without an airy or raspy tone.)
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Everyday Ernest would take me and him both behind the
hill and – blowing the trombone and Ernest would have his
hand and show me how to put the positions, and after that,
say in about 2 weeks time, I started running my scales.”
Willie Foster helped Robinson learn the pieces he needed to
know. Foster would play a song on the violin and Jim would repeat
it on the trombone and would vamp with Willie. This helped Jim
learned to improvise. Jim, while in France, began playing in a jazz
band that included another trombone player. About this early
experience Jim states:
“They had both of us together, playing in a jazz band,
but he just confused me because he couldn’t play nothing
by ‘making’ (all that harmony) (Jim’s terminology –
‘makin’ – he means improvising a trombone part that
would fit with the other horns.) So Lt. Lyons said, “Well, I
think the best we got to put this fellow back in the big band
and let Jim play by himself in the small band. After that
look to me that thing (trombone) just come to me over
night. My whole heart and mind had got to it. In three
weeks we were going all over France playing for the Lt.’s.
and for buck privates.”
Robinson returned from France after having spent 18
months there. Perhaps because he felt inadequate having just
played trombone since he had been in France, Jim did not play his
trombone in public for almost a year. His friend, Chris Kelly,
asked him to resume playing a number of times, but Jim would not.
He was playing at his sister’s house with the pianola, perhaps
working on his technique and improvising. Jim’s house was
directly next to Economy Hall, his balcony overlooked the Hall.
He could hear the great bands that played there:
“I heard Buddy Petit, Sam Morgan, Kid Rena, Mutt
Carey, Kid Punch Miller, and many others. They had
dances at Economy Hall every Sunday and Monday nights,
and sometimes during the week, various societies gave
banquets every Monday afternoon; at which a band would
play.”
Robinson, during this time, had a chance to hear many
great trombone players around New Orleans. The players he
especially liked were:
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“Harrison Barnes, Yank Johnson, Buddy Johnson, Vic
Gaspard, Sonny Henry, Ernest Kelly, George Filhe and
Eddie Vincent. I didn’t try to follow anybody’s style, just
made up my own style.”
Jim does mention that there were a few trombonists that
played around New Orleans who were more capable than he was:
“Morris French, George Washington and Eddie Morris
were playing a lot more trombone than I was when I came
out of the Army. (Robinson, becoming inspired by those he
heard around him began playing again). When I started
again, I passed them, because I was in fast company. I
listened to Barnes, the Johnson’s and others and try to
profit from what I heard. I substituted for Harrison as often
as twice a week with Chris Kelly. Because others in that
band were better, they pulled me along with them.”
The valve trombone was used during the early development
of New Orleans brass bands. Jim mentions some of the valve
trombonists he knew:
“The valve trombone players I knew of were:
Grandison, Lafayette (Johnson) and a guy named Dude.”
Robinson, known not only for his musicianship but his
showmanship related to Jazz historian Bill Russell that he once
lacked the confidence to become a performer but changed his
mind:
“When I came back here, I tell you the truth, babe,
where I lived on Marais Street by the Economy Hall the
trombone players played so much I could sit on my back
porch at night and see the musicians on the stand playing.
And I came back and I put down my horn. Then I said,
‘You go back and play, pick up your horn’. I say, ‘There’s
much more improvement that you can make.”
In early jazz the trombone part supported the band both
rhythmically and harmonically. As played by Robinson, the
trombone bridged the gaps between phrases, his rhythmic playing,
driving the pulse of the beat with the use of syncopation and
playing on top of the beat, weaved in and out of the complex
polyphonic improvising of the ensemble. Both his interpretation
and showmanship made Robinson a star, even though the
trombone was a subordinate to the cornet in leadership of the jazz
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ensemble. Playing in the older style which delegated the trombone
to playing more counter-melody, players like Jim made the
trombone also a solo instrument:
“In those days, trombones never played solo, trombones
always played only side melody. Nowadays, if you don’t
play lead, people say they can’t use you. But I’d rather play
that old style than play the new style. When I get a trumpet
player, he plays that melody and I can play what I want.”
Robinson was asked about early jazz style and expressed
the opinion that there were two styles of playing trombone:
“Vamp style: just fitting in. There seems to be two
styles of trombone playing - The vamp style and the
tailgate. When the trumpet player holds a good lead, like
‘High Society’ I’d rather vamp the part than try to (sing?)
the solo, because it sounds much better.”
In the preceding interview quote Robinson sings a vamp.
When asked about the jazz beat Robinson expresses the same
opinion that is given by others on the importance of a good, strong,
steady beat. Professor Jim Humphrey’s pupil Sonny Henry, in a
previously written article in the Second Line talks about how
important the ‘battery’ is to the band as rehearsed by Professor
Humphrey. Scott Joplin’s piano rag music always stated: “Ragtime
should not be played fast.’ Sam Morgan’s band was noted for their
steady tempo, a result of meticulous rehearsal by Sam and the
rhythm section. Robinson states it thusly:
“The beat on the trombone is just like when you play
Dixieland music. You can’t rush it, you can’t make your
chords and things good. See because you’re rushing the
notes, our band don’t never play like Sam Morgan’s band
because Sam had a tempo; he’d set you to a tempo and that
rhythm would hold you right there; you never would move.
Because that’s your whole background: that piano, drums,
bass and banjo, that’s your background. Now if them
people don’t work together, you can blow your brains out
there and you can’t, you ain’t getting nowhere. If the banjo
and that drum you are going just as fast as a cyclone and
you can’t execute your horn like you want to. (Robinson is
stating what Bill Berry, the great Los Angeles trumpet man
told me: ‘It’s not how many notes you play but what notes
you play that determine if it’s good jazz.) It’s too fast. But
as long as that drum and that piano and that banjo and bass,
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that must work together . . . and man got a band, should get
that together; that drum, bass, banjo and piano. Because
that’s the main thing, that’s your background, and if it’s
clicking, your band got to go right.
I got in Sam Morgan’s Band in 1922. The first
Morgan Band, Isaiah Morgan was the leader. Sam’s Band
was the ‘Magnolia Band.’ Sam and his brothers had a split.
Sam had a stroke and he got sick. Then after Sam got well,
he come with his brother. Put the band under Sam’s name,
because he had all the work and everything. He was more
famous.”
Robinson had played with Isaiah’s Band back in 1920, and
played with the Morgans’ Bands until around 1929. Robinson
never played in the large dance bands that were becoming in vogue
in the late thirties. The Morgan Band would be the largest musical
aggregation he would play in. He was a small combo jazz
musician.
“The largest band I played in was the Sam Morgan
Band – 8 pieces. That was the largest Dixieland band I
played in.”
Robinson talks about the tempo in the Morgan Band, a fact
that many interviewees in the Jazz Archives also mention:
“Sam Morgan was on the time because Sam had one of
them slapsticks and Sam would get that band to move, he’d
hold that stick like that (in interview Robinson motions
how Sam held the stick) the fellows had got together so the
rhythm, he didn’t have to worry at all with it because he’d
knock a piece off, you couldn’t move them fellows, they’d
stay right there. Same would take any kind of number and
make a dance number of it . . . He could put a time to it and
play it in a moving time that you’d like it. We had one of
the best swing bands in the city of New Orleans. The Sam
Morgan Band had a swing to that band. Some fellows had
been playing so fast (that when) they get in a swing band
they can’t play like they want to. Some of them overfinger
their horns and different rhythms and that made it sound
bad.”
The Sam Morgan Band was a dance band, perhaps the first
quasi-big dance band that preceded the swing bands of Basie,
Lunceford and Henderson. The band read music and would be
what is now called a ‘tight ensemble.’
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“His contemporaries relate that his legacy plays a
significant role in today’s New Orleans jazz. They cite his
special rhythmic sense, and how he stood over his rhythm
sections with a ‘clap-stick’ until they got it. It wasn’t
mathematics, it was sound and protoplasm and it spread
like bacteria. Before Sam, rhythms were primarily martial
struts and ‘look out for cow chips’ . . . He used the refined
Creole band styles (such as A. J. Piron’s) to the band style
acquainted with the rougher groups which played the
colored dance hall . . .Jim Robinson was with Morgan from
start to finish.”
Playing in the Morgan Band left a young Jim Robinson
with the importance of rhythm in his music. (Anyone playing with
the Sam Morgan Band had to have been influenced by the
emphasis on rhythm. Robinson relates that the Morgan Band was
indeed a dance band whose main object was to play so the people
could dance:
“Sam Morgan would find the tempo to which the most
dancers responded the best. The band would play in that
tempo all night, except for waltzes: which they would jazz
after they had played them in waltz time.”
In the early Morgan band Robinson recalls their names and
about the use of the saxophone and the clarinet.”
“In the Sam Morgan Band they had: Earl Fouche, my
nephew-Sidney Brown, Andrew, Sam and Isaiah Morgan
and Johnny Dave, Shine (Nolan) Williams, Georgie Parker
and a girl named May (A good piano player) worked some
with Same when they used a piano.
They used a clarinet in the band – Andrew played it and
Earl would play the soprano sax. They would play them
together, but they would not play alto sax and clarinet at the
same time but would use the alto and tenor sax.”
The Morgan Band recorded, did radio broadcasts, and
toured. Jim did all these as a member of the band:
“Did a radio broadcast with the Same Morgan Band
from Meridian, Miss. In 1927 - worked on the radio 1 and a
half years, sponsored by Regal Beer. Ed Hart and Tiger
Flowers were the announcers. Charlie Hamilton played
piano, Elmer ‘Coo Coo’ Talbert played trumpet.”
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Robinson remembers taking a week’s tour with the Sam
Morgan Band and itinerary of the band:
“Went on a week’s tour; from the Mississippi coast to
Mobile and Birmingham, Alabama, back through Meridian
and to New Orleans for a regular night job at the Wagontop
(Tchoupitoulas and Napoleon). We were in Chicago in
1928, getting back in 1929. That was when Sam had
another stroke. We used to travel to Miss., Ala., and the
West Coast (I didn’t go to the West Coast too much). Went
to Chicago on the excursion and we played on the train and
played at Warwick Hall in Chicago.
I also played with Morgan’s Band at the Pythias Temple
Roof Gardens and the Pelicans in double rushes.” (doubles
rushes – continuous music by two bands, following each
other so no musical break occurs.)
As Jim aged, he stopped playing in the marching bands of
his youth. He stated in an interview that he played in a lot of
parades when he was young, but walking got him down now, and
he didn’t take any more parade jobs. Robinson did remember how
they marched when he did play:
“In earlier times, the paraders would walk steadily. I
played with the bands of Buddy Petit, Kid Rena, Chris
Kelly, Kid Punch Miller, Eureka and the Tuxedo.”
Robinson lists some of the music played by these bands”
“Petit’s band played jazz numbers; ‘Fidgety Feet,’
“High society’ – all ‘head music. The Excelsior Band
played ‘heavy’ march music, playing from the music. The
music played by the reading brass bands of years ago was
hard, harder than that played today; the Allen Band, Pacific
Band – they played funeral marches from the music and
nothing but 6/8 marches on parade.”
Sam Morgan’s Band, as mentioned before, was also a
reading band. As with marching bands, the music, with luck, was
furnished free by the music store in New Orleans, Werlein’s.
Robinson speaks on this subject of free music:
“Sam Morgan got the tunes for his band from sheet
music, which he could read. He would go to the music store
for his music. Dan Franks, at Werleins, had a limited
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number of orchestrations to give away free to bandleaders,
hoping the tunes would be played and that people who
heard them would buy the piano music from him.”
Willie Parker, a country boy himself from St. Sophie, led
and played with a number of the city’s brass bands and was one of
the founders of the Terminal Band. They were boyhood friends
and Robinson played with him in the Jefferson City Buzzards
carnival parade:
“The first brass band I played was for the Jefferson City
Buzzards. It was on a carnival day with Willie Parker. The
band’s name was the Magnolia Brass Band (not the
plantation). I never played for the Terminal Band.”
Robinson worked with most of the musicians who came up
during his time. The latter part of his life is well documented and
remembered while his early collaborations might not be. Robinson
gives some of the bands and places he worked. It is a well-known
fact that Jim Robinson probably played in most of the places
having jazz music and with most of the musicians of his time.
“I worked with Kid Rena quite a bit. I worked at ‘La
Vida’ for six years with; Paul Barnes-sax/cl., Kid Howardtrumpet, Robert Davis-drums, Ben Turner on piano. I
worked with: John Handy-he and Shelly Lanelle replaced
Howard and Barnes.”
Robinson played with Chris Kelly but only as a substitute:
“I was not a regular member of the Chris Kelly Band,
but often substituted for Harrison Barnes who had to work
sometimes and couldn’t make the job.”
Robinson, recalling the availability of work in his early
days claims:
“A lot of bands were playing along Basin Street then
and in the District. Joe Oliver/Peter Bocage (playing violin)
were at the ‘Big 25’. They went on to Pete Lala’s (Marais
and Iberville).”
Robinson liked to play with the George Lewis Band and
gives his reasons:
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“I liked playing with the George Lewis Band with Kid
Howard because everyone in the band helps everyone else.
If one horn man is taking a solo, the other two horns back
him up.”
Robinson gives the members of the George Lewis Band
this time:
“The Lewis Band had; Kid Howard, George Guesnon,
Alton Purnell-piano, Slow Drag (Pavageau) – bass, Joe
Watkins on drums.”
In a rather odd instrumentation but one that I am sure had a
great swing to it, Jim and Kid Howard played some jobs as a duet:
“Kid Howard and I played parties with just the two
horns.”
Jim did like to play with banjo and piano and speaks on the
use of the banjo during jobs:
“The banjo came in after world War I. The banjo is
louder than the guitar, which makes it more use in certain
kinds of jobs, such as advertising jobs played on trucks.”
When asked about the qualities of a good style in a band,
Jim stated:
“The time. The ability of the band to keep steady
tempo. That is the most important element of good band
style.”
As the early bands usually did not read music it is difficult
to compile a repertoire of early jazz tunes or how an early band job
was run. Just how many numbers did the bands have in their
repertoire? Jim speaks on that:
“Sam Morgan played a lot of numbers. Only time he
would repeat a number was when the applause of the
dancers demanded an encore, which the band would play
immediately.”
Jim liked to play in the taxi dance halls rather than the
larger clubs and tells why:
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“The taxi dance hall jobs (the Budweiser and La Vida)
were not as hard as “Paddocks and the Famous Door – the
latter two having no dancing). In the taxi dance halls the
piano or guitar could start a number, giving the horns a rest.
At the larger clubs the horns didn’t get a chance to rest.”
When asked about is favorite trombone players, he replied,
‘all of them.’ He did list some of his favorites, good clarinet and
trumpet players:
“A lot of good clarinets; George Baquet, Jimmie
Noone, Johnny Dodds, Sidney Vigne, Sidney Bechet.
Trumpet players: Hypolite Charles, Willie Edwards, Louis
Dumaine, Amos Riley, and George McCullum. They all
could read music. But none of the listed trumpet players
could finger as fast as Buddy Petit.”
In looking back when he first played trombone, Jim recalls:
“I think the first tune I learned on trombone was ‘Home
Sweet Home.’ I learned it by following the violin lead
provided by my nephew, Sidney Brown.”
Robinson would have been able to play a number of tunes
before he learned ‘Home Sweet home,’ as he didn’t play trombone
prior to joining the Army. It would have to be when he returned
home. It was the first tune he might have learned upon returning
home from France. He mentions that most of is knowledge of the
trombone came from playing with the pianola at the house of his
sister-in-law. He remembers he could play ‘Till We Meet Again’
on the trombone when he came out of the service.
Jim Robinson, when performing displays a good jazz
feeling with appropriate jazz phrasing along with a firm brass tone.
Simplistic rhythm and melody contour, with a limited use of
syncopation are characteristics of Jim’s jazz style of playing.
Robinson loved the trombone and trombonists. It seemed
unnatural to see him without a trombone in his hands. There is a
story that is told that Jim slept with his trombone. It is of course
fiction but that was the way Kid Rena found Jim one day when he
needed a trombonists:
“In 1940, Kid Rena desperately needed a trombonist for
a recording session with Delta. Jim Robinson was found
sleeping in front of a barroom, cradling his trombone in his
arms, spent from a day of playing in a parade.”
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Robinson loved to play New Orleans jazz and he loved life.
Robinson died May 4, 1976 and his funeral is described thusly:
“They cut Jim Robinson loose at the Orleans Avenue
entrance to Interstate 10. The funeral cars had to go on to
Providence Memorial Park Cemetery in Metairie and the
marchers couldn’t be trooping that far. But Robinson didn’t
go easily; he wouldn’t leave ‘his town.’ Halfway up the
highway entrance the hearse broke down. Hapless funeral
directors peered vainly into its hood.
The crowd grew restless. ‘Cut him a loose! They yelled.
‘Cut him a loose! Let him go! By and by! But the hearse
wouldn’t budge.
Finally the bands, (Olympia Brass Band and another pickup
band) obedient to the crowd’s will, cut loose, despite the
stranded cortege. “Oh Didn’t He Ramble,” played the band,
and the people danced and jived and whooped it up. Jim
Robinson couldn’t tear himself away from the fun.”

Robinson at Presevation Hall cc 1970s

And, we all know that Jim Robinson didn’t die, he is as
close as one is to a phonograph.
Willie Parker
Willie Parker was born on March 4, 1875 in New Orleans.
He remembered his birthdates because he says: “It was the same
day as the Fireman’s Parade, 4th of March.” A lady called Mantier
de Marchieand (the cake lady) raised Willie mostly in the country
(St. Sophie). His father was a brakeman on the railroad. Willie and
his father lived in St. Sophie most of his young life (I theorize it
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was during the years from Apr. 1880 to 1895 as he talks about
being young and living in the country.)
St. Sophie (now known as Phoenix) was very close to Point
a la Hache and Robert Hingle, not only was one of Willie’s
teachers but also saw to it that the band received publicity in the
“Protector.” Robert Hingle was the editor of the local paper and
also the leader of the local band. Willie didn’t remember the name
of the band he first played in but remembered Prof. Hingle as his
teacher. When asked the question – Did you have any musicians in
your family? Willie answered:
“My Daddy, sho that’s how we learned, but when the
Prof. Hingle, white man, would be teaching, I’d be at that
window. I’d be at that window listenin’ at everything he’d
tell my daddy. My Daddy’s a musician, my brother, my
brother-in-law and them was all in one house. All of us in
the same house. My brother-in-law played the bass, bass
violin, you know. My brother, he played the bass tuba. My
Daddy was the drummer. Fice, he played the guitar.
Bentley Fice, he was the guitar player.
Yeh, everybody in the house was a musician. They had
a band when I was a kid, at home they called – what did
they call that band – not Terminal. Can’t remember the
name now. (Sic: This band was named the Springfield
Brass Band). But anyhow, they had a 16-piece brass band.
They – all the drummers went off – some died – someone
said, “Why don’t you put little Willie on drums?” That was
me. We used to play out on the street, you known, with
cans. Every night we’d be out there, field band, and they
put me on the drum and that’s where I stayed.”
The story of the Springfield Band begins with an
announcement in the Plaquemines Protestor that there will be a fair
for the benefit of a new brass band: “Fair for colored brass band of
St. Sophie organizing next week.”
The fair was a success and the new band – the Springfield
Brass Band, begins its history:
“St. Sophie has now a brass band. The instruments were
bought last Monday, from P. Werlein, New Orleans and
distributed to the members Thursday.”
This was one of the bands that was taught by Robert
Hingle. Out of this band came the early jazz musician, Willie
Parker. The Springfield Brass Band, as was usual with brass bands
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of this era, played for all the community functions such as dances,
parades, and the ever present country fair and picnics:
“The Springfield Band of St. Sophie will give a grand
picnic today on the premises of Mr. Jean Louis Mollere, St.
Sophie. Refreshments of all kinds will be on the grounds.
Several bands of music will be on hand. All interested in
the success of this musical group should attend.”
Benevolent societies were very popular and were needed in
the country as well as in New Orleans. The Springfield Brass Band
worked closely with the Evening Sons Benevolent Association:
“Evening Sons Benevolent Association of St. Sophie –
paraded the colored Springfield Brass Band, Mr. Jake
Lawson, Pres. And Mr. Garrison Hill, leader.”
As with other brass bands, the personnel at times, and
especially in Plaquemines Parish, was rather transient. It is about a
year before we hear of the Springfield Band again. It is being
reorganized and Robert Hingle, who has dropped teaching his own
band in Point a la Hache, probably is no longer the teacher. I
theorize that it is now Prof. Humphrey:
“The Springfield Brass Band of St. Sophie has been
recently reorganized and the members are now progressing
satisfactorily and rapidly in their playing. Within a few
months practice under the instruction of their professor,
who is a competent musician, they will be able to resume
the lead along the several bands of this parish. The officers
of the band are: Mr. Jake Lawson, Pres.”
The members of the Springfield Brass Band are also given:
“Garrison Hill – cornet, leader
Jake Lawson – Eb cornet
snare drum
Willis Thomas – lst alto

James Handy – tuba
Willie Parker Jr. –

Willie Parker Sr. bass
drum
nd
Nathan Brooks – 2 alto
John Smith – drum
Peter Smith –
Sam Hill – lst tenor
saxophone
Jos. Moliere – 2nd tenor
Elab Tinson
Fils Buntly – baritone
Joe Parker
Willie Parker, Sr. – Pres., Garrison Hill – Sec., Jake
Lawson – Tres.
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As with the Juvenile Brass Band of Point a la Hache, the
Springfield Brass Band had the cooperation of a boys’ band in
their town of St. Sophie. The personnel are listed in the Nov. 15,
1890 paper, and to raise money to purchase new instruments the
Fairboys Brass Band sponsored a fair:
“The Fairboys Brass Band, a colored band of Point a la
Hache (actually St.Sophie) will give a fair at Johnson’s
Hall this evening. The object of the fair is to raise money to
purchase new instruments.”
The Fairboys Brass Band included: Pierre Buntly,
Alphonse Williams, Morris Fountain, Lewis Broussard, Jr., Davis
Green and Sam Branch.
The Springfield Band was responsible for most of the
outdoor music in the small Negro community of St. Sophie in
Plaquemines parish, a town just above Phoenix on the road to New
Orleans. Members of the band, as Willie recalls, played in a
smaller string band for small dance jobs, a band whose
instrumentation included: string bass, guitar, drums and probably
some other melody instrument. They also played in church on
Sundays. Willie talks about music at St. Joseph’s Baptist Church
and other country churches in the Tulane interview:
“Willie Parker was brought up Baptist. Attended St.
Joseph’s church in St. Sophie. The congregation sang,
sometimes there was a piano. Willie says the sanctified
near him had a band. He says the bass player Sidney ‘Little
Jim’ Brown plays there. . . The rest of the church band
comprises piano, drum, guitar, tambourine, and cymbals.
They have also had a saxophone. New Baptist church in
country had an accordion players – Lamont Daughn,
Santiagos-guitar, seven pieces – bass, trombone, drum,
clarinet and Piccolo – Bab Frank.”
There were a number of music teachers that taught in the
country (Plaquemines Parish) including Robert Hingle and James
Humprhey. Willie remembers the teachers. When asked did he
read or play by ear in the brass bands he recalled:
“Oh, read, read, we had professors. Hear me tellin’ you
about Professor Hingle? They has a fellow up here used to
come home to teach. They called him Alcibead. (Alcibides
Jeanjacques), Creole fella. Trumpet player. He used to
teach down there. Old Humphrey used to teach. He taught
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all them bands down there. He come down there. He’d
come to us maybe Sunday. He stay with us two days, then
he’d go to Deer Range, stay 2 days them he’d go to
Magnolia and stay two days. He taught all them bands. See
at that time they had a band at Magnolia, Point a la Hache,
Deer Range, St. Sophie, Ironton, Belair, Oakville and Jesuit
Bend. All of them places had a brass band. And old
Humphrey had all that work. He didn’t charge me but twobits.”
Willie was exposed to some excellent teachers and while in
the country heard excellent musicians who were well taught by the
musical standards of the time, having teachers like Hingle and
Humphrey who we know were outstanding musician teachers.
Willie knew most of the musicians from around the parish
including: Sam Morgan, Jim Robinson, etc. When asked who the
musicians he had heard even before he started playing, he
answered:
“The older fellows – they all dead now. Yeah, well, I
know. Let me see: Ben Cole (See Second Line article on
Deer Range-cover is picture of Ben Cole), Dee Dee
Chandler. Ben Cole was the leader of the band. The Deer
Range Band down in Plaquemines Parish – with Cole they
had; Dee Dee Chandler, Jason Herbert, Little Jim Brown,
Walter. . .he’s a bass player and ‘Dude’. Dude played
trombone (valve). Ben Cole played trumpet, brother of
Cole. (Dude was Lafayette Johnson and Ben Cole’s brother
played drums. Walter’s last name was Johnson).
Sam Morgan” He’s from my home (Morgan was from
Bertrandville – a small settlement a few miles closer to
New Orleans than St. Sophie). We was raised together.
Belair Plantation in Plaquemines Parish, 5 miles above
New Orleans. My home is St. Sophie his home is Belair.
He had a band in the country. They played everywhere.”
Willie was asked about the kind of music that the band
played, whether they ever played by ear and if they ever played a
hymn?
“We played everything they play now. Played 6/8 street
marches. They had funeral marches, 4/4 time. They had
everything that they got now. Some things, some old pieces
we’d pick up, you know, play by head.”
On Hymns, Willie had this to say:
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“Oh, a hymn? Yes, sho’, like ‘Sing on,’ ‘Gloryland,’
‘Saints,’ ‘What A Friend We have in Jesus,’ ‘Nearer My
God to Thee.’ We had music for – ‘Sing On,’ ‘Gloryland,’
‘Saints,’ ‘What a Friend.’ Prof. Chalot gave us that – we
played that by music.”
Willie came to New Orleans to live and began playing in
other bands. One of the earliest was a band in Fazendville – a town
in St. Bernard Parish close by what is now called Chalmette
(between Chalmette and Arabi). During the 1890-91’s we find
articles about the Chalmette Brass Band. (See books on Music of
the Parishes – St. Bernard Parish Bands). In the March 29, 1960
interview it is stated:
“After Willie came to New Orleans, he played drums in
the Fazendville Band located in St. Bernard Parish.”
Willie Parker, during his musical career has played with a
number of bands in New Orleans:
“I help form the Eureka Brass Band the year of the big
storm (Sic: 1915 or 1921?) The personnel of the band:
Willie Wilson – trumpet
Joe Parker – tuba
Mullin – trombone
Willie Weber – trumpet
Willie Wilson – baritone

Shepard – trombone
Zeno – trumpet
Art Ogle – snare
Buddy Alphones – alto horn
Willie Parker – bass drum

Willie worked with George Lewis, Sam Morgan and Jim
Robinson in Lincoln or Johnson parks – baseball parks that
included dance halls to dance in after the game was completed – a
normal procedure in those days, Jim Robinson was Willie’s
favorite trombonists:
“The famous Jim Robinson – Jim Robinson is the best.
He’s the best we got here. Sonny Henry is twice the
musician (reader) Robinson is, by music, you know, but
Robinson got him both ways, with music and head work,
Robinson goes out and goes up north, stay 5 or 6 weeks up
there. He got a good orchestra too. My daddy played bass
drum. Nephew John smith – piano/drums and Peter smith –
sax/piano.”
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Willie Parker loved playing music. He tells of one time he
lost his job once because he did not come to work one day. Instead
he played for a church excursion:
“Man, I declare, I lost my job playin’ on a Monday
(Excursions were usually held on Mondays as Sunday was
the Sabbath). Different Churches, you know, and they
would hire us. What kind of dancing? Slow drag, just like
they dance now. Waltzes, schottische, mazurkas, polkas,
and different pieces just like they got now. Yeah, the brass
band played dance music. At the Fairgrounds they didn’t
use nothing but the brass band - City Park, all over, nothing
but brass bands. To many people, the string band be too
light (too soft).”
The band that Willie Parker is most remembered playing
with is the Terminal Brass Band:
“Terminal Brass Band – Paul Pierce, George Brashear,
man Creole. Paul Pierce played trumpet. George Brashear
was the leader. We had three trumpets: Pierce, Brashear
and man Creole. I was playing clarinet then in that band.
Pierce, Brashear, Joe Martin and Man Creole, my brother
Joe Parker, who else was in there” Yeah, Clem Brown and
Pompey. There was the alto players, we had two altos –
upright altos, they were brass instruments – Oy yeah,
trombone player – Sonny Henry, Joe smith played
trombone. Oh yes, Sheik O played the baritone. He played
the baritone in the brass band and played the trombone in
the orchestra . . . and my brother Joe played tuba. Joe
Martin played snare and Man Creole played the bass drum.
(Add Louis Rodriquiz on trumpet).”
Willie played with and knew a number of New Orleans
musicians. His father lived in New Orleans with Albert Glenny, a
member of the Buddy Bolden band:
“I knew Albert Glenny. I was a kid. I was in the
country. My father was brakeman on the train see, and he
libved up here in New Orleans. Well, that brought all us up
here. Well he had a great big rooming place and Albert
Glenny used to room with him.”
Willie Parker played bass drum with the Eureka Brass
Band for many years. His daughter, Anna Mae was the Godmother
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of the Eureka and recalled that they used to rehearse in the back
yard on St. Claude Avenue.
He played with a number of ‘pick-up’ bands until around
1940. His health began to deteriorate. In his last years, he lived on
Marais Street between St. Philip and Dumaine, and frequently sat
out on the stoop. He was taken care of by his relatives and some
neighbors, Henry ‘Pickle’ Jackson, the late drummer, and
Ferdinand Martin Jr., whose father used to play flute with Willy.
Occasionally a schoolboy would pass by Willy’s stoop
carrying a bass drum. Willy always called the boy over and beat
out a few licks ‘just to stay in shape.”
Willie Parker died on August 31, 1965, almost six months
after his 90th birthday.
Eddie "Snoozer" Quinn

Called a "Jazz Legend", called the "greatest guitarist they
ever heard", Eddie "Snoozer" Quinn was a native son from the
city of Bogalusa. "Snoozer" was a nickname he acquired when he
went out into the world as a musician and was given it by band
leader Peck Kelly. Peck said he gave Eddie the nickname because
Snoozer was so good he could sleep and play the guitar at the same
time.
Quinn was born in McComb, Mississippi on Oct. 18, 1906.
(His tombstone in Ponemah Cemetery says 1907. He and his
family moved to Bogalusa in 1911 or 1912. Eddie's father, Louis
Benjamin, was known as 'L.B.' He grew up in Bogalusa playing
most of the string instruments (violin, guitar, banjo, mandolin) and
piano.
Quinn began playing professionally at about the age of 12.
When he graduated from High School he first played with
Blanchard's Jazz Hounds and Peck Kelly before Paul Whiteman
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heard him and hired him. Quinn only stayed with Whiteman about
a year or so, returning to the area in the Southland.
Quinn was a "proficient country fiddler," so said Johnny
Wiggs. Eddie's mother played the piano, his older brother Dick
played the fiddle and another older brother Willie played the
guitar. Foots, his older brother remarked that "Eddie started
playing as soon as he was old enough to walk up to the piano."
Quinn is called a musical genius, one of those rare
individuals who could play virtually any instrument he set his
hands to. He was nicknamed "the fiddler" in high school but was
most famous for his guitar playing.
Young Eddie had a large double-string ukulele and was
said to be able to make it sound like an organ. He played banjo in
the pep band at football games and violin regularly in the Superior
Avenue Baptist Church orchestra.
Eddie began playing dance music at small private parties in
Bogalusa with other youngsters like Frankie, Tilden, Bevo Tilden
and George Holmes and by age 12 and 13 he was playing away
from the city in places like Abita Springs and Ponchatoula. He
played with Paul Blanchard son of the manager of the Magic City
Theater (Pugh's Flower Shop is there today.)
Eddie took some music lessons from Mrs. N. S. Young, a
BHS faculty member who taught piano and violin but soon
realized his musical ability was soon to take him to another level.
It was said that Eddie couldn't read music, but actually he didn't
need to as he knew what the other musicians were going to do
before they did themselves. Many New Orleans musicians were
thought not to read music when in reality, they had developed their
hearing to such a level that they really didn't need to read the
popular songs of the jazz repertoire.
Eddie joined the Paul English Players, a traveling dramatic
and entertainment troupe that contained a group that could provide
music as well. He played with Claude Blanchard's Orchestra
and then joined Jack Wilrich's Band.
In Houston he met pianist Peck Kelly who Snoozer
described as "his greatest inspiration in musical matters. Peck was
over my head. Completely. It was some time before what he was
doing began to sink in with me. When I finally did realize it hit me
hard. I was with Peck a good while and I have played with a lot of
other top-notch musicians. I can say that I got more pleasure out of
hearing Peck play, more inspiration, than from any other musician.
Not that I haven't gotten a terrific amount of pleasure from Louis,
Bix and others, but Peck Kelly was the top. You can take all the
other pianists put them together and that's where Peck starts, from
me at least."
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Snoozer joined Peck Kelly's Band called Peck's Band
Boys after the movie of the same name and traveled to Shreveport,
Louisiana to play at the Washington-Youree Hotel when cornetist
Johnny Wiggs joined the band. Wiggs remarked "with Snoozer
Quinn around, Eddie Lang (the best-known jazz guitarist of the
time) would have to watch out.
When the Washington-Youree engagement finished,
Snoozer joined Mart Britt's Band, a Texas outfit that included
Joe Bishop, and Johnnie "Red" James. Snoozer is listed as playing
banjo, violin and guitar with Britt, but also sang, having a unique,
half-humming style of singing. The Britt Band played Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico in 1927, Eddie being issued a passport to travel to
Mexico. After the Nuevo Laredo job, Britt's band began playing at
Sylvan Beach Park, outside Houston.
Returning to Louisiana, Snoozer toured the Southwest
Louisiana with an outfit headed by "the DeCuir Boys," playing for
bayou dances.
Snoozer began playing in bands in and around New
Orleans and went to a Paul Whiteman rehearsal. Snoozer kept his
guitar wherever he went and he had gotten backstage during this
rehearsal and got out his guitar when everybody was sitting
around. Bix Beiderbecke and Trumbauer were in a group that
heard Quinn playing. One of them told Whiteman about Quinn and
Whiteman came over to listen. Snoozer pulled his hand-shake trick
on him (playing guitar and shaking hands at the same time - both
fingering and plucking with the left hand). Snoozer was asked to
play with Whiteman, which he did late in 1928. He quit not more
than a year later. Snoozer enjoyed the post concert jam sessions
much more than playing in the Whiteman Band where it was hard
to be heard above the 35 piece band (without amplification). Late
in 1929 he came home to Bogalusa. The Whiteman Band was also
due to take a tour of Europe and Quinn feeling was that his parents
would worry about him crossing the ocean, so he left and came
home.
Quinn once back in Bogalusa would take short trips to New
York to play with the Dorsey brothers and Ben Pollack.
"Snoozer" Quinn was the most famous and greatest
musician produced by Bogalusa. His ability landed Quinn a change
to play in the Paul Whiteman Orchestra. His early playing in dance
orchestra was in the Blanchard Band. He is first mentioned is on
June 26th as part of the Blanchard Band playing for an Atlantic
Street home. It states that: "Ed Quinn kept the crowd amused
during the evening, between dances with snappy selections on his
banjo."
Quinn has left Bogalusa for Houston, Texas and in an item
in the paper (March 4) we read: "Quinn doing fine - Ed. Quinn,
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who left here a few weeks ago for Houston, Texas, writes that he
enjoys his work very much and his services are greatly in demand
in that city. Eddie is now broadcasting regularly appearing on the
program every Wednesday evening from 7:30 -8:30 and his legion
of Bogalusa friends always tune in to hear him."

On April 29 Quinn returns home for a few days visit:
"ED Q. HOME - Eddie Quinn, the versatile entertainer
who has been located at Houston, Texas for the past several
months where he has been broadcasting for the Houston
Post-Dispatch station, arrived home this week for a few
days visit with relative and friends before going to
Shreveport where he has secured a much better position
with the broadcasting station of that city."(1926)
I believe that during this time in or near Houston Quinn
was in Mart Britt’s Sylvan Beach Orchestra. A band photo
show Quinn (3rd from right) dressed in the Mixican style
outfits of the band. He is said to have played banjo, violin
and guitar and even sang with the band. Slyvan Beach is
near LaPorte, Texas.
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In the July 8th paper we read of Quinn's career up to date as
he comes to Bogalusa to do his act at the Magic City Theater:
"Ed Quinn to give act Friday - Bogalusa will welcome
her radio star Eddie Quinn at the Magic City Theater Friday
night. Ed Quinn has been a banjo favorite in Bogalusa for
several years, but it was not until a few months ago that he
achieved a splendid reputation. Leaving Bogalusa he went
to Houston where he was at once engaged as a broadcaster
on the Houston Post Dispatch station and was heralded as
Dixie's premier Banjoist. After a few weeks, the experts
declared him to be without an equal in America. From
Houston he joined the Peck Bad Boys Orchestra at the
Washington Hotel in Shreveport, and is now at home for
the summer months.
Kathryn Hobgood, a graduate student at Tulane is
researching Snoozer, her great uncle. She states that
Snoozer was in Shreveport during the years 1924-1933.
She states that she has a picture of Quinn and Louis
Armstrong standing together in Princess Park around 1931.
While Bogalusa has had world wide advertising and is
known the world over, but few individuals have had the
opportunity to give it more fame than has Eddie Quinn.
He will be at the Magic City Theater Friday night in a
selected program, in addition to the regular program of
pictures and will play the selections which attracted
national fame. There will be no extra charge on this night.
It is probable that Eddie may be induced to remain as a
permanent feature at the Magic City throughout the
summer, but it is certain that he will make his appearance
Friday night."
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Quinn is musically active during his stay in Bogalusa. He
forms a new orchestra which plays at a dance at Lahrien's new
Lake View Swimming Pool on August 27th. The Pool had a
pavilion used for dancing and was to become a popular place for
dances:
"Dancing Pavilion to open Tuesday at Lake View
Swimming Pool - August 27th, 1926. Good music has been
secured for the occasion and the dance will be a "jitney"
dance a charge of 10 cents being made for each dance. The
dancing pavilion may be rented on short notice for parties."
As we have earlier read, the dancing pavilion at the Pool
becomes a very popular place for holding dances. Quinn again
plays at the Magic City Theater with the paper stating "Quinn and
Melancon, the Magic City's merry melody makers with music you
like to hear."
Quinn is still in Bogalusa during December of 1926 until
we read that he leaves for a job in San Antonio, Texas:
"Ed. Quinn, Bogalusa's favorite banjoist, and all-round
musician, after several months spent with home folks, has
again harkened to the call of the road and left Sunday for
San Antonio, Texas, where he will fill a feature position
with the St. Louis Rhythm Kings, a prominent orchestra,
now touring the South. Eddie spent last winter in Houston,
where he broadcasted regularly and was heralded as Dixie's
banjo king.
The winter previous he spent with the Paul English
Orchestra. The St. Louis Rhythm Kings have an
engagement in San Antonio for the next month and
probably longer."
We read about Quinn next in the Sept. 20th, 1928 paper
that states:
"Eddie Quinn, Bogalusa boy who has made a success in
the musical world is here for a visit with relatives and many
friends. Eddie is located in Houston, Texas, where he is a
member of one of the best orchestras in that city and also
does considerable broadcasting for the Houston PostDispatch station."
When Quinn returns to Bogalusa in 1929 (after a brief stay
with Paul Whiteman) it was not the only time he had contact with
the 'big time.' For short periods he worked with the Dorsey
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Brothers and Ben Pollack but his heart was at home and he
returned to Bogalusa to remain there for the last two decades of his
life. He spent his time either playing or in hospitals, as illness now
became a factor. Quinn had tuberculosis.
While back home Quinn worked in New Orleans for Earl
Crumb and the "Owls" occasionally mostly spot jobs and for a
time played with them at the Beverly Gardens, playing violin and
guitar as well as singing. Quinn's violin playing became legend
with the musicians especially those in the Whiteman band and
particularly Joe Venuti and Eddie Lang.
In his home town of Bogalusa he played regularly at the
Club LaRue, in the building which is now the Magic City Post 24
American Legion Home; also at the Plantation Club in Sun. and
most of the roadhouses along Highway 51 in Tangipahoa Parish,
followed by several years at Cave Tangi in Hammond.
Quinn was the leader of his own band called "Eddie
Quinn's Band" not "Snoozer's" as he was always known as Eddie
to his friends in Bogalusa. An item in the 1946 Bogalusa
Enterprise mentions Quinn and his "entertainers" playing at a
political rally in Curt Slegelin's first mayoralty campaign.
Quinn had the respect of all early jazz musicians. This
respect was shown in a jazz concert in the late 1940's when Eddie
Condon and an all star band came to town and spotted Eddie in the
audience. Condon called him to the stage but Quinn wasn't able to
play. Condon ended his playing that evening right then and the rest
of the evening the guitarist's chair remained empty, letting the
audience know that Condon felt Snoozer was the man who should
fill it.

An older ‘Snoozer’
Eddie's health grew progressively worse and he entered
LaGard's Hospital in New Orleans. He died on April 21, 1949.
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Manuel Perez

In the book “In Search of Buddy Bolden” the author,
Donald Marquis writes: “Perez was responsible for refining many
of Bolden’s ideas on the cornet, and he helped combine the best of
Bolden with the Creole music so that by 1910 elemental jazz was
on its way to becoming classic Jazz. He was one of the true giants
of the New Orleans jazz tradition and it is unfortunate that so many
jazz historians have given him so little attention.”

Perez & band at Arsonia Café in Chicago, 1915 – L/R Eddie Adkinstrombone, Louis Cottrell-drums, Manuel Perez-cornet, Frankie Hayniepiano & Lorenzo Tio, Jr.-clarinet.

Manuel Perez’s birth date (given different dates in different
books) is between 1891 and 1897). I believe it was on December
28th, 1871. He died in New Orleans in 1946, living to be 75 years
of age. He was a Creole of Color. Monroe Berger in “Jazz PreHistory – and Bunk Johnson” in “Frontiers of Jazz” writes: “The
Creoles – theirs was a more traditional ingredient compounded in
jazz, more refined and more European than the others. Jazzmen
like Picou, Nelson, Perez, Baquet and Bocage are of Creole-free
Negro origin, but in them the fusion of the two strains in jazz was
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virtually completed. But the generation before them, they won
teachers, for example had been brought up in the classical
tradition. When we reach Sidney Bechet the fusion is complete, for
though he is of free-Negro origin Bechet was not given a formal
musical education, yet he combines the lyricism of the Creole
tradition with the abandon and power of the slave-Negro strains in
jazz. Even before the Gottschalk heredity many of the Creoles of
New Orleans were conservatory trained having received their
music training in the European classical tradition. (An example of
the life of such a Creole can be seen in the career of Emanuel Chol
of Thibodaux. Trained at the Paris Conservatory he moved to
Louisiana and became one of the early brass band and dance
bandleaders in the music of Southern Louisiana.) Albert Glenny
spoke of the typical houses from which many Creoles lived in: “a
poor downtown ‘double’ (shot gun) house and to which some
returned, like Manuel Perez.”
Perez lived at 1714 Urguhart Street.
“Manuel Perez played the cornet around the year 1897,”
writes Berger. “Big Eye” Louis Nelson, Bunk Johnson and Perez
claim they played at the same time Buddy Bolden did, or before
him. Nelson, Alphonse Picou and Perez all agreed when
questioned independently, that it is hard to say who was ‘first’ or
who was ‘best’ but that among the earliest jazz players were: Louis
Peyton (accordion), Picou, Perez, Nelson, Bolden and Peter
Bocage, who played violin and cornet. In 1936 Louis Armstrong in
“Swing that Music” mentions that Bolden, Oliver, Nelson,
LaRocca, Bechet and Perez, but not Bunk Johnson. In the same
time mentioned that he (Armstrong) was influenced by Perez and
Oliver.
Marquis writes about Perez’s character:
“Perez never sought publicity, was reserved, almost shy,
and lived quietly in a Downtown neighborhood, making cigars as a
daytime occupation. His parade cornet was one of the best sounds
in the city, and Albert Burbank observed that “although his upward
range was not particularly high, he was so powerful he’d make you
think he was playing high. Sidney Bechet remembers that Perez
use to ‘three time the music, until it was really beautiful.”
Charters writes about Perez and his reputation:
“Perez was probably the finest parade cornetist in New
Orleans. He had a sharp, clipped attack, a good range, and a
beautiful tone. When his brass band, the Onward, would play a two
band funeral he would take the Onward away from the church with
the dirge FALLEN HEOROES, with its beautiful cornet solo in the
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trio. . . In his later years he resented the emphasis placed on the
city’s jazz musicians, and refused to talk with anyone doing
research in New Orleans.
In the summer of 1918 Perez was on the S. S. Capitol, and
in 1921 and 1922 he was at the Oasis, a cabaret in the new and
unofficial district. . . About 1924 or 1925 he took an orchestra onto
the Pythian Temple Roof Garden, and was there until the
depression. Perez played occasional jobs with John Robichaux and
remnants of the Onward until 1931.”
In their book “Brass Bands and New Orleans Jazz, Allen &
Schafer mention Perez on a number of pages:
“Thus there was always a place for a trained brass musician
like Bocage or Manuel Perez, or Willie Pajaud, trumpet men
specializing in lyrical dirge solos.” (Page 25)
“Manuel Perez, the almost-legendary trumpet player,
worked with the onward Brass Band from 1900 to 1930, while he
also led one of the cities’s most popular and successful dance jazz
orchestras.” (Sic: The Imperial Orchestra) (Page 32)
“Many musicians active through the 1905s were on Perez’
side of the brass-band tradition – committed to trained, rehearsed
bands reading stock sheet music in the most “legitimate” manner."
(Page 33)
“The disciplined technician and agile sight-reader, a strict
“musicianer” in New Orleans argot, was widely respected.
Examples were Manuel Perez of the Onward Brass Band, Arnold
Metoyer, Papa Celestine of the Tuxedo Brass Band, Peter Bocage,
Louis Dumaine, arranger for the QPA concert band, and many
others.” (Page 89)
Gradually two cornets were used in the early jazz bands in
New Orleans, which led to the division of lead choruses between
hot, and straight men – one good reader and one good faker. Buddy
Petit, Chris Kelly, Freddie Keppard were the ‘fakers’ “playing jazz
as their special province – as long as legitimate men like Manuel
Perez dominated street bands.” (Page 90)
“Joe Oliver himself had made his reputation when he
joined Manuel Perez in the Onward Brass Band.”
Avery “Kid” Howard stated that; “the brass bands of
Manuel Perez’s day (from the turn of the century through the
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1920s) played straight marches and other scored music.” Avery
could not recall a “tonk” brass band of the era (a group using head
practices and basically playing jazz) (sic: that read music.)
When interviewed and asked about Perez Harold Dejan
remarked:
“When Lorenzo Tio came back from Chicago after playing
with Manuel Perez, I began taking lessons from Tio and Leo Dejan
(brother) went with Manuel Perez. Both Tio and Perez charged
$1.00 a lesson. Harold spent some time with Manuel Perez’s band
too when the latter got off the Roof Gardens. I remember some of
the musicians in that band. Perez, Maurice Durand (trumpet), Earl
Humphrey (trombone), Alfred Williams (drums), but I can’t recall
the others. Perez was a first class musician. He had a band playing
at the Country club and all those swell places. When he came off
the Roof he made up another band, the Imperial Serenaders.
Al Rose wrote of Perez”
“Renowned as a cornetist in a period before I was even
aware of the music, proved to be a gentle, slightly cynical
gentleman of sixty, who felt that the musicians of 1938 needed to
go back to fundamentals to ever play the music properly. “These
young fellows nowadays,” he assured me, “Can’t hardly read a
note. They can’t learn no new tunes and they don’t know nothin’
about tempo or harmony.”
When Rose asked Perez about Armstrong he remarked “He
got a lip like iron. Strong as a bull – But he got a lot to learn. When
he was a kid around here he never wanted to learn nothin’.”
Rose then asked Perez about the white musicians playing at
that time:
“They makin’ the best music now. Used to be we made the
best music. ‘Course we still got some people playin’ good right
here in New Orleans, but our people don’t take that music serious
enough. The good ones, they tryin’ to play opera.”
Rose then asked Perez about his favorites?
He remarked, “Guy Lombardo! I always wanted my bands
to sound like that! And you ever hear this Casa Loma? That’s real
music.”
The many years of seeing compromises made and seeing
less talented musicians win out time after time left him embittered.
He retired from music around 1930 and returned to his trade of
cigar making. The thirties were rough on Perez both physically and
financially and by the mid-forties his once brilliant mind had
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deteriorated badly. In the time before his death in 1946 he would
sit on am old chair outside his shop, barely able to make intelligent
conversation.
Willie Pajeud studied with Perez on cornet when he was 15
(1910). He moved to Chicago and continued his studies with Perez
who had came to Chicago to play at the Arsonia Café. He said,
“Perez was one of the best ‘funeral’ trumpet players. The
musicians in the Eureka Band, sometimes would turn around after
a solo on “Fallen Heroes” and call out ‘Hey, Manuel Perez. This is
a compliment of a high order.” (Compliment was for Willie)
In the article written for “Jazz Grove” I wrote:
“He played wide-ranging melodies with a sharp, clear
attack and beautiful tone. He believed that playing in a brass band
tested a musician’s sight-reading skill and technical execution and
was generally more demanding than playing jazz; he prided
himself on the ability of the members of his brass bands to play
from written arrangements, though when such bands began to
include improvisation in their work he was prepared to engage
good improvisers, including the young Joe “King” Oliver. As a
dance-band musician he proved that he too could improvise
competently.” (Page 302)
Barney Bigard remarked:
“I was 19 years old when I left in the mid 1920’s. (Sic:
1925) The status of music here was fantastic at that time. There
were Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit and Manuel Perez. These men had
bands that were very active in New Orleans at that time.
Marquis writes:
“Of all the musicians playing at the time, Manuel Perez
was one who was nearly as busy as Bolden and Robichuax. … He
married in 1900. The timetable of his early musical career runs
almost parallel to Bolden’s. He was an excellent reading musician
whose talent was highly respected by both Creoles and Blacks in
the inner circles of music. Although he did not lead a band under
his own name, he did lead the Onward Brass Band and the
Imperial Orchestra. . . Perez had a better tone, sweeter than
Bolden’s.”
Bolden’s approach to dance music was in direct contrast to
the educated Creole Bands of Robichaux and Perez. Bolden’s style
of dance music was extremely popular with the ‘rank and file’ of
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the New Orleans Black populace. The musicians in Bolden’s Band
had little formal musical education.
‘Slow Drag’ Pavageau remembers a band contest at Globe
Hall scheduled between Bolden and a band that had Manuel Perez
on cornet and Big Eye Nelson on clarinet. Bolden didn’t show up,
implying that he was scared of a cutting contest with Perez.
Perez contributed to Jazz in New Orleans throughout the
first decades of the 20th century. He seemed to be everywhere,
leading the Imperial and Onward Bands.
Influence
Many of the great early jazz trumpet players said Perez’s
playing influenced them. Pops Foster speaks of the ‘hot’ and
‘sweet musicians:
“Had guys who played hot (Oliver, Bolden, Petit,
Keppard). Then you had the guys that played straight and played
more for tone. They were your sweet trumpet players and played
real well in a band. The guys in their band had to put their own
swing in the music and make their own feelings. These guys were
Bunk Johnson, Papa Celestin, Arnold Metoyer and Manuel Perez.
They really played beautiful tones, but they wouldn’t make their
own breaks off the melody like the hot trumpet players would. If
they had to play a break, it had to be written for them. Bunk would
make his own breaks though, even though he was a sweet player.”
Foster continued and described Perez:
“Manuel Perez was a wonderful trumpet player and a nice
guy. He was one of the best. Manuel and Joe Oliver were working
in a thirteen-piece brass band for a while and you could hear those
two trumpets over all the other noise. Both of them were very
powerful guys. Manuel and all those Creole guys were carpenters
& cigar makers.”
Jack Laine did not remember hearing Bolden but did recall
Manuel Perez who he said probably began around 1895 playing a
lot of parades.
Albert Glenny remembers that both Manuel Perez and
Bolden had bands at Johnson Park. (Sic: Perez was playing in
Robichaux’s Band not leading a band at that time in the park.)
With another breath Glenny will tell you that Perez, that Oliver,
that Keppard were better musicians than Bolden. If his old friends
have a hero, it is probably Manuel Perez, who traveled the long
road with them.”
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Albert Nicholas was in the band that worked the Oasis. He
said:
“Manuel Perez was one of my idols. I worked with him in
1920, before I went to Tom Anderson’s. We played at Butchy
Fernandez’s place on Iberville, near burgundy, the Oasis. Beansy
had a gambling place right next door. In the band were Perez,
“Nesese” Tregangier, drums and Udel Wilson on piano. I learned
so much from Manuel Perez and he encouraged me. He’d say
“That boy’s going to be something.” That was encouragement, and
when I got stuck he showed me. So I had good teachers.
Joe Rena remarked that during the early days of jazz bands
in New Orleans, the first good dance bands were those of Fred
Keppard, Manuel Perez and Buddy Petit.”
Louis Keppard spoke of the influence of Manuel Perez on
Buddy Petit: “Buddy’s half brother said that one of Buddy Petit’s
primary influences was Perez. When Perez was parading with his
band, Buddy Petit would follow the band for miles. An aspiring
musician in that era would certainly have looked up to one of the
city’s best known cornetist, Manuel Perez.”
Alfred Williams also noted that “The big carnival balls
used Celestin and Perez, not the barrelhouse bands such as Petit.”
George Lewis said that he “believed that Buddy Petit was
primarily influenced when he was young by Manuel Perez. When
Perez was parading with a brass band, Petit would follow the band
for miles.”
Imperial Dance Orchestra

The Imperial Orchestra – John MacMurray, George Filhe, James Palao, Big Eye
Nelson, Rene Baptiste, Perez & Jimmy Brown
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There are conflicting dates as to when and who formed the
Imperial Orchestra. Charters give the date at 1898: “6 pieces, a
dance orchestra active from 1898 to 1915.” On another page
charters gives the date as ‘about 1900.’ He remarked that “Perez
organized the Imperial Orchestra with George Filhe, trombone;
George Baquet, clarinet, Reme Baptiste, guitar; and Jean Vigne or
John MacMurray, drums. Billy Marrero joined the band on bass;
Jimmy Palao began playing the violin with them about 1907, and
in 1910 Buddy Johnson replaced George Filhe, when Filhe joined
Celestin at the Tuxedo Dance Hall.
Sidney Bechet when speaking of Joe Petit remarked that
“Joe petit was a very popular guy. I guess he founded just about
every good band there was in those days – The Eagle, The
Imperial, the Superior and the Olympia among them – and after the
band was formed and everything straightened out, he would just
pull out and go on to something else.”
Charters also mentions that Outside the district (Sic:
Storyville) the musicians played for society dances wearing their
military jackets and reading the music. There was the Imperial
Orchestra, the Superior Orchestra, the Peerless, the Olympia and
the Silver Leaf.
Christopher Hillman in “Bunk Johnson” remarked that:
“Manuel Perez, who was already active during Bolden’s
reign, epitomizes the Creole technique of cornet playing. Although
remembered by big Eye Nelson and Alphonse Picou (Creole
clarinetists who were not averse to mixing with the rougher
element) as the first cornetist to play jazz in New Orleans. Perez
was a trained musician. He is said to have been the finest brassband exponent in the city before he ventured into the saloons with
his Imperial Orchestra in 1900, and he was such a strong player
that he provided a good deal of excitement, even though he played
from written arrangements.
Perez’s style, which influenced a later generation of
Creoles, may, as it evolved, have taken on some of the colour of
the ‘ratty’ (self-taught, crude) musicians, including a more flexible
use of mutes and a more urgent rhythm. As the star performer of
the Onward Brass Band, he brought on younger men who played
beside him, including some, such as Joe Oliver, who were moving
along lines suggested by Bolden. There is nothing to show that he
held these less constrained musicians in contempt, and he may
even have learned from them. (Sic: There is some evidence that he
did hold these untrained musicians in somewhat contempt) In later
years he was happy to employ an improvising trumpet player to
liven up the sound of the Imperial, but in bunk’s time the orchestra
would have depended upon Perez alone for the cornet part.”
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During a recording session at San Jacinto Hall in 1944, under the
direction of Bill Russell, Baby Dodds likened Bunk Johnson’s
playing to that of Manuel Perez. The following day Bunk went to
visit his old fellow cornetist Perez, who had long retired from
music. A year earlier Perez had suggested to Russell that if bunk
could make a comeback, so could he; now he was confused to find
bunk playing again. Evidently his mental state was well into the
decline which left him, for the rest of his life, sitting in a chair and
staring into space.
Perez Organized the Imperial Dance Orchestra around
1900. The personnel is given by Charters: Perez on cornet, George
Filhe, trombone; George Baquet, clarinet; Rene Baptiste, guitar;
and either Jean Vigne or John MacMurray, drums. Later Billy
Marrero joined the band on bass around 1905. Jimmy Palao began
playing violin around 1907. In 1910 Buddy Johnson replaced
Filhe, when Filhe left the band to join Celestin at the Tuxedo
Dance Hall. In the changing personnel of the band we find Don
Albert, Eddie Cherie as substitutes around 1905. Ed Garland was
in the orchestra around 1910. Adolph Alexander was said to have
been in the band around 1905-1911, perhaps adding a second
cornet to the group. “Big Eye” Nelson and Jimmy Papao were in
the band around 1907 playing clarinet and violin respectfully. If
Nelson joined the band around 1907 then the famous photo taken
of the band was taken in 1907 and not 1905. Other members are
said to have been Jimmy Brown on bass (pictured in the photo of
the orchestra said to have been taken around 1905).
The repertoire of the band has not been spoken of but it
must have played similar arrangements as the John Robichaux
Band had in its library. For a partial list of arrangements of the era
go to www.basinstreet.com and click on music. There you will find
a representative list of orchestra arrangements from 1856 to 1929
with the emphasize on dance music around 1900. These published
arrangements are for: violin, flute, clarinet, 1 to 2 cornets,
trombone, piano, bass/tuba and drums. Some were augmented to
include a larger instrumentation for theater orchestras but this
‘Society Orchestra’ was the one most common. (Also click on
program to find write-ups of various historic programs using the
music on the music lists. This ensemble was also called the ‘string
band.’ It was this ensemble that furnished most of the dance music
of the era. Often it was this smaller group comprised of musicians
from the larger brass band that played for dances and engagements
that did not call for the large, and loud, brass band. The string
group used a violin, often played by the leader/cornet player of the
brass band and was the leader of the string band. It was the string
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band that was the main influence of the early jazz bands. Most of
these ‘string bands’ were comprised of musicians who were trained
in music and were mostly readers. The early jazz band members
often couldn’t read and would listen to the ‘string band’
performances and copy by ear what they heard. These early ‘jazz’
musicians or ‘fakers’ as they were known learned their music by
either listening and copying the music they heard or by elders who
passed their repertoire along to the younger musicians, many times
in ‘jam’ sessions and having the younger musicians listen to or sit
in on their gigs. The ancestors of the jazz band were these string
bands. There is evidence that a band would be noted as a string
band and then the next week, this same band was called a jazz
band, but would contain the same musicians. Often, as the jazz
sound was evolving some 'straight' string bands would hire a 'hot’
musician to join the band and take the breaks and later the ‘hot’
solos that were coming to be the fad in the Chicago era. The
musicians of the day then played both in brass and string bands
during their career and were very versatile performers.
Onward Band

Onward Band – Perez, Andrew Kimball, Peter Bocage, Lorenzo Tio, Jr.,
Adolphe Alexander, Sr., Bebe Matthews, Dandy Lewis, Isidore Barbarin, Buddy
Johnson, Vic Gaspard, Eddie Atkins & Eddie Jackson.

The Onward Brass Band was one of the best brass bands
around the last decades of the 19th century. The date of its origin is
not known but some give this date as 1880’s.
One origin could well be in 1887 in the town of Reserve,
LA where Professor James B. Humphrey taught music. He
organized a brass band there in 1887. Living in New Orleans
Professor Humphrey taught music in the surrounding areas of the
city of New Orleans. He had direct contact and was one of the ones
responsible for establishing a number of brass bands around the
city and played in a number of them. Humphrey was from Sellers,
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La and began teaching there before and during his move to New
Orleans.
J. B. organized and played with the Onward Band, getting
them jobs in and around New Orleans. The Weekly Pelican was
first published in the year 1886. In the July 2nd issue of 1887 the
Onward Band is mentioned: “The game between the Fats and Prim
Baseball Clubs which was postponed last Monday on account of
the inclemency of the weather will come off to-day at the New
Orleans Park. The Onward Band will be on hand.”
J. B. was active with the Onward Brass Band and the band
is mentioned numerous times in the paper playing for various types
of events that used music. We read “The Onward Brass Band
paraded the principle streets on New Years Eve, with the Larendon
Rifles.” (Jan. 8, 1887)
The Onward Band is mentioned playing for a Benevolent
Association in the following short mention: “Picnic and dance at
Loeper’s Park – Onward Brass Band.” (August 13, 1887)
The Onward Band during the late 1880 was under the
direction of Professor J. O. Lainez and managed by J.B. Humphrey
was the driving force behind the band and J. B.’s flare for
showmanship can be seen in the acquiring of new flashing hats for
the band. We read: “The Onward Brass Band…have received their
new caps. A torch is attached to their caps.” (Sept. 10, 1887)
The band wears these caps on their next job:
“The following week the Onward Band used the new caps
on a job for the Young Men’s Hope Benevolent Association
installation parade, and on the following Monday the band paraded
for the L’Avenie Juvenile Benevolent Association parade and
picnic/dance. The band also played for dancing from 4 p.m. until 4
a.m. at the Magnolia Gardens.” (Sept. 19, 1887).
We read of an appearance in the Baton Rouge area of the
famous Onward Brass Band of New Orleans. This band is a legend
in the New Orleans brass band scene. Some of its members gained
worldwide reputation as early jazz musicians. Among its members
were: Manuel Perez, Peter Bocage, Earl Humphrey (Son of J. B.),
Lorenzo and Luis Tio, George Baquet, ‘King’ Oliver, Dee Dee
Chandler and Black Ben Williams.
“The Advocate returns thanks to the Onward Brass Band of
New Orleans for a complimentary serenade yesterday afternoon.
The band is composed exclusively of colored men, and they are all
first class musicians. (Dec. 25, 1889)
The Longshoremen’s Protective Union Benevolent
Association, forerunner of the Longshoremen’s Union, celebrated
its 15th anniversary on June 4, 1887 with a parade led by the
Onward Brass Band which, we are told, had thirteen pieces.
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The Onward also is mentioned parading in New Orleans on
New Year’s Eve;”
“The Larendon Rifles, headed by the Onward Brass Band,
had a royal time New Year’s Eve. They paraded the principle
streets and serenaded Messrs. Geo. Q. Whitney. Geo. A Trauth,
Herbert Finch and a. H. Edmunds, after which they proceeded to
the residence of Mr. Henry Banks, on Philip Street, where they
were entertained at supper.” (Jan 8, 1887)
Manuel Perez preferred to play written music while with
the Onward. He looked on brass band work as a test of reading
skill and technical execution, and he was famous for his solo
playing in funeral dirges. He is noted for his playing of the dirge
“Fallen Heroes.” The tune was nicknamed “The Blimp” by the
Eureka Bandsmen because of its ponderous arrangement, and was
identified with Perez and his virtuoso playing of it in funeral
parades.
Charters remarked that “Manuel Perez had taken over as
leader of the Onward in 1903-04. In 1914 the band included;
Perez, Andrew Kimball, Peter Bocage-cornets; Tio-cl; buddy
Johnson and Vic Gaspard-trombones; Eddie Atkins-baritone; Ed
Jackson-bass; Isadore Barbarin-alto; and Dandy Lewis-bass drum.
George Filhe was with the band in 1913, soon leaving for Chicago.
Butler Rapp was with the band in 1922.
The band fell apart when Perez retired in the spring of
1932. Around the year 1890 the personnel of the band included
Peter Bocage, Earl Humphrey, Lorenzo & Luis Tio, George
Baquet, ‘King’ Oliver, Dee Dee Chandler; Louis Cottrell, drums;
Joseph Bruno, alto and Black Benny Williams.
Also listed as band personnel include: Adolph Alexander,
horn; Henry Martin, bass drum and Bebe Mathews, snare drums.
Bocage left the band in 1920 and took over the Excelsior Band.
Perez’s musicians that were in the Imperial Orchestra were
all very good musicians and many of the musicians that were in the
Onward Brass Band were used in the Imperial Dance Orchestra.
Most were Creoles of Color and had had very excellent musical
training. I think that the Imperial Orchestra was the string band of
the Onward Brass Band as they had similar membership. Of course
the violinist and string bass players did not march in the brass
band.
Music Repertoire
The Creole Brass Bands of this era mostly read music and
played all the popular marches of the day. Later, somewhere
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around 1907-08, Bocage joined the Superior Band and that was
when he started playing jazz.
Peter Bocage, Lorenzo Tio Jr. and Manuel Perez specified
that they had been taught to play music and, unlike Bolden did not
play jazz. Creole music had come from the professors who
abounded in the city, from the French Opera, the “Red Book of
Rags,” “the “Manhattan Book” of dance music.
The new look of the brass band was both a marching band
playing the funeral marches and regular marches and then, playing
a jazzed up tune on the way back from the funeral. Louis
Armstrong gave a good description of a band going through its
routine for a funeral:
“McDonald Cemetery was just about a mile away from
where the Black diamonds (my baseball team) was playing the
Algiers team. Whenever a funeral from New Orleans had a body to
be buried in the McDonald Cemetery they would have to cross the
Canal Street ferryboat and March down the same road right near
our ball game. Of course, when they passed us playing a slow
funeral march, we only paused with the game and tipped our hats
as to pay respect. When the last of the funeral passed we would
continue the game.
The game was in full force when the Onward Band was
returning from the cemetery, after they had put the body in the
ground, they were swinging’ It’s a Long Way to Tipperary. They
were swinging so good until Joe Oliver reached into the high
register beating out those high notes in very fine fashion. And
broke our ball (game). Yea! The players commenced to dropping
bats and balls, etc, and we all followed them. All the way back to
the New Orleans side and to their Destination. (Jazz Review, July,
1960)
One of Humphrey’s students, Sonny Henry speaks of the
band’s musical abilities:
“When you get in there – let me tell you; in that Excelsior
Band and the Onward Band and others…you got to have a mighty
good head to play in that band if you couldn’t read. Course, if you
could read some, well you could make out, you understand, but
them people, they used to put them old heavy marches on you, you
had to jump.” (Sic: Jump – faking some notes and passages).”
Chicago
In 1915 Chicago the jazz scene shifted to the windy city.
During this year, the band of Tom Brown began playing at Lamb’s
Café on May 17th, 1915. Near the same time, Charlie Elgar sent for
a number of New Orleans musicians to play in a band at the
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Arsonia Café located at 1654 Madison near Ashland. The manager
of the Arsonia was Mike Fritzel, also manage of the famous Friars
Inn. He was said to have used both Black and white musicians at
the Arsonia.
. Elgar, also from New Orleans had played with a number
of musicians around New Orleans and knew of their ability. In this
first band the musicians sent for were all first rate musicians:
Lorenzo Tio, Jr. the great Creole clarinetist; drummer Louis
Cottrell, Sr. one of the best percussionist playing in New Orleans;
Eddie Atkins, a brass band musician equally capable on trombone
or baritone and a veteran of a number of brass bands around New
Orleans; and Pianist Frank Haynie. (I was unable to find any
information on his musical career.)
Louis Keppard mentions that “By 1915 there were at least
two bands from New Orleans playing in Chicago. One was the
Manuel Perez Band, the other a white group led by Tom Brown.”
The legendary Alphonse Picou remarked: “I played in
Chicago for a few months –probably in 1915 when Perez was at
the Arsonia Café.
Lorenzo Tio Jr. went to Chicago with Manuel Perez and
played at the Deluxe Café, returning to New Orleans in 1916. (Sic:
I think he has the place wrong-it probably was the Arsonia Café.)
Harrison Barnes said that Perez tried to talk him into a trip
to Chicago, but he was unwilling to leave his $6 a day job with the
railroad
Deluxe Café & the Pekin
Manuel Perez, after playing at the Arsonia had
engagements at the Deluxe Café located at 3503 S. State Street.
The year probably was around 1917.
The establishment was under the management of Isidore
Schorr and flourished before the 1920’s, and was among the first
venues in Chicago to offer jazz consistently, the club included a
billiard hall, bar, and dance hall. During the late teens before 1920
and after the club had what been like a who’s who in early jazz:
Morton, Keppard, Lil Hardin, Oliver…. At the turn of the decade
Freddie Keppard brought a group to the Deluxe which remained
there some time under the leadership successively of Perez, Filhe,
Tio and Bechet. (Groves, page 198)
In 1981 Chuck Sengstock, wrote in the “Second Line”
magazine of the New Orleans Jazz Club:
“The Deluxe was on the southeast corner of 35th and State,
next to the States Theatre. Seeing what used to be the Deluxe is
rather disillusioning. The creaking frame building sags a bit in the
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middle, its well-worn stairway to the second story where the café
was located slants in sympathy, and a rather strong odor permeates
the air indicating the plumbing might also be showing its age.
The main hall where Sugar Johnny Smith, Lawrence Duhe,
Roy Palmer and Tubby Hall (Sic: and Manuel Perez) made their
music over forty years ago is now a rooming house. There is little
thought or remembrance of what used to be; very few person living
in the neighborhood even know that there was a café in the
building. Most of them couldn’t care less.”
In the band at the Deluxe is said to include Tio and Filhe.
In his book “Lost chord, Sudhalter remarks that: “some time
between 1915 and 1917 Creole cornetist Manuel Perez reportedly
led a band at the Deluxe Café which included the respected New
Orleans clarinet teacher Lorenzo Tio Jr.” Tio talked about his
playing with Perez at the Arsonia, but in the year 1917
He is listed as playing at the Pekin Café in the same year –
1917. The Pekin was at 2700 S. State Street, located outside the
one square mile that housed most of the jazz activity (from about
30th St. on the north to 39th St. on the south, and South Park Way
on the east to State St on the west.) It was well known from about
1910 to the early 20’s.
It’s History: “On June 18 1906 a Robert Motts, a black
entrepreneur opened the Pekin Temple of Music for variety
performances in an upstairs room at the north end of the premises,
and barely a year later he refurbished the venue and reopened it as
the New Pekin Theater. The shows presented consisted essentially
of vaudeville and cabaret acts, but a number of early jazz
musicians appeared there. Manuel Perez led a quintet there before
1920. The venue is variously referred to as the Pekin Theater, the
Pekin Café, and the Pekin Cabaret.” (Groves, page 202)
New Orleans Gigs
After returning to New Orleans from Chicago Perez had
engagements at various nightspots around the city. The Oasis Café,
the Pythian Roof Top Gardens, as well as playing in the Fate
Marable Orchestra on the Riverboat.
There were gigs before Chicago of course. In 1908 Perez’s
band was playing for a big picnic at the New Orleans Fairgrounds.
There were three bands for the picnic – Perez’s Band was playing
dance music outside, the superior Band on the racetrack with
dancing on the grass, and the John Robichaux Orchestra in the
pavilion. Pops Foster was in the Perez Band; Bunk Johnson was
playing in the Superior Band. Pops called the superior a ragtime
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band. Peter Bocage endorsed this saying that the Superior Band
played from music.
Oasis Café – First known as Nancy Hanks Saloon at 1501
Iberville (and Marais Street), then known as Rices from around
1904-1913 and the in the early 1920’s was known as the Oasis
Cabaret.
In 1906 it is noted that Buddy Bolden had played at Nancy
Hank’s Saloon, then owned by Ada Hayes and John Exnicious on
the corner of Marais and Customhouse (now Iberville St.)
Ernest Trippana: “He played some orchestral work with
Perez at the Oasis in the spring of 1922.” Udell Wilson was at the
Oasis on Iberville with Perez in the spring of 1922.
Phytian Temple

Pythian Roof Band – l. to r. Alfred Williams (drs.), Earl Humphrey (Trb.), Tats
Alexander, Maurice Durand (trps.), kneeling: Osceola Blandard (sax), Perez,
Caffrey Darensburg (bjo.), Eddie Cherie (cl.), & Jimmy Johnson (stg. Bass).

View of Temple Roof Gardens

1923 photo showing a band and music stands on the balcony at the Pythian
Temple Roof Gardens, the last of the large New Orleans dance halls. This hall
served many displaced dancers after the ‘District’ closed
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Buddy Johnson, trombone, played with Perez at the Pythian
Temple Roof Gardens for $25 a week for 4 night’s work. Manuel
Manetta also played with Perez at the Pythian during the 1920’s.
The members pictured in the 1923 picture included: Alfred
Williams, drums; Earl Humphrey, trombone; Tats Alexander,
trumpet; Maurice Durand, trumpet; Osceola Blanchard,
saxophone; Manuel Perez; Caffrey Darensburg, banjo; Eddie
Cherie, clarinet; and Jimmy Johnson, string bass. The building was
located at 1131 Gravier Street.
Alfred Williams was with Perez at the Pythian from 19251027. Earl Humphrey played with Perez while he was at the old
Temple Roof Gardens. (No date given)
Hyppolite Charles – when he was 18 (1909) Charles was
good enough to work for Perez at a little dance hall at Dauphine
and Elysian Fields where Perez was working 3 nights a week. (Sic:
Possibly the Eclipse Hall at 47 Elysian Fields.)
Summary
Manuel Perez was first, a well-trained musician both in
playing the classical repertoire of the brass band and the jazz
arrangements of the dance music of his era. He was well respected
and influenced a number of young New Orleans musicians that
included the great Louis Armstrong and the legendary Buddy Petit.
Countless others were members of his various bands and were
influenced by his high musical standards. The early jazz musicians
who couldn’t read would listen to his band and copy the music.
This practice I believe was the beginning of jazz. Along with Tom
Brown, he was responsible for bringing to Chicago the New
Orleans sound years before Oliver came to Chicago. He should be
given the proper place in music history that is warranted by his
career and his influence.
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Norman Brownlee

Norman Brownlee Orchestra (cc1921) Bill Eastwood (seated) l. to r. Alonzo
Crombie, Emmett Hardy, Billy Braun, Norman Brownlee and George Barth.

Norman Brownlee was born in Algiers, La., Feb. 7, 1896
and died in Pensacola, Fl., April 10, 1967. Much like Oscar
Marcour's musical career, little was known of his musical career.
He is allotted very little space in books dealing with early jazz
history in New Orleans. Our study will show that Brownlee was a
popular musician and social figure in and around Algiers. He
played with other bands, did solo work on the piano and was the
leader of a very popular band that at one time included a number of
early jazz musicians including the legendary cornetist Emmett
Hardy. With his mentioning in the local papers at a very early age
we can follow his growth from the time he was 13 years old to the
time he moved to Florida in 1932 (changing to string bass), until
his death in 1967.
Brownlee’s Orchestra was recorded only once –two sides
for Okeh Record on January 23rd, 1925. It is a good example of
true traditional New Orleans Dixieland. The personnel on the
recording: Norman Brownlee, leader and piano; Sharkey Bonano,
cornet; Harry Shields, clarinet; Hal Jordy, alto sax; Berhman
French, banjo; Alonzo Crumby, drums. The tunes are Peculiar and
Dirty Rag. Both are by New Orleans composers. Emmett Hardy
was supposed to be on trumpet but had gotten sick and Sharkey
took his place.
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Brownlee stayed mostly in Algiers, across the Miss. River
from New Orleans and was active in the music scene around town.
Below is a listing of the gigs Brownlee played while in Algiers.
1909
Sept. 30 - Surprise party for Miss Mercedes Belton. Master
Norman Brownlee (13 years old), on behalf of the
party, presented Miss Belton with a beautiful pin, a
gift from her young friends.
1914
Sept. 24 - Alhambra stag/entertainment and Norman Brownlee
presided at the piano and played the accompaniment
for several of the singers.
Nov. 19 - Richard Nichols, Norman Brownlee and Henry Kelvinentertained at Loyola Univ. for St. Vincent DePaul
Junior conference.
1916
Jan. 27 - Mr. Norman Brownlee is at Shreveport, La., where he has
engaged in the insurance business.
June 29 - Wedding of Nolan/Brownlee. Norman Brownlee an
usher.
August 31- Ladies auxiliary-Alhambra social/entertainment,
including Norman Brownlee and Zelda Huckins.
Sept. 7 - Another Ladies auxiliary entertainment. Norman
Brownlee again on this bill.
1917
Jan. 4 - New Year's Eve party-at Nelsons. Norman Brownlee and
Oscar Marcour furnished music.
April 26 - Maccabees organization drum & bugle corp. On
committee is Norman Brownlee
August 30 -Dance-farewell for Theresa Platt. Norman Brownlee a
guest.
1918
Feb. 14-Mr. Norman Brownlee is now stationed at Newport News,
as clerk in the Quartermaster's Department.
Oct. 3 - Norman Brownlee on visit. Mr. Norman Brownlee has
returned to Algiers on a short furlough after having
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made three trips across 'over there.' Brownlee says
he like the sea-faring life and it is the life for him in
the future. He left for the Atlantic sea-board to
again go to his ship for the trip to France.
Dec.12 - Norman Brownlee and Irma Lee French marriage
December 7th, in New York. This announcement is
of much interest to the social world as the couple
are very popular in the younger circle.
1921
May 5 - K of C dance, Friday, May 6th, 8:30 p.m. Brownlee's
famous jazz band will furnish the music.
May 26 - Algerian Club dance, May 28th, Saturday. Brownlee's
Jazz Orchestra will furnish the music.
June 16 - Hi-Art society dance. Music by Brownlee's Jazz
Wizards.
June 16 - Commodore Perry Council AARIR dance Saturday, June
24th, Avenue Academy. Brownlee's Jazz Band will
furnish the music.
Sept. 8 - Junior Order dance at Avenue Academy. Brownlee's
popular jazz band.
Sept. 29 - Dance-Unique Club. Music by Brownlee.
Oct. 13 - St. John Social Club dance at Masonic Hall. Music will be
furnished by Brownlee's Jazz Band.
Nov. 10 - St. John Social Club dance, Saturday, Masonic Hall.
Brownlee's Jazz Band.
Nov. 17 - Unique Club met at home of Miss Stella LeBlanc. Music
furnished by Messrs. Norman Brownlee and Oscar
Marcour.
Dec. 8 - Club meeting, Mr. Stenger. Music by Brownlee Jazz Band
1922
Jan.5 - Unique Club entertainment. Music was furnished by
Brownlee's Jazz Band.
Jan. 19 - K of C stag for members, January 30th. Brownlee's Jazz
Orchestra will be in attendance. Norman says he has
some real jazz stuff in store for the boys.
Feb. 2 - Masquerade party-Pythian Hall. Brownlee's Jazz have
offered their services free. Benefit of Child's
welfare station.
Feb. 9 - Mardi Gras dance by Liberty social Club. Brownlee's Jazz
Band will furnish music for this entertainment.
Feb. 16 - Liberty social Club-Alhambra Club on Olivier Street.
Brownlee's Jazz Band will furnish the music.
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March 20 - Dance-Alhambra Club. Brownlee's Jazz Band
furnished music.
May 4 - Athenian Carnival Club dance. Brownlee's Jazz Band will
furnish music for these grand affair.
June 22 - Grand dance at Alhambra club. Music being furnished by
Brownlee's Jazz Band.
July 6 - Surprise dance. Miss Esther Puckett. Music furnished by
Brownlee's Jazz Band.
August 3 - Street dance Scout Troop #32. Brownlee's Band will
furnish the music.
August 10 - Block dance August 31st, same location. Brownlee's
famous orchestra has been engaged to render the
music, which everyone knows is the best.
Sept. 21 - Algiers Tigers football team Sept. 28th, Pythian Hall.
Brownlee's Orchestra will furnish music for
dancing.
Sept. 28 - Columbus Day celebration at Grundwald's Cave by K of
C. Brownlee's famous orchestra has been engaged
to furnish the dance music for the occasion. This
band of celebrated musicians will make their first
appearance in their new uniforms adding grace to
the affair.
Sept. 28 - Another mention of Tiger Dance "Brownlee's
syncopating jazz artists will furnish the music for
the occasion.
Oct. 5 - Another article on K of C dance at Cave. Norman
Brownlee's famous orchestra will be dressed in their
new matador costumes.
Oct. 12 - Athenian club dance, Pythian Hall, Saturday, Oct. 14th.
Brownlee's band will furnish the music for the
occasion.
Oct. 12 - Troop #32's kid dance, Oct. 18th. Brownlee's Band will
furnish the music for the occasion.
Nov. 2 - Masquerade dance at Mt. Oliver Episcopal Church at
Pythian Hall, Nov. 14th. Music will be furnished by
Brownlee's Jazz Band.
Nov. 16 - Ladies guild of Mt. Oliver Episcopal church. Brownlee's
Jazz Band will furnish music for the occasion.
Nov. 16 - Unique hop at Mrs. Kramme's house. Brownlee's famous
orchestra will be in attendance.
Dec. 21 - December 23 Christmas dance at Avenue Academy.
Music will be furnished by Brownlee's famous
orchestra.
1923
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Feb. 8 - K of C carnival dance, Feb. 9th. The well known
Brownlee's Jazz Band will furnish the music for the
lovers of the terpsichorean art.
Feb. 8 - Troop #60 carnival ball, Feb. 8th, Pythian Hall.
Brownlee's famous jazz band will furnish the music.
Feb. 15 - K of C open house-Mardi Gras dance. Splendid music
furnished by the famous Brownlee's Jazz Band
April 19 - Spring dance April 21st, Saturday. Brownlee's famous
band will be on hand to furnish the music.
May 10 - Benefit for Touro free clinic. Music will be furnished by
Brownlee's Band, May 12th.
July 19 - Benefit of playground big lawn party's parade. K of
C band and Brownlee's Orchestra will furnish music
on Saturday.
1924
Feb. 14 - Grand masquerade & fancy dress ball, Gould Hall by
Minerva Div. #305, CIA & LE, Feb. 16th Music
will be furnished by Brownlee's Band.
Feb. 28 - Liberty Club dance, Alhambra Club. Brownlee's Band
will be there to render the music that made the band
so popular.
April 18 - Behrman barbecue. The program of the evening started
on the main platform where Norman Brownlee's
famous jazz band had been installed for the
evening. The music was a feature-under the
direction of Mrs. Zelda Huckins and Hazel Sweeney
- a number of pretty numbers were staged by the
children.
Nov. 3 - Algiers Civic League-Boswell Sisters-July 2nd. Norman
Brownlee's Ragtime Jazz Band.
New Orleans to Chicago
Jazz was born in New Orleans but seemed to grow up in
Chicago. Two of the earliest New Orleans musicians to migrate to
the Chicago music scene were:
Dave Peyton
Dave Peyton, around 1908, played with the Wilburt
Sweatman trio at the Grand Theater (piano) till around 1912 for
vaudeville acts. His fame is more as a columnist for the Black
newspaper the Chicago Defender from Oct. 10, 1925 to August24,
1929. Many famous early jazzmen played in his groups including
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Ory, Lee Collins and Baby Dodds. In the mid-1930’s his orchestra
was resident at the Regal Theatre until around the 1940’s.
The Chicago Defender contains a number of small articles
on Dave Peyton. The first is on May 6, 1910:
May 6, 1910
“Dave Peyton Orchestra – Wright Smith-violin; Tobe
Brown, Cornet; Horace George-Clarinet; and Miles Harris-drums.
“
July 8, 1910
“New Grand Theatre – Dave Peyton’s Orchestra, Tobe Brown,
Frank Tate Horace George and Miles Harris.”
Oct. 4, 1913 –
“Dave Peyton full orchestra assisted by Prof. Schnitzel’s
Hungarian Brass Band at a special cabaret.”
Jan 10, 1914
“Pompei Café – Dave Peyton and his famous 10 will handle the
orchestration program.”
July 11, 1914 –
“Grand Theatre – Orchestra of Dave Peyton.”
The Grand Theatre was located at 3110-12 State Street.
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Charlie Elgar

Elgar was born June 13, 1879 in New Orleans. He was a
violinist classically trained and who occasionally played with
jazzmen. Elgar began study of the violin at age 12, and continued
his study under private teachers. He later attended Medard
Academy, Southern University and Marquette University where he
studied numerous instruments, harmony, theory, etc. in addition to
the French language. He worked at the Tuxedo Dance Hall in preworld War I days. He was a member of the Bloom Philharmonic
Orchestra around 1903 that was conducted by Luis Tio.
Elgar migrated to Chicago in 1913 where he became
associated with the Coleridge Taylor school of Music from about
1902-1912. George Filhe remarked that “He (sic: Filhe) Manuel
Manetta, and Charlie Elgar went up to Chicago in a lounge car
closet, and he and Elgar began playing there immediately. Manetta,
related the story: “The fare to Chicago was $12, but Filhe knew a
porter who would hide them in a closet in a lounge car and only
charge them $12. He would let them out while he had the car
locked for cleaning. Filhe was already putting on weight, and the
three of them nearly suffocated the first few hours. Manuel gave up
and came out of the closet at Memphis. The porter got him a job
polishing silver ware in the dining car. (The three of them began
playing in Chicago, but Manuel didn’t care for the city and
returned within a few months. In 1915 George Filhe and Elgar
contacted Manuel Perez and hired him for a job at the Arsonia
Café in Chicago. Perez, Louis Cottrell, drums; Lorenzo Tio Jr.,
clarinet; and Eddie Atkins, trombone, made the trip, returning the
next year.
He was active in Chicago not only as a musician playing
with local groups, but also as a booker of bands and active in the
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musician’s union movement in Chicago. He organized his own
band and led it from 1912-1030.

Elgar’s Dreamland Orchestra - 1921

The band consisted of five piece when it played the Fountain Inn in
Chicago (1912-1913) and he augmented it to 15 pieces for his gigs
at the Dreamland Ballroom and Municipal (now Navy) Pier (19161922); the Wisconsin Roof Garden in Milwaukee (1925-1927); the
Arcadia Ballroom in Chicago (1927-1928); Eagles Ballroom,
Milwaukee (1928); Savoy Ballroom, Chicago (1928-1929); sunset
Café (1929-30). Between 1923-25 Elgar played with Will Marion
Cook’s Syncopators. While with this group he played in London’s
Empire Theatre.
Since 1930 Elgar has devoted his time to teaching,
supervising Federal Music Projects and as a member of the Board
of directors of Musicians Local 208, Chicago.
In 1927 Elgar’s Band recorded 4 sides for Vocalion: Café
Caper/Walk, Jenny, Walk (#15477); Nightmare/Brotherly Love
(#15478).
In 1918 we find the band giving a “swing” concert at
Orchestra Hall in Chicago.
He was the leader of the Creole Orchestra around 1926 making
four recordings for Voc. His sidemen included Manuel Perez,
Lorenzo Tio, Jr., Louis Cottrell, Barney Bigard and Omer Simeon.
Elgar remembers no jazz hornman or anything like
Dixieland jazz in Chicago before 1911. At one time was the leader
of a band at the Fountain Inn and related in a letter back to New
Orleans that the conditions were good. Elgar often sent for
musicians from New Orleans, but initially it was not jazzmen but
this opened the door for jazzmen to come from New Orleans to
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Chicago. In 1913 George Filhe and M. Manetta came to Chicago.
Ed Garland arrived in 1914.
When Elgar left the Fountain Inn, George Filhe took in a
brassier band. Bill Johnson’s Original Creole Band, on the
Orpheum circuit played several theaters and clubs in Chicago in
the period between 1912 and 1918.
We find an article in the Feb. 6, 1915 Chicago Defender
about the Creole Band:
“The Creole Band, an aggregation of comedy musicians,
opened a week’s engagement here on Monday night. The members
of the band know how to extract the most weird effects from their
various instruments, and are assisted by a character comedian of
good voice. The act was a novel one and went well.”
The personnel of the band at this time included: Freddie
Keppard, George Baquet, Jimmie Noone, Dink Johnson, and
Jimmy Palao.
On the 13th of Feb, 1915 we read:
“The Grand Theatre – The Creole Band was a holdover
from the first half, the latter part of the past week, and continued
their success.”
For Mike Fritzel, Elgar imported a New Orleans band in
1915 that included E. Perez, L. Tio, Eddie Atkins, Frank Haynie
and Louis Cottrell into the Arsonia.
Elgar, a violinist, was one of first to use saxes around
Chicago, the alto replacing the violin and the tenor sax replacing
the trombone is some groups.
The Chicago Defender mentions Elgar in a number of small
articles:
June 3, 1911
“Wilson Orchestra minus Garfield with Charles Elgar, W. Brown,
A. James Jr., A Stewart, H. Lee – K of P ball.”
Dec. 16, 1911
“Bethel church Dec. 12 by the Elgar student’s orchestra
was musically a success. Mr. Elgar deserves much credit for the
excellent teaching he is giving this young orchestra. The orchestra
is composed of 12 boys and girls.”
April 27, 1912
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“Professor Charles Elgar on Tuesday evening May 21 at
Masonic Hall, presented a class of 25 young musicians in a recital
to the music lovers of Chicago.”
Nov. 16, 1912
“Professor b. Emanuel Johnson recital – The ensemble
work of the students was given with much intelligence. Prof.
Johnson in selecting assistance for his recital was fortunate in
securing Prof. Charles Elgar and his Symphony Orchestra an
aggregation of young musicians second to none in the city, who
crowned themselves with fresh sounds by their members.
Time Line
1879 – Born in New Orleans
1913 – Migrated to Chicago
1914 – at Fountain Inn
1915 – at Arsonia Café
1913’s – Orchestra Hall
1926 – Leads Creole Orchestra at Arcadia Ballroom
Both these gentlemen furthered the migration of many of
the leading jazz musicians from New Orleans to Chicago as
musicians and as activists in the music scene for Blacks as
bookers, writers and union activities.
Music Locations and bands in Chicago to the Late 20’s
Arcadia Ballroom
Creole Orchestra – led by Charlie Elgar early 1926
Arsonia Café
Around 1915 – Charlie Elgar’s Band including Filhe, M.
Perez, Tio Jr. L. Cottrell
Different leaders including Perez around 1917 (with Picou)
Athenia Café
Around 1917 La 5
Avenue Theater
Opened August 1913 – Revues, Vaudeville
Casino Gardens
1916 – Stein Original New Orleans Jazz Band
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July 6, 1916 – ODJB
Del’ Abe Café (De Labbie Café)
June 2 1916 until July - ODJB
Dreamland Ballroom
Opened in 1912
1918 – Band with L. Duhe, Oliver & Bechet
Dreamland Ballroom (Harmon’s)
Elgar – 15 piece band-1916-22
Flume Café
1919 – Band led by F. Keppard
Fountain Inn
C. Elgar quintet-1914 – 1916- sextet with G. Filhe
Friar’s Inn
1921 – NORK
1921-1926 – Merritt Brunies Band
Grand Theater
Wilbur Sweatman’s trio ( included Dave Peyton) 19081912 (vaudeville acts)
Lamb’s Café (Royal Gardens)
Original Creole Band (Bill Johnson, leader) 1918
Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band-June17,1922 until Feb. 1924
Peyton led band-Nov. 1926
North American Restaurant
Around 1914-Original Creole Band (B. Johnson)
Orchestra Hall
C. Elgar’s Band late 1910’s
Owl Theater
1919-1927 – Clarence Jones (w/Cl. Williams.)
Panama Club (Oriental Café)
1914 – singers- Mills, Ada Smith Cora Green, Alberta
Hunter
Pekin Theater
Manuel Perez-before 1920
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King Oliver around 1920
Plantation Club
Peyton-Oct.29,1924 – King Oliver Dixie Syncopators Feb.
1925 to Spring 1927
Riverview Park Ballroom
Active before 1920, Doc Cook 1918 to 1921
Schiller Café
March 1926, Band-Stein, Nunez, Edwards, Ragas,
LaRocca. Edwards, Ragas, LaRocca left on May 26
Sunset Café
Carroll Dickerson 1922, Sam Stewart-1924-26, Dickerson1926-27
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Tom Brown

Ed Garland, the legendary New Orleans bassist remarked
“The Lamb’s Café hired one of the first white bands from New
Orleans. I remember a five piece group led by Tom Brown. He
played trombone-tried to copy ‘Kid’ Ory.”
“The success of the Original Creole Band,” remarked the
Keppard Brothers, “had created a demand for more groups from
New Orleans. By 1915 there were at least two bands from New
Orleans playing in Chicago. One was the Manuel Perez Band, the
other a white group led by trombonist Tom Brown."
Arnold Loyacano went to Chicago with the Tom Brown
Band. He remarked: “We all started playing guitar with a group of
white musicians headed by Tom Brown (c. 1913). They would
plaster advertising signs all over a tailgate wagon and stood up,
playing, as it crept along the streets. They played together as a
group for about ten years.”
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Like many early white jazz musicians Tom Brown (born
1888 in New Orleans) was a member of the ‘Papa” Laine musical
groups. Around 1910 Brown organized his own band – “Brown’s
Ragtime Band.” In 1915 he was the first white jazzman to bring a
band to Chicago. He was said to be one of the earliest to use a
derby with his trombone and his group seems to be the first to use
the word ‘jass’ in the name of a band playing jazz music. The
Brown Band played at Lamb’s Café. This band included: Brown
on trombone; Steve Brown (brother) on bass; Ray Lopez on cornet;
William Lambert on Drums; Arnold Loyacano on guitar; and Larry
shields on clarinet.
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Tom Bronw’s Band from Dixieland. Steve Brown-bass, Tom Browntrombone, William Lambert-drums, Ray6 Lopez-cornet, Arnold Layocanoguitar, Paul Mares-cornet, Gus Mueller-clarinet, Yellow Nunez-clarinet &
Larry Shields, clarinet.

The band traveled to New York for an engagement to 1916,
then disbanded. He returned briefly to New Orleans. Returning to
New York with a new band to play the century Theatre as part of
the “Town Topics Revue” in 1916 where the band was billed as the
“Five Rubes”.

Tom Brown’s Band in vaudeville dress, New York, 1915. Bill Lambertdrums, Tom Brown-trombone, Larry Shields-clarinet, Ray Lopez-cornet,
Arnold “Deacon” Loyacano-piano/bass
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The earliest white bands during this time (with band
switching players) were: Tom Brown’s Band; The Johnny Stein
Band and the Original Dixieland Jazz Band.
In 1913 the vaudevillian Joe Frisco heard the Brown Band
and in 1915 asked Brown to bring the band north to Chicago to
play at Lamb’s Café. Another band, the Johnny Stein Dixie Jass
Band, recommended by Brown also went north, this band evolving
into the Original Dixieland Jazz Band.
It was in New York that the bands of Brown and the ODJB
switched clarinetist, Shields going tot he ODJB and Nunez with
Brown. Brown participated in some recording sessions while in
New York with the Happy Six, Yerke’s Jaazarimba Orchestra, The
Kentucky Serenaders and Ray Miller’s Black and White Melody
Boys.
Returning to New Orleans Brown opened a music shop and
played with a variety of bands around the city. He played with
Johnny Bayersdorffer and his Jazzola Novelty Orchestra. In 1955
and 1958 Brown recorded some sides under his own name.
In an article Dick Holbrook wrote:
“The story of Brown’s Band from Dixieland properly
begins in 1913. In that year Frisco & DeDermoot, a vaudeville act
played the Young Men’s Gymnastic Club of New Orleans. The
music for the dance team was furnished by Tom Brown’s Band.
Frisco, who was a talent scout as well as an adept at holding the
burning end of a cigar in his mouth, talked about the band when he
got back to Chicago. Presently they got offers, which they could
not accept because of local contracts. In June 1915, however, they
cold and did take a job at Lamb’s Café in Chicago. On this job the
first northward thrust of “Dixieland” were Tom Brown, Ray
Lopez, Gus Mueller, Arnold Loyacano, and William Lambert.
It was during this time that their music began to be
described as “jass.” Holbrook writes:
“The band didn’t have union clearance on that first Chicago
job. According to Tom Brown it was an attempt by union officials
to lowrate them that gave jazz its name. Jass, or jass as it was then
spelled, was a familiar word around 22nd Street where the red lights
lowed, but it wasn’t used about music. The story has it that the
statement that jazz music was being played at Lamb’s Café was a
whispering campaign, the purpose of which was to smear the band.
Whatever its purpose, it had the effect of popularizing the band.
People were curious to know what “jazz” music was, and they
came in droves to find out. Presently the new sign out front read:
‘Added attraction – Brown’ Dixieland Jass Band, Direct from New
Orleans, Best Dance music in Chicago.’
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In the April 26, 1919 issue of the Literary Digest we find
an article that speaks of a Mr. Joseph K. Gorham who is called
“Daddy of the Jazz,” and is given credit for introducing jazz to
Chicago:
“Mr. Gorham, the man who introduced “jazz” to Chicago,
whence it spread to New York and the East, came to New Orleans
five years ago (sic: 1914) to direct the Grunewald winter
amusement features. Not long after his arrival he was halted as he
was walking along Canal street by the discordant, yet strangely
harmonious and amazing efforts of a group of performers
operating instruments identified by their appearance more than
their melodies as a trombone, a clarinet, a cornet, and a drum. Such
results on those instruments Mr. Gorham, who is a theatrical man
of wide experience, had never heard.
The perspiring, rapid-fire musicians were most energetically and
successfully advertising a prizefight, the announcement of which
was borne by the wagon which carried the players from corner to
corner.
Mr. Gorham observing the grinning faces, the snapping
fingers, and the patting feet of the crowd that gathered around the
wagon, was soon himself swaying to the barbaric tune.
It was then he scented that ever-eagerly sought ‘something
new.” To the prizefight and one the streets he followed his hunch
and soon he was convinced. The players were then known, he
found out, as “Brown’s Orchestra.”
Last week Mr. Gorham dug out from his trunk a four-year
old notebook (sic: 1915), in which he displayed the memorandum:
“Brown’s band, good rag orchestra, can’t read music, 1108 Camp
Street.” That was before the connecting of the word “jazz” with the
wild harmony. The leader of the players was Raymond Lopez, the
cornetist. The others were Tom Brown, trombone, Gus Mueller,
clarinet, and William Lambert, drums.
In the season of 1915-1916, Mr. Gorham arranged for the
band to play in Lamb’s Café in Chicago. They appeared there as
“Brown’s Band from Dixieland.”
Soon afterward “jazz” came into its own, and has remained
there ever since. The account continues, quoting Mr. Gorham.
The boys had been there hardly a week before I got a wire
from the management of Lamb’s asking me to take them off their
hands. It explained that their music was too noisy and wasn’t
taking at all. I wired back: as Lamb’s is rather a small place, for
them to tone down a little and try again. Lopez wrote me, much
discouraged over his first efforts. All of his boys were nice young
fellows, who never before had been away from New Orleans. I
wrote him in reply just to ease up a bit and keep going.
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They did. And soon Lamb’s was turning people away from
its doors in droves. Lopez and his band stayed there thirty-three
weeks.
Then, under the direction of Harry Fitzgerald, they went to
New York. For a while, they played there in vaudeville, and later
went to Reisenweber’s, where I understand they are still playing.
Lopez was the cornetist who first muted his instrument with a
derby hat and Tom Brown used the same idea on his trombone.”
The article continues, talking about the use of the word
“jazz”:
“The phrase “jazz band” was first used by Bert Kelly in
Chicago in the fall of 1915, and was unknown in New Orleans. In
March, 1916, the first New Orleans band of cornet, clarinet,
trombone, drums and piano arrived in Chicago to play in Lamb’s
Café; it was called “Brown’s Band from Dixieland.” The band was
brought from New Orleans on recommendation of Frisco, who was
then dancing at Lamb’s Café. (Note they did not use the “jazz
band.”) The band consisted of Tom Brown, trombone (now with
Bert Kelly’s Jazz Band); Raymond Lopez, cornet (now with
Blossom Seeley); Gus Mueller, clarinet, Untied States Army;
William Lambert, drums, United States Army.”
Brown’s Band Around New Orleans
Brown’s Band played around New Orleans and at
surrounding towns. On the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain the
band played a number of engagements. Beginning on May 21,
1910 the Brown Band /Orchestra began playing engagements in
Abita:
“Grand Ball by Abita Fire Co. #2 at Abita Pavilion, Saturday, May
21. Music by the Brown Orchestra.” (May 7, 1910)
In 1910, Brown entered negotiations with the Abita Town
council about playing at the pavilion:
“Abita Council meeting – communication from Brown’s
Band was read, relative to playing music twice a week at the
pavilion. Committee appointed to confer with Mr. Brown and go
into a contract.” (March 18, 1910)
The Abita Council and Brown reached an agreement and
the band begins a long stay at the town’s pavilion. Weekly
advertisements appear in the newspaper. Brown’s Band plays each
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Wednesday and Saturday night at the pavilion along with a
vaudeville show and concert.
In 1911 they played a party at Mrs. Becher’s home and a
birthday party for a Mr. E. J’s.
The Brown Band had played in and around Abita Springs
so the town council did know of him and his band. The band
played for a house warming at Lamousin’s that was mentioned in
the March 18th, 1911 newspaper: “The Brown Orchestra was there
and discoursed sweet music while the dancers enjoyed
themselves.”
The Brown Band also played for a ball for the “Funny
Fellows Club’:
“The music was especially good and the selections being
taken from the latest popular airs sent over by Prof. Benton of New
Orleans and Brown’s Orchestra received many encores.” (March
28, 1911)
The Brown Bands begins its concert and vaudeville at the
Abita Pavilion and plays there every Wednesday, Saturday and
Sunday through the summer of 1911. It also plays for a smoker at
the Abita Springs Town Hall in 1911.
In 1912, the Brown Band still is engaged for functions in
Abita. On February 3rd the band plays for a smoker at the Town
Hall (part of this building is still standing. It was a two-story
building with the school on top. The top floor has since been
destroyed and it is now just a single story building.)
On March 12th, 1912, the band plays for a “grand fancy
dress and masquerade ball at the town hall.”
The Band is also mentioned in an article on Milneburg
around 1900. The bands mentioned as playing at the lakefront
were: The Reliance Band (Papa Laine), The Triangle Band,
Fischer’s Band, Schilling Band, Tom Brown’s Band and Manuel
Mello’s Band.
We find other mentioning of Brown’s band playing for
special affairs:
“Day at Milneburg – Liberty social club. Brown’s Jazz
Band furnished music for dancing.” (August 29, 1918)
“Subscription dance – Miss I. Neufus – Brown’s Jazz
Band.” (Oct. 31, 1919)
“Watermelon party at home of John Spellman. Music being
furnished by Brown’s Jazz Band.” (August 5, 1920)
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In the spring of 1924 Johnny Bayersdorffer’s Band plays a
job at Spanish Fort on Lake Pontchartrain. Included in his band
were: Johnny Miller-piano, Steve Loyacano-banjo, Leo Addiedrums, Tom Brown-trombone and of course Johnny playing
trumpet.

Johnny Bayersdorffer’s Orchestra, cc1922. At Tokyo Bardens, Old Spanish
Fort. L/R Chink Martin, Tom Brown, Johnny Bayersdorffer, Leo Adde,
Johnny Milller, Steve Loyacano & Nunzio Scaglione

In 1925 Brown was playing with Johnny Bayersdorffer’s
Band at the Arcadia Ballroom, Tokyo Gardens at Spanish Fort
with Bayersdorffer on cornet, Steve Loyacano–bass, Chink Martintuba, Tom Brown-trombone, Leo Adde-drums, Johnny Millerpiano and Charlie Scaglione on clarinet. Their music was radio
broadcast nightly.
Manuel Mello, in an article in the “Second Line” magazine
of the New Orleans Jazz Club stated that:
“Along about 1909 and 1911 several famous bands
organized around New Orleans and Manuel Mello alternated
between them all. These bands were: “Fischer’s Sixth district
Orchestra,” which was later to become known as “Fischer’s
Military Band,” “Johnny Bertucci’s Band,” “Johnny Hauman’s
Band,” and “Tom Brown’s Band.”….Tom Brown’s Band had the
following personnel” Brown (trombone), Jules Cassard (guitar),
Joe Cassard (bass), Manuel Mello (cornet), Alcide (Yellow) Nunez
(clarinet), and Joe (Ragbaby or Rags) Stevens on the drums.”
Clarinetist Gus Mueller also speaks of playing in Brown’s
Band:
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“Gus also began being “regulars” in two bands fronted by
the great old-time trombonist, Tom Brown. “Brown’s Band” and
“Brown’s Dance Band” became famous from the riverfront to
Lake Pontchartrain and back again. Bill Lambert was their regular
drummer in the dance band, while Arnold Loyacano did triple duty
of guitar, string bass and piano. Once in a while, Tom Brown’s
brother, Steve, plucked the bass fiddle, while Larry shields (great
clarinetist of the ODJB) also was in and out of Brown’s groups.
A great deal of uncertainty seems to exist regarding the
origin of the word “Dixieland” and when it was applied to a band
for the first time. I have before me a document, which should do
much to correct this uncertainty. It is a contract signed by the
management of Lamb’s Café in Chicago and Ray Lopez. Their
opening date was Monday, May 17th, 1915. The name of the band
in the contract is typed “Brown’s Band from Dixieland.” They
were to play for six weeks with an option for renewal. There has
never been any question that this group was the first white band to
leave New Orleans as a unit to spread our New Orleans music to
the hinterlands. Gussie Mueller was in that group. The impact they
had in Chicago was nothing short of sensational!”
Johnny Wiggs, in an article talks about playing in a band
with Tom Brown upon his return to New Orleans from up North:
“I got a job at the St. Charles Hotel. All this time I was
teaching at Warren Easton High School. This band was an
excellent groups composed of Tom Brown, trombone, and the first
man to take white jazz out of New Orleans; Harry Shields, possibly
the best clarinet man alive at that time; Stanley Mendelson on
piano, who sounded like he came straight out of Lulu White’s; Ray
Bauduc on drums, and myself. We made another LP with this
group.”
In an article on Arnold Loyacano we read of another
account of the Brown Band’s effect on Chicago with their “jazz”:
“In 1915, Myrtle Howard, a vaudeville performer, was
working at old West End Pavilion as a dancer. Her Manager, Joe
Gorham, asked if we would like to go to Chicago to Lamb’s Café.
Smily Corbett was the manager of Lamb’s and was using a gypsy
string ensemble. We were used to blowing loud on that tailgate
wagon, so when we followed that soft music, people held their
ears. There was a tile floor and a tin ceiling, so you can imagine
how these note bounced around from a full jazz band! It took a
little time, but Brown’s Band caught on and people queued up for
blocks to hear us. I must give Gussie Mueller, Ray Lopez, Tom
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Brown and Billie Lambert and myself credit. We really introduced
them to jazz in Chicago.
After we had been at Lamb’s a while, we made a mistake.
We all wanted to see New York City, so we booked into the
Century Theatre. One week or so after we left Lamb’s, Nick
LaRocca and his band followed us to Chicago. But Tom Brown’s
outfit was the very first to hit the big time in the big cities.
After a vaudeville tour, they became discouraged, because
people didn’t seem to understand jazz. Arnold believes that Ray
Lopez returned to Chicago, and also Gussie Mueller. He is not sure
where Tom Brown went. Bill Lambert and Arnold returned to New
Orleans.”
In Ralph Berton’s book “Remembering Bix” he mentions
how Tom Brown’s Band was discovered and brought to Chicago:
“In 1915 a vaudeville hoofer & comic named Joe Frisco,
playing a date in New Orleans, heard a white spasm band, as it was
called locally (homemade instruments & komic kapers), playing a
kind of cheerful burlesque of the music they’d learned in black
red-light districts, et cetera. Frisco got them a gig at Lamb’s Café,
in Chicago, billed as “Tom Brown’s Band From Dixieland.”
Business was good; they were held over.

Joe Frisco
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Jazz Dancer Joe Frisco and Tom Brown’s Band from Dixieland being
welcomed at railroad station. Brown is behind Frisco on right wearing
straw hat and playing trombone.

The five Rubes on vaudeville tour. Joe Frisco standing in center. L/R Al
Williams, Tom Brown, Ray6 Lopez, Larry Shields & Deacon Loyacano

Respectable union musicians resented the invaders, and
placed an ad denouncing them as players of “nothing but cheap,
shameless Jazz music.” The shocking four-letter word had a
predictable effect. The next week Lamb had to put in forty extra
tables, and thoughtfully changed their billing to “Brown’s Jass
Band From Dixieland.” It was the first known public use of the
phrase.”
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Al Rose, in his book “I Remember Jazz” wrote about Tom
Brown in rather unflattering words. We must remember that
growing up in New Orleans during the early part of the 20th
century was growing up in a segregated community and it was not
the practice for white and black musicians to play in the same
band. Also, in those days many boys had to leave school to work
and many did not receive the education that was needed later in
life. But the author of this article wrote an article that exposes
some of Brown’s characteristics in the time in New Orleans that
we find the social situation much different then in our times:
“The music we have come to call Dixieland made its debut
north of the Mason-Dixon Line under the leadership of Tom
Brown, born in New Orleans on June 3, 1888. He and his Band
from Dixieland made their bow at Lamb’s Café in Chicago in
1915, and that started it all. Tom played a thoroughly satisfying
trombone, and his influence on succeeding sliphorn players was
universal. He was not merely an innovator but a protean performer
capable of filling every ensemble hole, in and out of his register.
He was also as thorough a bigot as the sunny South ever
produced. He provided leadership to a tiny group of peanut-brained
musicians, many of whom, I must say in fairness, were among the
greatest jazzmen New Orleans ever produced. But this
crackbrained coterie effectively kept black and white musicians in
the Crescent City from playing together for two generations. Not
that there weren’t some outstanding white jazzmen, like Johnny
Wiggs and Armand Hug, who had no prejudice. Nevertheless some
of them refrained from performing with black musicians for fear of
being blacklisted by their colleagues. Raymond Burke, Harry
Shields, and Boojie Centolbie, a trio of super clarinetists, were
indifferent personally to the color line; but except for recording
sessions, they refused to work mixed band jobs for me, though
Raymond never objected to sitting in informally with black
musicians.
Yet Tom Brown, except for this neurosis, could be a
charming, friendly fellow. We did do a few things together in the
fifties. But since he was nearly illiterate and, where music was
concerned, opinionated to the point of rejecting any concept he
hadn’t initiated, the potential for a working relationship was very
narrow indeed. For a time, late in his life, he attempted to operate a
small job-printing business. But he was frequently handicapped by
is inability to spell simple words. I gave him a job once over the
phone-printing personal cards for me-but he spelled the street I
lived on then “St. Louse Street” and insisted I should have spelled
out “St. Louis” over the phone if I was going to be so picky.
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One Monday evening in 1954, I was managing the regular
monthly meeting of the New Orleans Jazz Club in the University
Room of the Roosevelt Hotel. I invited Tom to sit in with a group
of his peers. He said, “I’ve got my mouthpiece, but I ain’t got my
teeth,” a fact I could plainly see. “But if y’all don’ mind,” he
offered, “I might take a crack at it.”
And without teeth he played as beautifully as any trombone
man you ever heard. In fact, for interested collectors, if you own
the Southland album (reissued on GHB) of Johnny Wiggs and his
Jazz Kings with Tom Brown on trombone, you have a textbook
performance for trombone in the jazz band. Tom didn’t have his
teeth in for that either.

Johnny Wiggs Orchestra-1950. L/R Edmond Souchon, Ray Bauduc,
Johnny Wiggs, Stanley Mendelson, Harry Shields, Tom Brown, Sherwood
Mangiapane

His ethnic hostilities were apparent in virtually every musical
comment he ever made to me-as though he, personally, were
constantly under attack by racial groups other than his own.
“Them foreigners don’t want to hear no jazz unless a
nigger’s playin’ it.”
“You notice how the dagoes get all the hotel jobs? You
ever hear Castro Carrazo at the Roosevelt? He can’t play nothin’”.
“It ain’t like the old days. They got Jews movin’ uptown.”
“There’s nigger in De La Salle High School. Now they
wanna eat in white restaurants and sit in the white section of the
trolley cars, the movies-everywhere.”
Once I mentioned a concert I had presented in New York
and mentioned that Albert Nicholas had been playing the clarinet.
He snorted and reminded me, “Come on, Al! You know niggers
ain’t no good on clarinet. Them thick blubbery lips can’t make no
decent tone.”
I pointed out that Nick didn’t have thick, blubbery lips. But
Tom replied, “That ain’t the only thing. They ain’t smart enough to
tell where the harmony is, neither. After all, they niggers.” Thus
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was my understanding of ethnology augmented by the wisdom of
Tom Brown.
Even now, a quarter-century after his death in March of
1958, this attitude survives among some white jazzmen of New
Orleans. It is, of course, encouraging to see it declining, but I can’t
guess how long it will be before that brand of stupidity vanishes
from among the very people for whom it is least appropriate.”
The above article gives us a view of Tom Brown that is not
flattering, but his musical ability and his contribution to jazz
history is still important. Every New Orleans musician did not
share his prejudice. Sidney Arodin, the New Orleans clarinetist and
compose of “Up a Lazy River” was the first to make a bi-racial
record but he even was told by Hoagy that his title “Up a Lazy
Nigger” would not help the sale of his song.
Another interview with Tom Brown by Betty Holder & Edmond
Souchon appeared in the Feb. 1951 issue of the “Second Line” that
gives a different view of Brown:
“Tom Brown was born in New Orleans. He is shy. Ask him
how old he is and he just chuckles, “Who wants to know?” He
speaks with a low voice, but he blows a mean trombone, and he is
famous.
He was the first white man to take the south’s hot and
happy music to Chicago and really showed that town what it was
all about. He was the pioneer; he paved the way for the other
musicians who followed, bringing their style of jazz to Chicago.
Although Tom is shy, ask him who was the first man to
play jazz and you will find out – forcibly and with explosive
vehemence – that it was NOT Jelly Roll Morton, who went into the
back of a saloon on Iberville and Basin Streets in 1904. You will
leave (sic: believe) that. Tom not only played jazz before any other
man, but that e also called the music JAZZ long before anyone else
thought of it.
Naturally, drastic statements like Tom’s are the kind which
bring forth statements and counterstatements. The old vicious
circle, which came first, the hen or the egg, crops out anew in
another form; Was Tom’s band the first to play two-beat in
Chicago or were the colored bands in the Windy City prior to 1915
the rightful claimants? Tom’s own band, “Brown’s Original
Dixieland Jazz Band” were the first white men to interpret the
music, and Tom will draw a fine line of distinction between white
and colored music. The fact that the two are not played the same
way, and that the only two-beat music in existence at the time was
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ragtime, bears serious consideration before contradiction or
argumentation.

Musicians of Tom Brown’s Band from Dixieland, 1915 Billy Lambertseated; Standing: Deacon Loyacano, Ray Lopez & gussie Mueller

When Tom Brown’s band from Dixieland invaded
Chicago, a minor skirmish between union and non-union
musicians arose. “Jazz,” says Tom, “was a vulgar word. It wasn’t
even applied to music when we hit Lamb’s Café in Chicago.” In
derision and spite, word of mouth propaganda which was intended
to hurt the popularity of Tom’s band, was started as a whispering
campaign by the opposition: “Don’t go to Lamb’s Café,” they
would say, “the musicians there play only that jazz music.”
Curiosity naturally attracted many customers. The “forbidden
fruit” suggestion brought many others. They stayed because they
like it!
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On May 15, 1915, Tom’s band opened in Chicago. For the
next eight years success upon success followed.
They toured the East. Such spots as the North Star Inn, The
Century Theatre in New York, vaudeville, theatres, and prizefights,
plus the Great Lakes Navel Station followed one upon the other.
Tom recalls how Al Capone once carried his trombone case when
the band played at Chicago Heights.
Tom’s musical career dates back to the age of nine. (His
present age is a secret, he says!) At that age, he played the violin,
and formed his own band. Later, he switched to trombone, on the
occasion when his own trombonist could not fill an engagement.
Besides this, Tom is an accomplished string bass man.
In 1914, he married the former Agnes Coyne. He attended
the Live Oak School and has followed the career as radio
electrician where he has been successful, and not dependent upon
jazz.
Brown has a collection of records numbering over 4000. He
is a composer in his own right, having any number of authentic
jazz tunes to his credit. He claims authorship of the famous “Tiger
Rag” which, when he first composed and played it, was called No.
2.
(Editor’s note: Nick LaRocca has a notarized original
manuscript of the same tune with his name affixed as the
composer, while Jelly Roll Morton, in his famous Library of
Congress albums published by Circle and Rudi Blesh, actually
plays the tune in his various stages: also "his own formative stage.”
This fact is also published in the book, “Mr. Jelly Roll,” by Alan
Lomax. Jack “Papa” Laine gives credit to Alcide “Yellow” Nunez,
Achile Bacquet, and Dave Perkins.)
These statements are NOT given for argumentative
purpose, for we are not expressing our opinion in the matter. We
simply wish the members to know that we are aware of both sides.
No copyright was taken out by Tom on “Tiger Rag,” or on
his own “Moaning blues,” which has been taken up by other
musicians and is now played under the name “Livery Stable
Blues.”
Tom has recorded for Okeh, Columbia, Pathe and other
companies.
His original jazz band was composed of: Raymond Lopez
on cornet; Arnold Loyacano at piano; Billy Lambert on drums; and
Gus Mueller on clarinet. This group auditioned for Edison, even
before records were made. Brown’s style of music was so new
then, however, that Edison passed up his opportunity to record this
band. He regretted this later on, and asked them to reconsider, but
other engagements prevented them from doing so.
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Tom Brown joined the New Orleans Jazz Club in 1949. He
was presented with a trophy in recognition for his pioneering
efforts in behalf of jazz, and for his being the first to introduce jazz
to Chicago.
He is presently playing with Johnny Wiggs’ band, and has
recorded for Commodore and Milt Bagler. His records should be
on the market in the very near future. At least we hope so.
Dame fortune, who had deemed fit to brush Tom by in
earlier days despite his sincere and authentic efforts, has smiled in
his direction at last. Tome welcomes the chance to stop TELLING
about greatness in words, and his music will at long last be able to
speck for itself and for him.”
In the April 1958 issue of the “Second Line” we read about
his death ion March 25th, 1958:
“Tom Brown, (Jazz Pioneer, Passes Away)
One of New Orleans’ most famous musical sons passed
away at Charity Hospital, in New Orleans at 5 A. M. Tuesday,
March 25th, 1958. He was 68 years old. Broncho-pheumonia was
given as the final cause of death. His illness was of a very short
duration and the end entirely unexpected.
Tom is credited with taking the first Dixieland band out of
New Orleans, to spread “our” music to the Windy City of Chicago.
The year was way back in 1915. The place where this particularly
indigenous New Orleans sound strutted before the amazed ears of
the Yankees was Lamb’s Café. The group which came to be
known as “Tom Brown’s Band from Dixieland” consisted of Ray
Lopes on cornet, Gussie Mueller on clarinet, Tom Brown on
trombone, Bill Lambert on drums, and Arnold Layocano on piano
(and string bass). Larry Shields did a short stint with this group,
but was “loaned” to another New Orleans group (who later became
the ODJB) – and Gussie Mueller replaced him permanently.
Mr. Brown played with many bands and groups, and was
well known to vaudeville, when he headed the group which called
themselves “The Five rubes.” The various Yerkes bands (including
the Yerkes Marimba Orchestra – known as the ‘scourge of the
collectors’), the Kentucky Surrender Orchestra, Johnny
Bayersdorffer’s Orchestra, Norman Brownlee’s Orchestra, and
many others. In more recent years, Mr. Brown had been with
Johnny Wiggs and Sherwood Mangiapane. Probably the longest
“one spot stand” was at the St. Charles Hotel, when Wiggs’ group
played for many weeks in their cocktail-dance lounge.
Mr. Brown was owner and operator of his own radio and
music repair shop, in the uptown section of Magazine Street, near
his own home (on Eighth Street). Tom’s musical career began at
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the age of 8 or 9, when he headed his own ‘kids’ band. Tom’s
instrument at that time was the violin. However, the failure of the
trombonist who was hired made Tom switch over to trombone. It’s
been his favorite instrument ever since. Tom Brown was also a
very smooth string bassmen, and he and his big bull fiddle. Tom’s
tailgate style is probably the most authentic there will ever be, and
commercialism failed to dent his armor plate. Tome would rather
play “honest Dixie” than eat! And he never changed until his
death.
Some of Tom’s finest work can be heard on “Waffleman’s
Call” and “I wonder where My Easy Rider’s Riding Tonight” (with
Johnny Bayersdorffer). Another record which is still used as a
criterion to measure jazz trombonists is “Peculiar” and “Dirty
Rag.” Companies for which Tom registered were: Victor, Decca,
Columbia, Tempo (of America), Commodore, and several others.
“Jazzology Records,” owned and operated by George Buck, Jr.
purchased one of Tom’s greatest tapes and intends to release it
sometime this summer, under the name of Tom Brown’s Band
from Dixieland. Joe Mares, bossman of Southland, did what was to
be Tom’s swan song, less than 2 weeks ago. The session was held
(we are told) in Tom’s honor – and will also bear the same title.”
White Chicago was a widespread, grassroots social dance
movement-which by the mid-20’s had established Chicago as, in
one veteran’s words, “the dancin’est city in the country. It had
been in large part responsible for the Chicago success, a decade
earlier of such New Orleans ensembles as Tom Brown’ Band from
Dixieland and the ODJB.”
Richard Sudhalter, in his fine book “Lost Chords” has a
number of pages about Tom Brown, Ray Lopez and the band:
“Climbing off the train at La Salle Street Station, Ray
Lopez, couldn’t help shivering as the Lake Michigan wind sliced
easily through his light overcoat and suit. As a kid growing up in
New Orleans he’d known some nippy days, but never anything
quite like this.
Windy city, eh? Why the hell had he and his four
companions ever come to this God-forsaken place? Sure, it was
work; a job offer too good to turn down. But the cold – if this was
May, what must December be like? He shook his head, picked up
his cornet case and grip. This damn weather would be the death of
him, he later recalled thinking.
Thus, on May 13, 1915, did white New Orleans music
officially arrive in Chicago.
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The odyssey of Ray Lopez (1889-1970) had begun some
weeks before, when, as cornetist and de facto manager of
trombonist Tom Brown’s five-piece “ragtime” band, he’d signed a
contract with Gorham Theatrical Enterprises of Chicago. They
would open May 17 at Lamb’s Café, in the basement of the
Olympic Theater building at Randolph and Clark, for six weeks at
$105 per week for the band, renewable at the end of the fourth
week.
Lopez and Brown (1888-1958) had done pretty well at
home, providing music for dances at Tulane University, at the
stately homes of the New Orleans Garden District, at such
prestigious locations as the Young Men’s gymnastic Club; they
played regularly for picnics and parties out at Lake Pontchartrain –
and even the occasional evening down in “the District,” known to
posterity as Storyville, home of bars, brothels, and various other
nocturnal amusements.
Mardi Gras was always especially busy, providing up to
three jobs a day when times were good. But it was always a shortterm feat; the arrival of Lent invariably brought such activity to a
halt. Even at the best of times, dance music in New Orleans could
hardly be depended on for a steady, reliable living. It’s therefore
not surprising that Tom Brown and most of his band members and
friends were basically avocational musicians, with little or no
professional training. The trombonist and his bass-playing younger
brother Ted (known to friends as Steve) were tinsmiths. Clarinetist
Gus Mueller (1890-1965) made much of his income as a plumber;
drummer Bill Lambert (1893-1969) tended bar. They were young
unmarried, and footloose, children of a new century.
….Ray Lopez was the only one in his immediate circle who
depended on music for a livelihood. As he explained, he’d made a
dollar a day as a shop worker for the southern Pacific Railroad and
found he could earn up to three times that for much shorter hours
playing the cornet. As Steve Brown (1890-1965) later put it, not
unkindly, Lopez became a professional musician because “he
wanted to sleep in the daytime.”
Colleagues remembered Ray as forever hustling work and
photos of him in these years indeed show a young man on the go;
handsome and alert, hair carefully slicked, he faces the camera
with a confidence bordering on defiance. His enthusiasm and
ambition would make him naturally curious about the wide world
beyond the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain. A job in Chicago? A
miracle, no less.
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As Lopez recalled it, the band was doing a “ballyhoo” job,
riding around downtown New Orleans on the back of a wagon,
advertising a prizefight. “We’d stop at different corners in the heart
of town and start playing,” he said in a memoir published in 1976.
“People would start dancing. I would pass out cards. That would
go on for about three hours. Then we’d go to the club where the
fights were being held and play between fights and get five dollars
for the ballyhooin and fight, which wasn’t bad in those days.”
At the corner of Canal and Royal Streets, at the edge of the
French Quarter, they ran smack into fate, in the form of vaudeville
performers Johnny Swor and Charlie Mack. “Boys, y’all got
steppin’ music, y’hear me?” Mack called out to the band. “What
do you boys call this music?” New Orleans music,” Lopez replied,
unable to think of anything more original. Swor piped up: “This
music has got to travel, man! How about coming north with us?”
(Swor and Mack specialized in blackface comedy: within a few
years, illness would force Swor to drop out of the act. He was
replaced by Bill Moran. As Moran and Mack, the team became the
Two Black Crows, one of the star show business attractions of the
‘20’s.)
Someone else had heard Lopez and Brown on what was
fast turning out to be their lucky day. His name was Joe Gorham,
and he was in town as manager for another vaudeville attraction,
exotic dancer (actually more of a stripteaser) Myrtle Howard.
Intrigued, he alerted his friend Smily Corbett, manager of Lamb’s
Café in Chicago and a man always on the lookout for new and
different talent. Swor and Mack, in their turn, also got in touch
with Corbett, and with his boss, John Wilmes.
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ARE YOU SURE BROWN BAND RIGHT FOR OUR
PLACE? A puzzled Wilmes wired Gorham on March 27.
Answer me if you can have them come on. They signed in
early April, back-dating the contract to March1; on or about May
12, Lopez, Tom Brown, Gus Mueller, Bill Lambert, and pianist
Edward “Mose” Ferrer, filling in temporarily for Arnold “Deacon”
Loyacano (1889-1962), boarded the Chicago-bound Panama
Limited with five round-trip tickets, bought with money sent by
Corbett.
Their decisio, though prescient, was not without cause. By
this time, work for musicians of both races in New Orleans was
beginning to dwindle with the economy. Dance orchestras still
played for picnics, outings, and parades, and for balls and other
social event in the large houses lining tree-shaded St. Charles
Avenue, heart of the city’s affluent Garden District. But there
seemed no growth, little expansion of opportunity. For a while,
both black and white bands had found plenty of seasonal
employment at the beachfront restaurants, pavilions, and cabarets
lining the south shore of 635-square mile Lake Pontchartrain, less
than five miles north of the city. Tom Brown’s band was even one
of the few that got to play on the excursion steamers that took
tourists to the more exclusive north shore. But Pontchartrain’s
heyday ran in cycles, subject to sometimes violent weather and
changing fashion. It ended forever when, in the mid-1920’s,
construction began on a seawall to extend the existing shoreline
out several hundred feet, protecting it from storms and flooding –
and leaving the former resort area stranded inland.
…But to the five newcomers from New Orleans on
that chill spring day in 1915 it seemed harsh, forbidding. “We felt
scared, sober and alone,” said Lopez. “When we hit Chicago we
went directly to the commercial Hotel at Wabash and Harrison. It
was a dump! The ‘el’ made a turn right past our window. . Lordy,
it was cold. The damnyankee air cut through our thin suits . .
Everything was rush, rush, rush!
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Tom Brown & Larry Shields (1915)
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The five “ragtime lugs,” as Lopez affectionately
remembered them, showed up at Lamb’s, nervous but natty in silk
suits and matching dark caps. They introduced themselves to
Corbett, whom Lopez described as “big, fat and happy.”
Not for long: “Where’s you sheet music?” the manager
asked. “In our heads,” the cornetist answered with a grin.
He wanted to hear a sample. . We played “Memphis
Blues.” We kicked off, and twisted that number every way but
loose. We worked it up to the pitch that used to kill the folks back
home – and found our way back as smooth as glass. We were right
in there. It sounded fine.
But Corbett was white as a ghost. He roared: “What kind of
noise is that! You guys crazy – or drunk?” Well, we played our
novelty tune, “Livery Stable Blues.” The cashier made faces and
held her ears.
Corbett seemed to like that one. “Okay, men,” he said.
“You open tomorrow night. How do you want to be billed on the
sign out front?” Brown’s Band From Dixieland, they said. The
sign, when it appeared read only “dancing here.”
…The Lamb’s Café engagement started out dismally. The
expected crowds didn’t materialize. A string orchestra (which
included a young French-born pianist named Jean Goldkette, of
whom ore in good time) quit in protest at the new band’s raucous
sounds, hurling at it the pejorative word “jazz.” Loyacano recalled
that “Smily Corbett wouldn’t even speak to us, he was so mad.”
An outdoor photo probably taken that summer shows
Loyacano on string bass, plus Brown, New Orleans clarinetist
Larry Shields, Lopez, and Lambert, with vaudeville dancercomedian Joe Frisco out front. They’re smiling broadly, but the
smiles are deceptive. The situation at Lamb’s had been close to
ruin only a short time earlier.
Hearing that Swor and Mack were back in town, Lopez lost
no time in getting over tot he Palace Theater and telling his
benefactors how badly things were going. The vaudevillians (“all
you need is somebody to break the ice; that’s the way it goes in
this business”) took quick remedial action, renting the entire
restaurant one night after a performance of their Shubert show,
Maid in America, bringing along its entire seventy-five member
road company cast. According to Loyacano, Charlie Mack also
made a point of talking again to café owner Wilmes, urging
patience and reassuring him that Brown’s band represented
something new, different – and bankable.
After that, at last, the word started to get around. Show
people talked up Lamb’s and the band, and the public, ever
curious, came to investigate. The management obliged by adding a
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ten-cent cover charge and finally changing the sign outside to read
BROWN’S BAND FROM DIXIELAND – DANCING.
What happened next, Lopez said in letters home to Steve
Brown, was amazing: customers lined up for nearly two blocks
every night, clamoring for a chance to get in; guest celebrities
dropped by, making sure they were seen. The five boys from New
Orleans were suddenly on the map in a big way.
Around this time the word “jazz” made its first official
Chicago appearance as applied to the music dispensed nightly by
Brown'’ band. Not surprisingly, accounts vary as to exactly how it
came about - and even when it came into use among black
musicians. A September 3, 1916, Chicago Defender article refers
to a "jass band" led by black pianist-songwriter H. Benton
Overstreet ("There'll Be Some Changes made”), accompanying
vaudeville singer Estella Harris. There is evidence of a black
“Original Jazz Band,” so billed, at the Dreamland Café the
following year. Various musicians, among them whites Lopez,
Brown, Loyacano, and their New Orleans colleague cornetist
Dominick James, “Nick” LaRocca (1889-1961), have offered
different – sometimes contrasting – accounts of the word’s use in
billings.
…On August 28, Corbett closed the café for renovations
and enlargement, leaving the band scratching for work. Billing
themselves ‘the Ragtime Rubes” (Al Williams replacing Bill
Lambert on drums), they played some vaudeville houses with Joe
Frisco, then accepted agent Harry Fitzgerald’s offer to book them
in New York as part of Dancing Around, a Broadway revue
scheduled to feature Al Jolson.
The show never opened – but the “Rubes” picked up some New
York casuals: two weeks in the foyer of the Century Theater, on
Central Park West just north of Columbus Circle; a party at the
Astor Hotel thrown by the legendary railroad mogul and bon vivant
diamond Jim Brady; a smattering of vaudeville dates. In the end,
even these ran out, and “Brown’s Band From Dixieland” officially
split up.
Loyacano told New Orleans jazz historian Dr. Edmond
Souchon in 1956 that the proprietors of Reisenweber’s Restaurant,
just down the street from the Century, were prepared at that point
to hire the band. But all they could offer was twenty-five dollars
per man per week, half of what the five musicians had been
earning at the theatre, and far below what they’d wound up making
after Lamb’s had hit the jackpot in Chicago.
After some discussion they turned the offer down. Little
more than a year later, the more practical Nick LaRocca took the
Reisenweber’s job; as well shortly be recounted, it made the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band the talk of New York City. “We
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could have had all the gravy that the Dixieland Band got, because
we were there before them.” Said Arnold Loyacano, with more
than a hint of reproach at his colleagues’ failure to recognize
opportunity when they saw it.
….Tom Brown’s success at Lamb’s alerted white
Chicagoans to what was, in content and effect (if not in exact
performance style), the same kind of syncopated dance music as
that dispensed by the Creole Orchestra. The sound of it, the
ragtimery rhythm, was new, dynamic, and eminently marketable.
Therefore, and not without a certain irony, it was the
ODJB, not Brown, who were the first to record the emergent New
Orleans music. What, meanwhile, did Brown’s “Band From
Dixieland” sound like? It can’t have been much different in
substance from (though perhaps smoother in execution than) the
jagged ensemble textures and nervous drive heard on the 1917-18
Original Dixieland Jazz Band records.
In a letter to Dick Holbrook, Ray Lopez’s son Bert quoted
his father as saying Brown’s band differed from many others in
that its musicians “tried to support each other and produce
something melodic and rhythmical, instead of trying to drown each
other out and make a lot of noise. Someone would come up with an
improvised passage and they would work it into a sort of
harmonious counterpoint behind the lead, who would be
improvising off the melody.”
Some recorded evidence of Brown and his musicians does
in fact exist. The trombonist, for example, made records beginning
in 1920, with Ray Miller’s Black and white Melody boys. His
ensemble figures on their “Beale Street blues,” recorded for Okeh,
are delivered in a broad manner very like that of Eddie Edwards on
the Original Dixieland Jazz Band Victor records. “Beale Street
Blues” also has that rarity, at least for 1921, a solo chorus. As the
other horns provide a tango-like background figure, Brown plays
an expansive twelve bars, as evocative of (the later-recorded) Kid
Ory as of Edwards.
He is also with other bands on such slightly later records as
Johnny Bayersdorffer’s 1924 “The Waffle Man’s Call” and
Norman Brownlee’s “Dirty Rag,” made the following year. His
marching-band conception of trombone as a kind of ground bass
remained much the same for the rest of his life, as can be heard on
records made in 1950 by a band led by New Orleans historianguitarist Dr. Edmond Souchon and cornetist Johnny Wiggs, so it’s
reasonable to assume it hadn’t changed much between 1915 and
1924.
…Chicago was still wide open to southern hot musicians,
with restaurants and cafes clamoring for New Orleans (or at least
New Orleans style) bands. With this in mind, Tom Brown, Larry
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shields, and Ray Lopez headed straight back to Chicago after the
“Band from Dixieland” folded in Manhattan.
Tom Brown himself was in a five-piece band led by
banjoist Clint Brush, which played Chicago in 1919.”

Clint Bush’s Band, 1919. Two New Orleanians, Tony Giardino-clarinet &
Tom Brown-trombone. Bush is on banjo.

In the book “New Orleans Jazz; A Revised History” R. Collins
wrote:
“The first white Dixieland band departed New Orleans in
1915 to play in Chicago. This was called Tom Brown’s Band from
Dixieland. The members of the band and their ages were:
Name
Tom Brown
Ray Lopez
Arnold Loyacano
Billy Lambert
Gussie Mueller

Age in 1911
23
22
22
18
21

The second New Orleans white band to go to Chicago, in
1916, was Johnny Stein’s Band which, without Stein, later became
famous as the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. The personnel of this
band was:
Name
Johnny Stein

Age in 1911
20
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Nick LaRocca
22
20
Eddie Edwards
Henry Ragas
20
Alcide Nunez
19
Larry Shields
18
(Nunez was later replaced by Shields)
Collins continues:
“Dixieland band leaders Tom Brown and Albert “Abbie”
Brunies were not reticent in saying “We got all that stuff from the
colored musicians.”
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Steve Brown

Steve Brown, born in New Orleans January 13th, 1890, and
younger brother of Trombonist Tom Brown, is one of the most
important early jazz bassist that migrated to Chicago in May of
1915. Brown’s real name was Ted Brown.
Early Life
Brown’s early life was typical for families who were “in
poor circumstances.” He was 12 when he lost his father and a little
less then two years when his mother died. Both He and Tom quit
school to work (Sic: this also was typical of society in this era in
New Orleans. Both my mother and father did not finish their
schooling.) The boy’s father played in a little band. He played
different string instruments. He did not read music and the bands
of this era played the dance music popular – lancers, mazurkas,
waltzes, etc.
Steve used to hear Stale Bread’s Band (Emile August
LaCoume Sr.) and the various bands that played for lawn parties,
these bands mostly consisting of Violins and Flutes.
Steve and brother Tom rented a house together and
“Happy” Schilling asked if he could leave some instruments in the
house. The brothers, during the day would ‘fool around’ with the
instruments – trombone, tuba, clarinets, etc. Tom liked the
trombone best and Steve loved the bass.
Having no formal lessons the boys picked up the
instruments their father had – guitar flute and harmonica. Working
on the bass the boys soon were joined by others and in time
became able to form a little band which began to get attention and
were offered a job playing in a carnival parade for the Garden
District Carnival Club. Acquiring uniforms after joining the state
militia they used their blue coats, bought white pants and the name
of the band covering the militia hat emblem. The carnival club won
first prize and the band was praised in a newspaper article. Steve
was about 15 or 16 years old at this time. Soon after the parade
they got acquainted with Jack Laine. Laine gave the boys band
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dance jobs and soon they had enough work that some of the
members quit their job to just play music. Ray Lopez was one of
the band members. (Steve wasn’t in the band when they went to
Chicago the first time. Arnold Loyocano was the bass player.)
The band played regularly in New Orleans for the
prizefights. The band would play before, after each round and after
the fight. They played the ballyhoo wagons to promote the fight.
Steve left the band in 1913 and went to Jackson, Miss. To
work in the state hospital as a sheet metal worker. Staying there for
about three years getting married to a lady that was a seamstress at
the hospital.
The couple returned to New Orleans and soon moved to
Natchitoches, La. And opened up a business in the latter part of
1917. They remained there until 1920 when he got a letter from
Tom asking him to come to Chicago. At first Steve had a hard time
getting music jobs. The bands were using tuba instead of string
bass. Finally he substituted in a band playing at the Blackstone
Hotel. Steve put on a show that night, spinning his bass, riding it,
doing things that really entertained the audience. From that night,
Steve didn’t have any trouble securing jobs. He remained in
Chicago until 1926.
Chicago
Steve joined the NORK at Friar’s Inn and after substituting
for Arnold Loyocano became the regular bass player for the
NORK. While with this band he also played at the Midway
Gardens (until 12:00, then went and played with the NORK until
5:00 AM. WE called the band the Original Memphis Melody boys.
The members of the band when Steve joined them were Elmer
Schoebel-piano, Leon Roppolo-clarinet, George Brunis-trombone,
Ben Pollack on drums, and Paul Mares on cornet. After Roppolo
had to leave, we got Volly DeFaut to play clarinet; After Schoebel
left we had Mel Stitzel on piano; Jack Pettis was added on
saxophone. After Roppolo left Steve remarked that the boys just
couldn’t get together right, there was always something lacking
and they sorta disbanded. After I left, Chink Martin joined the
band. While I was with the Midway Gardens Benny Goodman
joined the band. He was playing with the band at the time I left and
went to join Jean Goldkette in Detroit. (Steve recorded with both
the Friar’s and Midway Gardens bands.)
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Jean Goldkette Orchestra, New York, 1926 - Steve Brown on trombone

Goldkette Orchestra, 1927 in Detroit

Milt Hinton heard Steve while he was playing with the
band at Midway Gardens. He remarked:
“Hinton recalls his own youth in Chicago, standing outside
the Midway Gardens, unable to enter because blacks were not
allowed. But you could hear him (Steve Brown) loud and clear,
even from outside. What a beat that man had. He was doing things,
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cross-rhythms and stuff, that I’ve never yet heard anyone else do.
He was the best, and we all knew it. Don’t let anyone tell you
different.”
Wellman Braud, Ellington’s superb bassist, also cited
Brown as his favorite on his own instrument.
Steve became the first bassist to solo with the Whiteman
band: “Perhaps the 1st bassist to be granted such an honor-Steve
was regularly featured with both Goldkette and with Whiteman,
coming out from to do solo specialties.” (Lost Chord – Sudhalter)
“Steve was the most admired of early New Orleans
bassists, white or black,” said Sudhalter.

In the George Brunies interview in the “Second Line”
Brunies remarked: “Steve Brown, from New Orleans, the first
white man to use the pizzicato style of playing string bass.
Detroit
Steve remarked that he enjoyed his time with the Goldkette
band best of all: “My most enjoyable music years was spent with
the Goldkette outfit because it was in my estimation a very good
band for the size – it was a big band and they played rhythmically the rhythm was perfect. It had a nice body to it and the people
liked the music very much - everyone that we played for.
When talking about the Goldkette Band’s style Steve
remarked: “We were ahead of the time with this orchestra, we were
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about – I think we were about four years ahead of time with our
arrangements; we had the best arrangers in the country. See this
Bill challis went with Whiteman, too. ‘Cause our records were
outselling Whiteman’s. In this band were: Steve, Bix, Joe Venuti,
Newell “Spiegal” Willcox, Don Murray. This band recorded for
Victor. Soon after the recording the band broke up.” This band
finally collapsed in Sept. 1927, under the weight of an inflated
payroll and poor prospects for the coming year.
Soon as the band broke up Whiteman reached in and
grabbed all the boys he wanted. He secured the services of
Trambauer, Bix, Brown and the arranger Challis.
Steve then joined the WGM band in Chicago.
Steve Brown’s Bass Style
Steve began playing music after Schilling left some
instruments at his house. He began experimenting with them and
found out he liked the string bass best of them all. Other musician
friends gave him some hints and like many New Orleans musicians
had no formal musical training. Once he began playing with bands
that were reading bands he secured an instruction book and taught
himself to read.
Tuba vs. String Bass
When arriving in Chicago the custom of the time was to
use a tuba in the musical ensembles of the day and the city. He
speaks of the use of the tuba and the difference between using a
tuba and a string bass in musical ensembles. When asked about the
“lighted tuba” he remarked:
“I couldn’t understand why I couldn’t get a job around
there. (Sic: Chicago) Everybody and his brother had a big tuba or I
can tell you, it was somethin’ to look at with all the lights, turning
on and off and I just concluded that I had to do the same thing in
order to get a job, but, as I told you – it just so happened that a
booker must have been short one night and he gave me that job in
the Blackstone Hotel….Inside the bell, down inside where it
couldn’t be seen, but the reflection of these lights would go on and
off and it was a beautiful sight there, you see they’d have
sousaphones more of them, they’d have sousaphones, with these
large bells, the larger the bell the bigger the show. See, and they’d
have a large bell for a show and when all these lights would go on
from a distance you would look at it, and it was beautiful. They
were not connected with each valve. It was just the same as a
Christmas light going on and off, the switch would be down on the
floor. . . .
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It was beautiful but to me that grunting sound of the tuba
was – it wasn’t a true bass tone to me. And After I started playing
and they heard the recordings why all the band leaders thought the
same as I did, because they all started changing to string bass. But
for awhile, I had the field all to myself and I traveled all through
the New England coast and those places and when I’d return on my
second trip, I’d see basses seem to appear in different bandstands,
as I went alone, and then after I made the third trip or so, why
everybody and his brother had a string bass on. And they discarded
tubas completely. They’d put them away. And in a great many
bands now, bringing tubas back a little bit and also banjos. Very
few tuba players that can continue playing smooth tones. It
depends upon his stomach and the condition of himself, physically.
But a string bass, you can always get a nice smooth tone out of it.
Steve’s Unique Bass Playing Style
“Now I played a different type of bass. I played what they
called ‘slapstick bass’. When I first, when we were playing out at
Milneburg and West End and those places out at all day picnics,
one place in particular the drummer failed to show up. And I had
used the bow up until then. I had used the bow, learned to bow the
bow (Sic: how to stroke the bow over the strings) - just bass like
any legitimate bass player. With this drummer not showing up left
us without any rhythm, so I put the bow down, and slapped the
bass, just slapped the strings against the finger board, which
produced an after beat effect which gave it a rhythmic effect to the
band, and the boys all liked it so well they even though after we
did get a drummer why they wanted me to continue. So I continued
that way.”
Steve then explained this technique of ‘slap’ bass:
“ With the aid of the finger board, I used to make triple
beats. You’ll hear it on “Dinah” (with Jean Goldkette, Victor
Records). The string will hit the fingerboard and I’ll just catch it,
catch it on the bounce and it makes a sort of triple effect. It was so
pronounced that all the musicians could hear it and they didn’t
understand how I did it. In fact, I wasn’t able to explain it myself.
They liked it that way and they’d never heard anything like that
before.”
When Steve talked to salesmen at the music stores he
visited he was told that the people like a lot of bass in the records.
They liked the heaviness that Steve had in there, they like that.
“That’s why,” Steve remarked, “that I continued to play that way. I
had heavier strings on my bass for larger orchestras because if I’d
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put the regulars, legitimate size strings on why it wouldn’t come
out, it wouldn’t be as pronounced as it was on the records that you
hear.”
Steve then describes the strings he used:
“I’d have a heavier ‘G’ string than was ordinarily used. It
was a gut string. Both ‘G’ and ‘D’ were gut strings. Then I’d add
‘A’ and ‘E’ wrapped with silk and then that would have, being
heavier, that would give me a deeper vibration.”
Steve used a German bass. He paid $75 dollars for it. He
had it fixed up the way he liked it and later was offered $800 for it.
When Steve was in Cincinnati the Wurlitzer people offered him a
$1000. Unfortunately the bass was later stolen and Steve said “It
was just like losing somebody in my family after I lost my
instrument.”
Steve’s first string bass was a half size bass that I bought.
As I grew up that little half size bass was getting’ too small for me.
Joe Meyer’s father had some sort of pull (Sic: political) in one of
the stores and he told me to go down there and pick out a bass and
pay so much a week and he’d stand good for it, which I did. I paid
$125 for it. At that particular time that is a high amount. But
playing music as we were then, why it didn’t take no time to pay
off everything.
Playing with a ‘slapping’ style Steve had to have the
fingerboard ‘dressed’ constantly in order to keep the fingerboard
smooth and playable.
When playing his style he would use two or three fingers.
When he was ‘playing heavy music’ he would use three fingers.
He explained:
“I’d grab them because mine was heavier strings than ere
ordinarily used on the string bass. They weren’t soft and pliable.
Now you take for legitimate work, I couldn’t finger it as well as a
legitimate man could, because my string were too heavy but I had
to have them heavy on account of the body, to produce with all that
heavy instrumentation that we had.
Steve never needed to put tape on his fingers as he said
they were tough. He mentions being a tinsmith helped get his
hands tough. He said “the more I played the tougher they got. They
got calluses on ‘em.” Steve could play all night and all day without
his fingers hurting him or bothering him at all.
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Actually the first bass Steve had was one that he and
brother Tom made out of wooden cheese boxes:
“I made the first bass fiddle, Tom and I worked on it
together – and the damn thing sounded just like a bass after we got
through with it, but always stunk like anything from the cheese that
was in it you know. We used these heavy, twine strings; just rope
and it sounded enough to please us for a three-piece band-violin,
guitar and bass.
Time Line
1890 – Born January 13th, 1890
1902 – Began trying out musical instruments. Liked String Bass
best.
1905-06 – Played in Mardi Gras Parade for Garden district
Carnival Club.
1906? – Met Jack Laine and played parade and dance jobs for him;
and for prize fights
1913 – Left band and moved to Jackson, La. – worked as sheet
metal worker in the East La. State Hospital.
1916 – Married (1916) and moved back to New Orleans
1917? – Natchitoches, La – opened up his own business-latter part
of 1917-until 1920
1920 – Moved back to New Orleans and into music again – stayed
in New Orleans briefly before going –a year or two to
Chicago upon Tom’s request. Played with Dixie groups
and Friar’s In Band & Midway Gardens Orchestra.
1925 – Recordings made but not released until 26-27
1926 – To Detroit to join Goldkette (5 years). Records
1927 – Recordings (latter part of 27)
1931 – To New York to join Paul Whiteman-latter part of ‘28’ and
‘29’
19-- - Return to Detroit with Goldkette (also New York for a time
with one of Godkette’s Band
19-- - Traveled around country (The Vagabonds/Goldkette unit)
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19-- - Back in Detroit – found he had arthritis (stopped playing for
a few years.
Original Memphis Melody Boys Midway Dance Orchestra
In Detroit – 1930-40 - For years
George “Happy” Schilling

Schilling was born in New Orleans on April 27, 1886.
While beginning music on the mandolin and guitar, he soon
changed to trombone and his first playing was done with Jack
Laine’s Marching Band during carnival. The trombone was a valve
trombone. When Laine took a band to The St. Louis World’s Fair
he began playing with Johnny Fischer’s Band, considered by Steve
Brown as one of the best bands in New Orleans. He was playing
bass for this band which had: Lawrence Veca-cornet, later Achille
Baquet-clarinet, Bill Gallity-valve trombone, Fischer on violin, and
Philly Meyers on guitar. Later “Ragbaby” Stevens was added on
drums. (Later replaced by Freddie Williams. George Barth later
joined the band on trumpet and Fischer switched to clarinet. Other
members during this time were Tony Varenholt on brass bass.
When LaRocca’s Band got a call to go to Chicago this band took
over the job of advertising for prizefights on a wagon.
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Group of future jazz greats – The boy in front is 10 year old George
Brunies;L/R Happy Schilling, Abbie Brunies, Harry Shannoon, Richie
Brunies & Bud loyacano

While they were playing at the Pup Café, on Iberville
Street, the band was hired and went to Chicago. This band at this
time included: Schilling-trombone, Fischer-clarinet, Barth-cornet,
Williams on drums and Arnold “Deacon” Loyocano on piano.
Schilling, in his Tulane interview said they went in 1913 but he
also remarked that they followed the ODJB right after they went to
Chicago. (SIC: I think the date he mentioned is wrong. It must
have been in the winter of 1916. The Tom Brown Band went to
Chicago in May of 1915 and Schilling’s Band followed in the early
winter. Schilling said the band returned to New Orleans before the
War broke out. For America, that would be around 1917. Johnny
Stein’s Band went to Chicago on March 3, 1916.
The Schilling/Fischer Band played at the Arsonia Café for
the owner Mike Fritzel. It was at the Arsonia that Manuel Perez
first played in Chicago for Fritzel. They stayed at the Arsonia until
it was closed because of a fight and left also because the band had
a falling out with Fritzel over money. The band went to work for
Tommy Thomas (an ex-prize-fighter) who had a place near the
Arsonia.
In an early publication before the “Second Line” a small
newsletter was published in New Orleans. This newsletter wrote of
the Schilling/Fischer Band in Chicago:
“About 1915 Fischer’s Ragtime Band went to Chicago for
an engagement at the Arsonia Café on West Madison and Pauline
Sts. The line-up of the band was: Fischer-clarinet, Arnold
Loyocano-piano/bass, George Barth-cornet, Fred Williams-drums
and Happy Schilling on slide trombone. They played about two
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weeks here and then Fischer and Williams went back home to New
Orleans. The rest of the men stayed on at the Arsonia and Schilling
re-organized them under the new name of “New Orleans Jazz
Band”, adding John Frisco-drums and Red Rolland-clarinet to fill
up the vacancies.
After about 2 weeks, the New Orleans Jazz Band moved
down the block to Tommy Thomas’ Café where they remained for
about two or three months, before coming back to New Orleans.
Schilling formed a new band when he arrived home and
called it “Happy" Schilling’s Dixie Jazz Band” with the following
men in it: Schilling-Trombone, Harry Shannon-trumpet, George
Barth-2nd trumpet, Achillle Baquet-clarinet. This band played for
all the various dances given in the halls mentioned above (sic:
Washington Artillery Hall, Druids, and Moose Hall.)

Taken in 1917 there are 6 white & one African-American
(3rd from left on clarinet)

They played for “all day picnics” at Milneburg on Lake
Pontchartrain and also at the West End Roof. They had
engagements at the Tin Roof on Washington Ave. (where Tin Roof
Blues was inspired). The boys also played various dances across
the river: Crescent Park in Gretna, La, electric Park in Algiers,
Pecan Grove in Harvey, La., Oaks Hotel in Hammond, La., opened
the St. Tammany Hotel in Mandeville, La. Two of the carnival
balls they played in New Orleans were Heremes and Babylon. As
was the custom in those days the band played on open wagons to
advertise various coming events and Happy Schilling had many a
tailgate trombone battle with a rival wagon. The man with the most
wind and strongest trombone won. Schilling is now playing bass at
the Magnolia Room, 300 Dauphine St. in New Orleans. His son,
George, is the clarinet man in the outfit.” (Basin Street, 1945)
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Schilling’s Band – cc 1921
The band stayed there until the War started. Schilling went
back to New Orleans and was drafted and served in World War I.
After being discharged he formed a band in New Orleans that
included: Harry Shannon & George Barth-trumpets,”DeDe"
Stevens-drums, Achille Baquet-clarinet, Eddie “Lefty” Eiermannsousaphone, Schilling-trombone, and his brother on alto horn.
Only Schilling was a veteran and was discharged in time to have
the band play for the celebration of the signing of the Armistice.
This band was called Schilling’s Dixie Jazz Band. Schilling also
formed a brass band and both bands got a lot of work. They played
parades, dance jobs and picnics usually at West End and
Milneburg. Schilling remarked that there were 20 or more bands
working at Milneburg every Sunday (Sic: Armstrong also mentions
this) It was at one of the ‘camps’ Smith’s Cottage that Schilling
played with a racially mixed band, using Dave Perkins, Achille
Baquet and Batiste Aucoin along with Stevens, Shannon and
Schilling playing guitar. Frequently Schilling had a ‘mixed’ band.
Some people would say, when Schilling’s Band was coming along
in a parade they would say “Here comes "Happy" Schilling’s black
and white band.”
Schilling quit playing music on New Year’s Eve in about
1954-55. He died in New Orleans on Feb. 28, 1964.
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Alcide “Yellow” Nunez

Alcide “Yellow” Nunez was born in New Orleans on
March 17, 1884 and died on Sept. 2, 1934. The New Grove
Dictionary of Jazz states:
“Nunez began playing professionally as a guitarist, but
from about 1902 began playing clarinet. He played in numerous
groups around New Orleans including Papa Jack Laine’s Reliance
Band and Tom Brown’s Band. He played at the 101 Ranch with a
trio near Storyville. He went to Chicago in 1916 with Johnny
Stein’s Band. Nunez, with LaRocca, Ragas and Edwards formed
the ODJB. Disagreements with LaRocca had Nunez joinging a
vaudeville tour and then joined Anton Lada’s Louisiana Five
(1918-1919). He formed his own group in the mid 1920s and after
1927 he played with various groups around New Orleans.
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Nunez played with a number of groups in New Orleans
grouping up. One such group was the Stalebread Lacoume’s Band
around 1906

Stalebread’s Band- 1906. Nunex is playing guitar and 2nd on right.

Nunez was also a member of the New Orleans Police Band
when he returned to New Orleans around 1927.

New Orleans Police Band
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Nunez in Police Band Uniform

A very unusual musical ensemble was established in
January of 1919. Unusual not because it was a jazz band, but that
it’s instrumentation featured, not a cornet as lead, but a clarinet.
The band consisted of: clarinet, trombone, piano, banjo and drums.
The group was not to have a long live together but in its short time
it was able to make a number of outstanding recordings. The
musical influence of this group has been questioned but with its
clarinet lead broke new ground in jazz ensemble instrumentation.
Perhaps not having the influence of the ODJB (which the
clarinetist of the La. 5 had been one of the original members of the
ODJB) or the NORK, as we look back on his history, we can
understand its importance in the framework of jazz history.
Often written history gives credit to the person who
receives the most publicity or ‘blows his horn the loudest.’ Such is
the case of this musically gifted clarinetist, Alcide “Yellow”
Nunez. Among his peers he was thought of as one of the best early
jazz clarinetist in New Orleans, only rivaled by Picou and the
Baquet brothers. He was a generation before the more famous
clarinetists: Bechet and Dodds, Shields, and the Mandeville
clarinetist Isidore Fritz. In fact, Nunez may have been the first
great early jazz clarinetist and should be remembered as such. He
is only now being thought of as such.
One of the earliest bands to visit Chicago was the band lead
by drummer Johnny Stein, this band being a predecessor of the
ODJB.
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Stein’s Band – Nunez, Edwards, Ragas, LaRocca & Stein

Nunez was an individualist and was an influence on the
music of the ODJB as it was becoming the most popular jazz band
in the Chicago era of jazz history. His individual personality and
talent was seen in the development of the ODJB but the individual
attitudes of the cornetist Nick LaRocca and Nunez clashed and
before the first jazz recording was made, Nunez was replaced by
Larry Shields, a younger man. The first group that were
represented when the ODJB first traveled to Chicago would under
go changes in personnel before the first recording was made, with
members of the first group joining other jazz bands in Chicago or
forming their own ensembles. Alcide “Yellow” Nunez

The Original Dixieland Jazz Band
Nunez, 2nd on left

Billed as “World’s Greatest Jazz Clarinetist” Alcide was
born on March 17th in the year 1884 making him one of the earliest
born jazz musicians. (Bolden born in 1877, Bechet in 1897) Alcide
was of Spanish/French decent, (the original Creole mixture) their
descendants arriving in southern Louisiana from the Canary
Islands. They established a residence in St. Bernard’s Parish. (By a
young age Alcide was living in the Marigny district of New
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Orleans, the area that also was the residence of the famous New
Orleans musician called the “Father of White Jazz” Jack “Papa”
Laine.
Laine had known of the young Nunez who played a tinwhistle and eventually changed to guitar, the instrument he began
on when he first played with an organized group led by John
Spriccio, an early music teacher and violinist from New Orleans,
possibly the first teacher of ‘jazz.’ (As stated in an article in the
New York Dramatic Mirror of Dec. 14, 1918)
Nunez was playing guitar in one of his earliest band
experiences along with Gus Shinder on piano, a cornet player and
Stale Bread Lacoumbe. With the addition of Frank Christian on
guitar, Nunez promptly decided to purchase and learn the clarinet.
After a few weeks of practice Nunez had found ‘his’ instrument.
Almost from the beginning (thought to be around 1902) Nunez
seemed to adapt to playing in a ‘jazzy’ style and is said to “have
these blue notes arranged as cadenzas.” This band became known
as the “Right at ‘Em’s Razz Band.” (This information in included
in a letter by Harry Huguenot that was published in the Feb. 8th,
1919 issue of “Vaudeville Volleys.”) It was said that one of their
‘big’ band numbers was “Bill Bailey,” a song that became a big hit
when published in 1900. Nunez, after meeting Jack Laine played in
one of Laine’s Reliance Bands from 1912 to 1916, getting the
musical training offered by Laine and meeting a large number of
Laine’s band members who were to be his co-patriots for years of
performances. One account gives Nunez playing with Laine as
early as 1905.

Reliance Band cc. 1910Laine (seated), Manuel Mello, Nunez, Leonce Mello,
Pantsy Laine, Chink Martin and Tim Harris

Like many of Laine’s band musicians Nunez was a ‘faker’
and could not read music. He had an exceptional ear and could
pick up a song after just one hearing. Many of the early jazz
musicians were ‘fakers.’ A list of these early jazz musicians that
Nunez was associated with is like a how’s who in early jazz
history. They include: John Stein, The Christian brothers, the
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Mello brothers, Chink Martin, Tom Brown, the Cassard brothers,
Joe “Ragbaby” Stevens, LaRocca, Ed Edwards, Henry Ragas,
Johnny Stein, Anton Lada, Ray Lopez and so many others.
Having the experience and the reputation as being one of
the top early jazz clarinetists by his peers Nunez. While with the
Reliance Band Nunez was a contributor to the repertoire of the
band with new tunes, strains, and variations and novel effects on
his clarinet. It is hard to know the number of early jazz clarinetist
that were influenced by Nunez but among them are Pee Wee
Russell and Tony Parenti. (Parenti remarked that “the best
clarinetists when he was little were the Baquet brothers and Yellow
Nunez. They played nice jazz and were known to all. At that time
Larry Shields was just one of the boys coming up.”
In early jazz history fate took a hand in various musician’s
careers. Notably early jazz musicians such as Buddy Petit, the
great cornetist. He was first asked to go to Chicago to join King
Oliver but turned him down. Oliver then sent for Louis Armstrong
after first asking “Kid” Rena to join him after Petit’s refusal.
Would the history of jazz have to been re-written if either Petit or
Rena had gone to Chicago to play with Oliver? Surely the career of
Armstrong with his great talent would have come to pass but
perhaps not with Oliver. Such is the fate of Nunez. While
considered one of the top clarinetists around New Orleans, it was
his exposure to national fame that was realized in Chicago.

Christian Ragtime Band – 1915. Willie Guitar, Manuel Gomez, Harry
Nunez, Yellow Nunez, Frank Christian, Charlie Christian & Kid Toots
Blaise

In March of 1916 Nunez traveled to Chicago with a band
that included: Johnny Stein as the leader/drummer, Nick LaRoccacornet, Eddie Edwards-trombone, Henry Ragas-pianist. This is the
band that evolved into the ODJB with Stein being replaced by
Tony Sbarbaro. Early in October of the same year (1916) Nunez
had a dispute with LaRocca and left the band, being replaced by
Harry Shields. Thus destiny stepped in and Nunez was not the
clarinetist on the first jazz recording. It is ironic as Nunez was said
to be the originator of the ‘barnyard’ effects that were used on this
first jazz recording of “Livery Stable Blues.” The authorship of
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this tune is still in controversy as the judge through out a lawsuit
about the tune’s authorship stating that the authorship of the tune
was impossible to establish. With both LaRocca and Nunez (and
others) claiming authorship.

ODJB-Sbarbaro, Edwards, LaRocca, Nunez & Ragas

Three unnamed Chicago Bands

Nunez – 2nd on Left

Unnamed Chicago Band-Nunez on left
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Unmaede Chicago Band-Nunez on left

Both LaRocca and Nunez played in the Laine Reliance
Band. Interviews with other Laine musicians remarked that all the
band members would collectively compose or add to the band’s
repertoire. Any musicians who had something to add could add it.
Nunez was remembered as a musician with lots of ideas to add.
New tunes were considered to be beneficial to the band. In these
days these additions or tunes were not seen as having commercial
value or potential to have them written down and copyrighted.
Many of the early jazz tunes still are in doubt as to who and when
a tune was first composed.
When Nunez left the LaRocca lead ODJB he joined Tom
Brown’s Band and what was described as a switch, Larry Shields
left Brown’s Band and joined LaRocca’s band. After a month or
two Nunez then joined a band lead by Arnold Loyacano at Tommy
Thomas’s Café. He stayed less then two months. It is also said that
promoter Harry James had hired Nunez to go to New Orleans and
form a new band which was to play at the Vernon Inn. In January
of 1917 Bert Kelly hired bands that included Nunez to play clubs
around Chicago. WE have a reference from a musical advertising
flyer from around this time promoting a band that included: Nunez,
Emil Christian-trombone, Ragbaby Stevens-drums, Kelly on banjo,
and pianist Harry Foster.
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Bert Kelly

The Band at the Green Goose

Kelly, having gone to New York formed a new band and in
August of 1918 a band consisting of: Kelly, Tom Brown, Ragbaby
Stevens, Nunez and probably Cawley on piano began a stay at
Reisenweber's Restaurant in New York. This band did not include
a cornet, a traditional instrument in early New Orleans jazz. When
the ODJB returned from a brief stay in New Orleans for rehearsals
(they needed to replace Edwards who was drafted – Emile
Christian took his place). These early jazz bands, being ‘faking’
bands, could not just hire a replacement as there was no music and
the new member had to learn the ‘tight’ tunes as the ODJB played.
Stevens soon left the band and was replaced by Anton “Tony”
Lada. (Lada and Nunez had worked together in New Orleans at the
Grunwald Hotel.) Staying at Weisenwebers through December
they began playing in theaters around New York City. It was
during this period that Nunez met and married Hilda Emma
Bagdahn on Dec. 14th, 1918.
It was in January of 1918 that the Louisiana Five was
formed with: Nunez, Lada, Cawley, banjoist Carl Berger and
trombonist Charlie Panelli. Nunez was its star performer and was
listed as “World’s Greatest Jazz clarinetist.”
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La. 5 – Lada, Panelli, Nunez, Berger & Cawley

It was first thought that the La 5 was just a recording band
but they did play a number of jobs for both dances and vaudeville,
the band making a trip to Oklahoma to play for a rich oil
millionaire. This is the time that Pee Wee Russell first heard and
was influenced by Nunez.

But first, it was to make some memorable jazz recordings
in the year 1919. Many of the songs recorded were co-authored by
Nunez and Lada. During this time Nunez did play with other
groups and probably this was the reason that many thought that the
La 5 was just a recording band.
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In November of 1921 Nunez returned to Chicago to play
for Kelly at “Kelly’s Stable.” That job lasted about 2 years. Nunez
continued to work around Chicago for a couple of years.
Having trouble with his teeth (finally getting a set of false
teeth) and having been diagnosed with diabetes, Nunez decided to
return to New Orleans. Finding out he could still lay clarinet
Nunez began playing with the New Orleans Police Band (he was a
driver of the patrol wagon now) and also it was at this time that
Nunez learned to read music. He also began playing with a band
called “The Moonlight Serenaders” over radio station WCBE in
New Orleans. This station eventually changed its call letters to
WDSU, a station that is still broadcasting.
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Nunez and Family

Alcide & Hilda

Nunez Family: Alicde, wife Hilda, children: Alcide, Robert & Eugene
At LIttle Woods, cc 1930

Nunez continued to play with various bands around New
Orleans until he suffered a sudden massive heart attack on Sept.
2nd, 1934, happening while he was driving the Police Wagon. He
was 50 years old.
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Anton Lada

Anton Lada was born in New Orleans around 1893 and
died in Chicago in 1967. He played around New Orleans in his
early teens and led a group called the Five Southern Jazzers. He
migrated to Chicago in December of 1914 with LaRocca, Nunez,
Ragas and Edwards playing for two weeks at the Casino Gardens
located at Clark and Kinzie Streets. After a quarrel the group broke
up and LaRocca acquired Johnny Stein to play drums and Larry
shields to play clarinet. This group became known as the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band.

Five Southern Jazzers-Chicago, late 1917-18 L/R Anton Tony Lada-drums,
Frank L. Hotag-trombone, Frank Christian-cornet, Johnny Fischerclarinet & Ernie Erdman-piano

Lada, with Nunez formed a new band consisting of: Lada,
Nunez, Charlie Pannelli on trombone, Joe Calway, piano and Karl
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Kalberger on banjo. This group became known as the La. 5. The
La 5 may have been the first New Orleans member band to reach
New York City. The La 5 was playing at Bus Stanabies Restaurant
at 39th and Broadway in New York as early as July, 1915. The
ODJB is said to have arrived in the city in December of 1917,
playing at Reisenweber's Restuarant.
After the La 5 broke up in 1924 Lada traveled to
Hollywood and became musical director of KFWB and KFI.
The Recordings
Making a number of early jazz recordings solidified the
band’s place in jazz history. The band recorded for Emerson,
Columbia Edison and for Victor (the recordings were never
released from Victor) Most of the tunes recorded were listed as
original numbers by the band. Unfortunately the recording
company must have decided to add a cornet on the recordings
(New Orleans cornetist Bernard “Doc” Berhendson) so we have no
recordings with just Nunez playing clarinet without a cornet. (You
can hear some of these recordings on the Internet at
<redhotjazz.com>)
Groves Dictionary of Jazz states: “The group took part in
18 recording sessions (mostly for Emerson) during which it
recorded more than 50 tracks, including “Church St. Sobbin Blues”
and “Slow & Easy.”

Arrangements of a number of the recorded tunes can be
bought from Basin Street Press at www.basinstreet.com on the web
for $9.50 each. The tunes available are:
Be-Hap-E- Blues
Foot Warmer
Golden Rod Blues
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Klondyke Blues
Laughing Blues
Orange Blossom Blues
Summer Days
Thunderbolt Blues
Yelping Hound Blues
White Way Blues
Blue Flame
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Nunez Clarinet Style
Nunez’s tone was described as harsh and brittle and he was
skilled in the production of ‘barnyard effects. It is also said that his
vaudevillian approach to his music sometimes detracted from his
performance. These barnyard effects were probably first heard in
“Tiger Rag.’ Jack Laine gives credit for these additions of ‘tiger’
roars to Nunez, Bacquet and Perkins, all members of Laine’s
Reliance Band.
The barnyard effects on Livery Stable Blues was said to
have been first developed as a style for the band when the band
was playing one night and a certain woman began to cut indiscreet
capers on the dance floor. One of the members of the band (Nunez)
began ripping out the shrill neigh of a horse on his clarinet.
One of the songs “Yelping Hound Blues” contains some
light ‘hokum dog imitations’ (these barnyard effects were popular
with jazz audiences and were in a number of jazz novelties and
jazz numbers of the time) but Nunez never seemed to let these
imitations get in the way of his music.
With the cornet not in the instrumentation of the original La
5 the clarinet of Nunez was breaking new ground. As the
trombonist Panelli filled in portamenti and sustained tones while
Nunez created his part that is at once became the lead line and solo
line, not like the traditional New Orleans clarinet part in a 5 or 6
piece New Orleans jazz ensemble. Nunez lays out the melody
firmly on the beat and then reaching into the clarinet’s higher
register with what was called the “swooping elegance of the
ODJB’s Larry Shields. On the tune “Orange Blossom Rag” Nunez
is as punchy as a cornet without losing the clarinet’s suppleness.
Nunez’s playing was said to have been the first ‘jazz’ effects in a
jazz orchestra.
Bat Streckler (of the Streckler Boat Lines) remarked that
“Nunez was the first fellow I ever heard play jazz. He played at
Beter’s place on Music and Claiborne Streets. He couldn’t read,
but the minute he heard anything he could play it well.” Streckler
had hired Armstrong for his boat for the Fate Marable Orchestra
and Armstrong could not read either at the time he was hired.
Johnny Lala said about Nunez; “Very good, a wonderful
faker.
While some state that Nunez’s playing was ‘crony’ it
should be kept in mind that Nunez was a decade older than Larry
Shields and Johnny Dodds Nunez dating from the formative years
of jazz history. Along with Alphonse Picou, Nunez is one of the
earliest New Orleans jazz clarinetists that we have a substantial
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number of recordings. It was said that Nunez had a similar style to
George and Achille Baquet. One reissue of a Nunez recording
stated that Nunez wasn’t an improviser. I believe this not to be true
and Nunez was a very good improviser and faker. Raymond burke,
the legendary New Orleans Clarinetist stated that Nunez “had
some good ideas.” Nunez, in his Laine band days was known for
rearranging the context in which a strain appears.
In the recording of “Weary Blues” Nunez gives the tune a
gentle swing and is said to have ‘variated the melody.’ The
performance seems rather raggy and archaic. Nunez probably was
playing that way from the early days when the tune first came out
in 1912. Nunez, as we stated earlier, was an early performer and
his style of playing was not as ‘modern’ as Johnny Dodds and
other younger clarinetists when the recordings were made in 1919.
Musicians like Beiderbecke, Armstrong, Roppolo and others were
then taking this new music of the earlier generation in bolder and
more expression and experimental directions. Nunez was truly one
of the first early jazz musicians to develop the then new jazz styles.
Pee Wee Russell said of Nunez’s playing: “Nunez played
the melody and then he got hot and played jazz. That was
something.”
It is no doubt that Nunez’s playing was not as ‘modern’ as
others that followed but jazz is not just improvising. It is a way of
playing a given song in what is called a “jazz” style. Whether
Nunez’s style is best described as playing musical variations it is
still jazz. Jazz started out as dance music and not free
improvisations of the performer. In early New Orleans jazz there
was not solo improvised choruses as later appeared in the Chicago
era of jazz. It was collective improvising or variation. As jazz
developed into its unique style of playing dance music, the dances
and the public could tell the different between a dance tune and a
tune that was given a jazz interpretation. The tunes co-written by
Nunez are jazz tunes being used and played as dance music. The
arrangements available from Basin Street Press are dance
arrangements and they do not contain choruses for free
improvising. They were used as dance music and most of the time
all the instruments are playing throughout the arrangement as was
the style of published jazz music of the era. It was these
arrangements that helped jazz acquire a national audience with
local bands being able to play in the jazz style for their dancing
public. With the release of the recordings and the music of the La 5
numerous locals bands could now play jazz. Actually the whole
world could now play jazz music. How ignorant of writers to think
that jazz could not be played by ‘legit’ musicians of the era. While
they might have been ‘square’ they were still playing jazz tunes
and in a jazz style that the dances could dance the newly invented
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jazz dances. This fact, then, is the important part that the La 5,
their recordings and published music led the charge for the world
to be able to play jazz music for the dance.
Thunderbolt Blues
We will use the “Thunderbolt Blues” as an example of
Nunez’s compositions. This is a Nunez original and credit is given
on the music to: Nunez, Lada and Cawley. It was arranged by
Leroy Walker and published in 1919 by Leo Feist, Inc, New York.
The instrumentation – piano, piccolo, violin, clarinet in Bb,
Cornet1 & 2 in Bb, trombone, cello, bass and drums.
There is a 4 bar introduction with the 3rd bar syncopated
with a cakewalk rhythm. The first Section “A” is 16 bars, divided
into two 8 bar sections, each with 4 bar phrases. The use of the
cakewalk rhythm (a syncopated one) appears in bars 5,6,9 and 10
and repeated with the same theme in bars 13,14 and 19.
The harmonies are rather normal ones in the key of F
major, the section also ending in F major with only a few altered
chords (G7th and E 7th).
The second section “B” is also 16 bars in length. And
modulates into Bb major. This section uses only two chords, Bb
and F7th. No syncopation appears in this section.
In bar 37 the music marks the beginning of the trio but
from bars 37 to 48 it is more like a transition in march tempo that
leads to bar 49, which I think is the beginning of the real trio. This
transition contains jazz like breaks for the trombone of two bars,
followed by the full band. This is repeated in the next two bars
(bars 41 to 44). The remaining 4 bars is a march like section that
will sound very familiar to march compositions heard in many
familiar marches. The section begins in “A” minor and ends in a
half cadence leading to “D” the real trio.
Section “D” begins in C major but the introduction of an
E7th is the positioning it in its relative minor “A” half way through
in bar 57. It returns to the key of “C” in bar 65. Bars 71 to the last
10 bars there appears a cycle of 5th from E7, A7, G7 to its original
key of “C” major.
We must point out at this time that there is a D.S. after the
”B” section, returning to “A” for a repeat of both “A” and “B” and
then goes to section “C”.
Section “D” (the real trio) begins with the cakewalk
rhythm, this time using the 16th,8th & 16th rhythmic version of the
cakewalk rhythm, found in hundreds of early cakewalks. The trio
is divided into phrases two 8 bar phrases that are repeated material
until ending bars. Without the repeats the piece is 80 bars long.
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It is arranged with a full ensemble playing with no rest of
any of the instruments. This style of arranging appears in almost all
of the arrangements of the day. There are no openings for
instrumental solos.
Free improvising was not found in early jazz arrangements
and it would not be in use until around the time that Armstrong
traveled to Chicago in 1922. WE must remember that these early
jazz bands were in reality dance bands. Their music was in the jazz
style but not in regard to improvising. Yes they did have an
interpretation of the melody and did add their own parts against the
melody but did not have choruses for jazz solos. When playing for
dancing there was very little solos work. It was ensemble playing
that the musician was free to make up his own part to fit with the
harmony and not get in the way of the melody. The melody, like its
accompanying parts was more like embellishments and made up
harmony parts. There are many interviews with the early jazz
musicians that state that improvising was not a part of their music
while playing around New Orleans. The early musicians perhaps
did improvise at jam sessions or other jobs that were not dance
jobs. When one transcribes a jazz record like one from the ODJB
one finds no solo sections - only ensemble work.
This process of collective improvising is described by Jack
Weber in the book “Hear me Talkin’ To Ya.” Weber states:
“Because he (sic: the leader) the band played it differently
from the original. Other bandleaders stole it in turn, and, because
they couldn’t read either, the tune was played with many
variations. After the leader had shown the trumpet man the melody
(or what he thought was the melody), the trumpeter would play it
for the band, and the men would come in, making a complete
arrangement. It was “every man for himself,” with the trumpeter
taking the lead and everyone else filling in the best he could.”
He also states about how the parts changed as they would
repeat it the next time it was played: “They couldn’t repeatbecause they didn’t remember how they had played it.”
Thus the importance of a chord instrument. Many early jazz
bands used women pianists. Most often they could read and would
play the correct harmonies and chords, thus making it easier for the
wind instruments to improvise or make up their parts. Their parts
were not solo improvising but they made up parts that would fit the
harmony and support the lead instrument.
Richard Jones spoke about how improvising was
developed: “I would play over the new pieces because I could read.
Then some other pianist would get up and try to play it; perhaps he
could play it a little better. But they would forget it before they got
through and would have to fill in with a break and other stuff.
That’s where the improvisation came from.”
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This then is the school that Nunez grew up with. It was his
style, his training, and a way of playing music when a musician
could not read and knew little about the elements of music. There
is no way to discover when true improvising solos started. It seems
to have been in the Chicago era. All the New Orleans musicians
were playing collective improvisation, the lead embellishing the
melody and the other musicians fitting their part to his and the
harmony of the guitar or piano. Most played by ear and were
fakers. Sometime between the time that the early jazzmen were
trying to establish an ensemble sound and the Chicago era solo
improvising began.
By forming a cornet-less ensemble it gave Nunez a chance
to embellish the melody and not just play the clarinet in the
traditional way of early New Orleans jazz. When given the chance
Nunez could improvise with the best but until free improvising
established it, he would continue to play in his usual style.
Remember, making up a part that fits the melody might not
be called free improvising, as later was the case. Probably all the
early New Orleans musicians began showing that they could
improvise once it became the established element of jazz.
The ensemble work of the La 5 was one of the best
examples of an early jazz band playing a tune in a jazz orientated
style leading from the cakewalk/rag to a true jazz sound and then
to using the element of free improvising.
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Thunderbolt Blues
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